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Non – Technical Summary
SIRFIS is and acronym for Standardised Integrated Recreational Fisheries Information 
System. The system is designed to provide a user friendly and flexible environment in 
which to enter, store and retrieve data relating to recreational fisheries. The system also 
allows storage of comprehensive metadata (information about the data collection such as 
the methodology used) as well as storing associated documents such as journal articles or 
management plans produced from the data collected. 

The system is designed to handle information relating to the following: 

• Club Fishing
• Charter vessels
• On site surveys such as boat ramp/creel surveys
• Small off site surveys such as recall surveys/angler logbooks
• Tagging data
• Metadata and person/organisation administrative information

The need for a coordinated, national approach to the development of a standard for a 
recreational fisheries database was identified at the Recreational Fishing Workshop in 
Canberra in August 1994. The development of such a system was also considered a high 
priority at the pre workshop gathering of the 2nd National Fisheries Management 
Workshop at Bribie Island in 1994. 

The system will operate against four of the main database management systems (Oracle, 
Ingres, SQLBase, and Sybase), providing flexibility and significant cost savings for users 
to implement the application against their current computer server software. 

The project was funded by the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation and 
commenced in October 1995. All State fisheries agencies in Australia were involved in 
the project, which was developed by a team based at the Queensland Fisheries 
Management Authority in association with Farview Technology Pty Ltd. At a national 
level, the project was overseen by a group in Canberra called the Standing Committee on 
Fisheries and Aquaculture Fisheries Statistical Working Group. 

With the development of the National survey of Recreational and Indigenous Fishing 
underway, research and planning are currently being pursued to develop a module in 
SIRFIS to enable such a large-scale survey to make use of the application. With this in 
mind, the SIRFIS application is well placed to go beyond the project’s original objectives 
and provide a system that is capable of not only handling the predominant localised data 
collection methodologies widely used in each State, but also provide a system capable of 
handling large scale state wide and national information relating to recreational fisheries. 
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Background 
The 1992 Queensland Government Inquiry into Recreational Fishing identified the need 
for a comprehensive database to assist with the monitoring of recreational fishing catch 
and effort data to contribute to the sustainable management of those species targeted by 
recreational anglers. 

In August 1994, the need for a coordinated and national approach to the development of a 
standard for a recreational fisheries database was identified at the Recreational Fishing 
Workshop in Canberra entitled “Recreational Fishing: What’s the Catch ?”. Further, it 
was considered a high priority at the preworkshop gathering entitled “Best Available 
Information – Its Implications for Recreational Fisheries Management”, held in 
conjunction with the 2nd National Fisheries Management Workshop (Bribie Island, 
October 1994). 

The Standing Committee on Fisheries and Aquaculture (SCFA) Fisheries Statistical 
Working Group (FSWG) agreed that the development of a National Standard for a 
recreational fisheries database would provide a common structure for the collection 
processing, storage and retrieval of recreational fisheries data. Such a standard would 
enable common baseline data to be stored by each agency to assist with management of 
the major recreational fisheries in each State or Territory. 

With the support of State fisheries agencies and the Fisheries Statistical Working Group, 
an application entitled “The development and implementation of a national standard for a 
recreational fisheries database by all fisheries agencies “ was submitted to the Fisheries 
Research and Development Corporation in December 1994. The project commenced on 
October 1, 1995. 

The application provides simple, yet flexible usability to allow the storage of a wide 
range of information relating to recreational fisheries including, but not limited to:  

creel surveys;  
boat ramp surveys; 
club and individual angler logbooks; 
game fishing records; 
charter boat records. 

The application also provides functionality for administration, such as recording contact 
addresses and organisation details. In addition, a metadata module allows the entry of 
important information relating to data collections such as abstracts, methodology, and 
any constraints of using the data. 
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The solution offered by SIRFIS will promote greater access to datasets while still 
providing security to limit the users within organisations. The increased access and 
documentation of available recreational fishing datasets will greatly assist future 
management of recreational fisheries around Australia. 

Need 
A comprehensive information recreational fisheries information system would: 

• Ensure management decisions are based upon sound information. In addition, it
would provide the structure to allow recreational fisheries data to bridge the existing
substantial gap in relation to quality, coverage and availability as compared to
commercial fisheries data collections.

• Provide a common structure for the collection, processing, storage and retrieval of
recreational fisheries data.

• Be suitable for use by all fisheries agencies irrespective of their current facilities (i.e.
mainframes, mini computers or PC’s) through the incorporation of a comprehensive
and user friendly interface for users to access the database.

• Provide a user friendly interface allowing retrieval of recreational fisheries data.

• Adopt national coding and validation conventions as recommended by the FSWG.

• Ensure the data meets the standards set by the Fisheries Statistical Working Group.

• Ensure recreational data would be compatible with major commercial fisheries
databases such as the  Australian Fishing Zone Information and the Queensland
Fisheries Information System.

Objectives 
• To provide the tool to facilitate the “build up of an on-going national information

base – a store of knowledge”, as recommended by the National Recreational Fisheries
Working Group. Development of a Recreational Fisheries Database would provide a
common structure for the collection, storage and retrieval of recreational fisheries
data.

The database would be suitable for use by all fisheries agencies irrespective of their
current hardware and database server facilities (i.e. mainframes, mini computers or
PC’s)through the incorporation of a custom front end.
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• To ensure the database meets the standards set by the Fisheries Statistical Working
Group

• To ensure the database can be integrated with commercial catch and effort databases

Methods 

1. Requirements Gathering

In December 1995 (3 months after the project commenced), requirements gathering 
commenced in all State fisheries agencies around the country. This process involved 
identifying contacts within each agency and arranging times to visit each organsation and 
investigate the current recreational fisheries data collection methodologies. Copies of all 
available data collection forms (such as logbooks, diaries, survey sheets) were collected 
and bought back to QFMA for analysis of the nature of the recreational fisheries data 
collected around the country. 

2.Requirements Document

Once analysis of the data types and collection methodologies used in each agency had 
been undertaken, a document entitled “Requirements of the Client Agencies for the 
SIRFIS FRDC Project" was completed (refer appendix 4). This document not only 
outlined the types of recreational data collected by each agency, but also outlined the 
information technology environment in place at the time of the requirements gathering. 
Each agency’s requirements and priorities in terms of the SIRFIS project were also 
documented. A draft of this document was distributed to the agency client group for 
comment prior to the final copy being completed. 

3. Selection Of A Client/Server Application Development Environment

The selection of software with which to develop the SIRFIS application was clearly of 
prime importance and a decision critical to the project success. A review of six different 
products was undertaken by the Senior programmer on the project, with the final 
recommendation being to utilse Centura Team Developer as the Client/Server 
Application Development Environment for the project. Documentation of this review 
process and the information relating to the successful product was also circulated to the 
client group for comment (refer appendix 5). No negative comments were received, 
therefore the team proceeded with the decision to utilse Centura Team Developer. 

4. Database Design

The first step undertaken in this process was data modeling. This involved using a 
modeling software package (Info-modeler) to produce schematic designs of the database 
structure.. Once this was completed, the designs were reviewed and refined to make them 
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more efficient. The data models were then incorporated into the database design 
document to be circulated for comment from the client group. 

After brainstorming and workshopping a range of ideas, prototype data entry screens 
were designed using Centura Team Developer. These were circulated for peer review, 
modified, and incorporated into the database design document (refer appendix 6). 

Included in the design document were also fact reports relating to the database design 
produced by Info-modeler, as well as object descriptions and accompanying definitions 
(very similar to a glossary). Logical models were also produced, illustrating the table 
structures of the database, and the final section to the draft database design was the 
documentation of a list of standard codes to be used within the database. 

Once this process was complete, the draft database design document was produced and 
circulated to the client group for comment. 

5. Programming

Once feedback from the design document had been received and incorporated, 
programming commenced. This process primarily involved developing scripts and code 
to provide functionality to the concepts and designs developed during the design phase. 
The programming phase was an on-going process, with work being broken up into key 
components of the system. As programming proceeded, testing was undertaken and any 
errors detected were noted and sent back to the programmers for fixing.  

In January and February 1997 presentations were made to key members of each of the 
State fisheries agencies around the country. The objectives of these presentations were: 

• to demonstrate the concepts and development of the SIRFIS project to date
• to gather further feedback on particular aspects of the project
• to broaden awareness of the project in each agency.

These objectives were achieved and programming work continued, with beta versions of 
the Club, Charter, Diary and Correspondence modules all being completed by September 
1997. Additionally, in July the application was demonstrated at the Australian Society for 
Fisheries Biology National Conference in Darwin with positive feedback received from a 
number of participants. 

In response to one of the programmers on the project resigning mid – year, remaining 
development work was contracted out to Farview Technology Pty Ltd with three phases 
of the project specified for completion. These three phases were as follows: 
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Phase One 

1) Completion of the Dynamic Screen Creation including validation of data fields created
and enforcement of mandatory fields;

1a. The screens can be used to insert, update and display activity and catch data     
      without any errors. 

1b. The screen dynamically builds using configurations supplied through the 
wizard 

1c. Field level validation implemented. 

1d. The activity Lookup screen allows for search criteria 

1e. Latitude and Longitude, if not on screen, need to be found from the location   
      table and included in the activity. 

2) Implementation of the Person, Organisation and Location maintenance screens

3) Completion of the Collection Wizard

4) Implementation of basic reports (to be specified)

5) Completion of the user maintenance and security maintenance screens

6) Ensuring the SIRFIS application complies with Microsoft GUI standards

7) Correction of existing bugs as advised in bug reports.

Phase Two 

1) Implementation of the Correspondence Module (2 screens)

2) Implementation of Delete functionality for Administration, to delete entire collections

3) Implementation of Export/Import to flat file functionality, both for database unloads
and reloads, and user defined extractions;

3a) Load and unload database capabilities. This is to be used to transfer datasets   
between databases. 

3b) Require a screen to allow the user to define a data set to extract a csv file. The 
data for selection should be presented to users in the same form as it is            
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entered. The physical database structure should be hidden. 

4) Implementation of an attribute maintenance screen

5) Implementation of Basic Tag Recording functionality (requires specification)

6) Correction of Existing Bugs as advised in the bug report.

Phase Three 

1) Certification of the SIRFIS application against other DBMS’s. Certification will be
against SQLBase (V6.x), Oracle, OpenIngres and Sybase (versions to be advised by
QFMA). The product will be deemed to be certified against a DBMS when its
behaviour when run against that DBMS is identical to its behaviour when run against
SQLBase, and all screens are fully functional.

Due to a range of unforeseen circumstances occurring at Farview, some time overruns 
occurred, resulting in delays in installing the SIRFIS application at many sites. Due to the 
nature of the consultancy agreement with Farview Technology however, these time 
overruns did not incur any additional expenditure with Farview.  

Phase one of the remaining work was completed on March 5, 1998, with Phase two 
completed several months later in June. Phase three was finalised in October 1998, 
whereupon it was installed at QFMA and on machines in New South Wales Fisheries for 
testing and feedback. 

Results/Discussion 
Overall the final result of this project was the completed information system. However, 
there were a range of individual components which were bought together to form the 
system. The major components of SIRFIS are as follows: 

• Facility to create data entry screens for creel surveys, charter logbooks, catch cards,
angler diaries, club logs and recall surveys.

• Comprehensive metadata capabilities based upon the Australia and New Zealand
Land Information Council standards

• Fish species lookup capabilities incorporating the CSIRO CAAB codes

• Capabilities to record details relating to organisations and contact names within those
organisations

• Standard reports and an export facility
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• Security administration

1. Screen Creation For Multiple Data Collection Methods

Through a unique process the SIRFIS application allows dynamic creation of data entry 
screens through a user friendly and time efficient 10 step process. This process allows the 
user to create data entry screens for their surveys quickly and easily, allowing time and 
financial resources to be channeled into data collection and data entry/analysis, rather 
than having to spend time and money and passing the task onto information technology 
professionals. 

2. Comprehensive Metadata Capabilities

Metadata is textual information which describes data. The metadata details things such as 
when the data was collected, the methodology used, who was responsible for the data 
collection, and how accurate the current data collection is. 

The metadata screen comprises of seven subscreens, where information relating the the 
collection can be stored. The general information screen stores information on the 
collection type, the location type, the date range of the collection, the region, the fishery 
involved as well as the collection owners details such as their login name, their full name 
and contact phone number. As some of these terms will probably not make sense, they 
will be explained more fully below. 

The collection type: Used to specify the type of collection. It is a drop down menu, with 
options for the type of data collection, such as a creel survey or a club logbook. In this 
case the collection type will be a club log. 

The date range of the collection: This allows the user to ascertain when the collection was 
conducted and for how long. In situations where the collection is ongoing it is 
recommended that you leave the end date field blank (unless you know how long a 
particular study will go for). 

The region: This is a general descriptive term that can be used to apply any geographical 
regions which are established. For example in Queensland  regions may include Moreton 
Bay, Sandy Straits, South East Queensland etc. 

The fishery: Again, as most of this information is descriptive, the fishery involved may 
be a broad term such as inshore, offshore game, offshore reef etc. 

The collection owner details are fairly straight forward and don’t really need much 
explanation. It is basically the name and contact details of the collection owner. 

The “Abstract Tab” is a free text field which allows the entry of a large amount of text. 
This screen is designed to be used by the owner of the collection, who should enter an 
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abstract relating to the collection to allow other SIRFIS users to obtain an understanding 
of the data and the work done. 

The “Keywords Tab” provides you with the ability to specify a number of keywords 
relating to the collection, which will then be used by the search facility on the SIRFIS 
main screen to identify relevant collections. 

The “Methodology Tab” contains a free text field where the owner of the collection can 
write an outline of the methodology used to collect the data for the collection. It allows 
another user to look at the method used in data collection, and gain a better understanding 
of the data, and even replicate the study if required. Similar to the abstract field, it is 
important that a detailed methodology be completed, so that the same process can be 
followed if the study or data collection process needs to be replicated at a later date. 

The “Quality Tab” is comprised of two free text fields where the owner of the collection 
can provide an indication of the quality of the data in the collection. These comments 
should include such things as accuracy of any locations used in the collection (for 
example were GPS marks used or a more general description of location such as nearest 
town ?). 

Other comments relating to quality could include the accuracy of species identification in 
the catch records or any validation checks undertaken on the data when it was being 
entered. 

The maintenance screen is intended to be used to detail the frequency of changes or 
additions made to the collections after their initial establishment date. The screen has two 
drop down boxes from which to select options under the headings of ‘progress” and 
“maintenance frequency”, as well as a table to detail the maintenance history of the data 
set. 

The documents tab allows you to store links to any documents that are of relevance to the 
data collection in question. For example, if a creel survey had been conducted and a 
subsequent journal article had been written from the data collected, a link can be made to 
an electronic copy of the journal article. This allows you to look at the data set as well as 
the interpretation and discussion of that data. 
3. Fish Species Lookup Functionality

The species maintenance screen is used to add or modify information related to fish 
species used in the SIRFIS database. It is anticipated that this feature will not be 
commonly used, however if a fish species that occurs in recreational fisheries around the 
country does not appear in the species list and therefore needs to be added, this feature 
will allow you to do it. 

Additionally a range of names may be applied to a single species of fish, and this has 
been a commonly recognised problem for people undertaking surveys, is whether the 
species of the fish has been correctly identified by the angler, or the number of different 
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names the same species may be recorded as. The functionality of this screen allows you 
to list a number of names associated with a single fish species, as well as designate a 
preferred common name. This allows multiple names to be linked to the one species code 
and scientific name. 

The search facility also provides you with the ability to search different species through 
the species lookup screen and look at their common names, species codes or scientific 
names. 

4. Organisations And Contact Name Administration

The Organisation/People Maintenance screens are used to list details of different 
organisations and people involved in recreational fisheries activities. These could be 
people involved in recreational surveys, fishing guides, charter boat operators, or research 
organisations (just to name a few). 

There are three screens associated with the organisation/people facility of SIRFIS; 

The Organisation Screen – This screen is used to record details relating to organisations. 
Information such as organisation name, the type of organisation, and the contact details  
such as address and phone number. 

The People Screen - This screen is used to record the details of individuals relating to the 
collections contained in SIRFIS. These details include the person’s name, date of birth, 
address and contact telephone number. It is designed to be used to record the details of 
people whom may need to be contacted in relation to a particular collection. For example, 
you may record the details of the secretary of any fishing clubs whom you receive data 
from, so that you can contact them to discuss the data received from the club. 

The Organisation/Person screen – This screen allows you to associate individuals with 
organisations that are present in the “organisations” screen. For example if you had a 
number of people who were members of the same fishing club, you could associate them 
with that organisation, as well as record any position within the organisation that they 
may have, such as president, secretary etc. 

5. Standard Reports And The Export Facility

There are two standard reports provided in SIRFIS. The first is the “collection summary 
report”, the second is the “collection catch percentage report”. 

The collection summary report provides a summary of all the collections in SIRFIS. It is 
designed to allow a user to obtain broad information relating to all the collections 
contained within SIRFIS. The information is listed in a table style format and includes 
the following headings: 

• Collection ID
Development and Implementation of a National Standard for a Recreational Fisheries Database by all 
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• Collection heading
• Owner
• Number of activity records
• No. of catch records
• Minimum date
• Maximum date
• Publications

The collection catch percentage report provides the user with a breakdown of the species 
recorded in an individual collection, with an indication of the percentage that each 
species contributes to the total catch. The report headings are as follows : 

• Collection
• Year
• Month
• Species
• Percentage

The export function allows the exporting of data from SIRFIS. As there is no reporting 
tool associated with SIRFIS, it is necessary to use the export facility to allow analysis of 
the data in your analysis tool of choice. 

The data is exported in comma separated variable (CSV) format, which is readily 
accepted and simple format able to be used by a wide variety of applications. 

6. Security Features

The security screen is used to select from the list of established SIRFIS users, who can 
have access to particular collections. For example if a researcher sets up a collection and 
then wants to give his data entry staff member access so that they can enter data, the 
collection security functionality of this screen would be used. 

There are four (4) security levels provided by this screen, and each one will be briefly 
explained below: 

No Access - As the name implies, users with a no access security level next to their name 
for a particular collection are not able to access the collection in any way. 

Data Entry – This level of security allows users to enter data into a collection, however 
prevents them from extracting and data by way of reports or exporting. 
Retrieval – This level of security allows the user complete access to the collection, 
including the ability to generate reports and export data from the collection. 

Owner – The same rights as the retrieval level of security, with the user being able to 
enter, retrieve and export data. The important thing to note about this category is that 
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there can only be one owner for a collection, and the owner should be the person who is 
in control of the study, and hence the collection. If any changes to the collection are 
required, or questions need to be asked regarding the collection, they should be directed 
to the owner of the collection. 

Benefits 
The sectors that will benefit from the development and implementation of SIRFIS are: 

• State Fisheries Agencies – Each agency will benefit from the provision of a national
standard in terms of design, validation procedures and species codes. Considerable
savings will also be realised through the adoption of SIRFIS, through a reduction in
resources being required to be directed at information technology intensive solutions
to handling recreational fisheries data.

• Recreational Fisheries Researchers– All data collection undertaken at an agency can
be made accessible to others in the agency, in addition to individual researchers
having access to the range of  data collected and stored within the system. This
increases time efficiencies and also allows for security of data collections if a
researcher leaves and organisation, the data and the associated metadata is still
available and accessible.

• Recreational Fisheries Management  - By centralising all the data collections and the
associated documentation in each agency, the management of recreational fisheries
will benefit through well documented storage of existing data collections which can
be easily accessed to provide information relating to recreational fisheries. The ability
to incorporate both research and management information in the system will enable a
better link between research findings and management actions. The streamlining of
development costs and the low distribution cost of the system also allows financial
resources to be directed into fisheries management, rather than having to spend
significant amounts developing expensive individual information systems in isolation.

• Recreational Fishing Sector  - Benefit will also be realised (despite being difficult to
measure) in the recreational fishing sector as a whole. This benefit will come about
through better knowledge sharing which should lead to better management of
recreational fisheries issues.

Further Development 
Due to the information technology intensive nature of this project it is likely that 
additional enhancements will be requested by the client group and extended users once 
the application has been utilised for a period of time and the users become familiar with 
the system. Some enhancements have already been noted during the project development 
phase, however due to being outside the scope of the project, these additional changes 
were simply documented for future reference. 
Development and Implementation of a National Standard for a Recreational Fisheries Database by all 
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There are however two avenues for future development of the SIRFIS application. The 
first is to develop a process for support and maintenance of the application for at least 12 
months post deployment of SIRFIS. This would provide users with access to telephone 
support if experiencing difficulties with some aspect of the system, as well as ensuring 
that a process was in place for efficient and effective resolution of any application bugs 
that may arise during the post deployment phase. 

The second area of development involves the creation of a module for the National 
Survey of Recreational and Indigenous Fishing. Preliminary discussion of this area has 
already been undertaken with FRDC and the committee for the National Survey and 
further liaison and discussion with the committee is currently underway.  

Conclusion 
The major outcome of the project was the deployment of the SIRFIS application to all 
fisheries agencies around Australia, including associated user documentation for the 
system. This outcome satisfied the three objectives of the project which are listed again 
below: 

• To provide the tool to facilitate the “build up of an on-going national information
base – a store of knowledge”, as recommended by the National Recreational Fisheries
Working Group. Development of a Recreational Fisheries Database would provide a
common structure for the collection, storage and retrieval of recreational fisheries
data.

The database would be suitable for use by all fisheries agencies irrespective of their
current hardware and database server facilities (i.e. mainframes, mini computers or
PC’s)through the incorporation of a custom front end.

This objective was achieved through the provision of a system for use by all fisheries 
agencies which met the specified project requirements. 

• To ensure the database meets the standards set by the Fisheries Statistical Working
Group

This objective was met through the involvement of the Fisheries Statistical Working 
Group in steering the project at a National level.  

• To ensure the database can be integrated with commercial catch and effort databases

This objective was met by ensuring that the database could be run against four of the 
major database management systems in use in fisheries agencies around the country. This 
will allow common query languages to be used to extract the data and allow comparisons 
with commercial catch and effort data. 
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The only exception to meeting these objectives was the inability of the development team 
to produce a version of SIRFIS suitable for running on a Macintosh operating system, 
due to the failure of the Centura software company to deliver the required software 
according to their stated timetable. It is felt that as the majority of agencies are now 
utilising PC’s, the impact of this situation will be extremely minimal. 
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Appendix 1: Intellectual property 

The intellectual property created during the three years of the project encompasses the 
SIRFIS application and all the associated documentation (both hard and digital copies). 
For detailed information relating to the distribution of intellectual property rights for the 
project refer to the Intellectual Property Agreement drawn up between QFMA, FRDC 
and Farview Technology (this agreement is attached). 
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WHAT IS SIRFIS ?

SIRFIS is an acronym for Standardised Integrated Recreational Fisheries Information
System. It is a database designed to store information relating to recreational fisheries. The

system is designed to handle information relating to:

• Club fishing
• Charter vessels

• On site surveys such as boat ramp surveys

• Small off site surveys such as recall surveys/angler logbooks

• Tagging projects
• Metadata and details about people and organisations

The need for a co-ordinated, national approach to the development of a standard for a

recreational fisheries database was identified at the Recreational Fishing Workshop in

Canberra in August 1994. The development of such a system was also considered a

high priority at the pre workshop gathering entitled "Best available information - Its
implications for recreational fisheries management", held in conjunction with the 2°

National Fisheries Management Workshop at Bribie Island in 1994.

With the support of State fisheries agencies and the Standing Committee on Fisheries
and Aquaculture (SCPA) Fisheries Statistical Working Group (FSWG), an application
entitled "The development and implementation of a national standard for a
recreational fisheries database by all fisheries agencies" was submitted to the Fisheries

Research and Development Corporation (FRDC). This application was successful and

the project commenced in October 1995. Guidance at a national level was provided by

the members of the Steering Committee for Fisheries and Aquaculture (SCFA),
Fisheries Statistical Working Group (PSWG).
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

This manual has been designed to be as simple to use as possible, incorporating

illustrations of what you will actually be seeing on your computer when you are using
SIRFIS. When you require help on how to use a specific part of SIRPIS I recommend

you utilise the contents and index pages provided to steer you in the right direction.

The sections of the manual are broken into two broad categories for each feature; an
"about" category and a "how to" category. The "about" sections describe different

screens and their functions, then the "how to" section provides instructions on how to
use the different features of SIRFIS to achieve your desired outcomes. This should

work fairly nicely, provided your outcomes don't involve using SIRPIS to select the

weekends lotto numbers. Generally the "about" information will proceed the "how to"

instructions.

A glossary of terms and concepts has been provided in the early pages of this manual,

and I recommend reading through these, as some frequently used terms and a couple of
concepts are explained, (but let's face it, if you're anything like me you'll jump straight

in boots and all and wait until you get into trouble before reading any of this).
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Activity - The term activity is used to describe a range of different endevours which

may be undertaken by a recreational fisher. Fishing club trips, a charter boat trip and a
dive trip are all examples of an activity.

Attribute - A detail associated with a fishing activity, for example the type of gear used

or the weather conditions.

Catch - The catch is obviously the catch associated with a fishing activity. SIRFIS
aims to provide standardised catch recording via species name and CSIRO codes.

Collection - A collection is the term used to describe a data set held in the database.

For example the results of a creel survey entered into SDUPIS would be referred to as a

collection, under a particular title, for example "Mary River Creel Survey 1997".

Fisher - The term used to refer to an individual person involved in a fishing activity.

Metadata - Metadata is textual information about a collection in SIRPIS. The metadata

details things such as when the data was collected, the methodology used, who was

responsible for the data collection, how accurate and current the collection is etc etc.

Parent/child concept - This is an important concept to grasp. The best example I can
use to explain this is as follows. A group of fishers go out on a charter boat trip for the

day, the details of the trip itself such as the time departed, the name of the boat, the
location fished, the weather conditions are all referred to as relating to the parent

activity, i.e. the fishing trip. Details about individual fishers, such as the individual
times fished by them, and their catch are referred to as child details, as they are a level

of detail below the parent activity. In summary, all fishers are a part of the same fishing

trip (the parent), so all these details will be the same for each fisher and there is no

sense in repeating them for each entry. However each fishers' catch and effort will vary

on the trip, therefore it is necessary to differentiate between each one (the child

information).

SIRFIS - An acronym for Standardised Integrated Recreational Fisheries Information

System.
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Tabs - A tab is a part of the screen that allows you to switch between two or more

related areas of information. The best example of the use of tabs is on the metadata

screen (refer figure 1), where tabs for general, abstract, keywords, methodology,
quality, maintenance and documents are used.

Examples of Tabs
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Figure 1. The metadata screen, showing examples of Tabs.

Wizard - A wizard is a step by step process which is used to simplify what would

otherwise be a difficult and complex process, such as designing data entry screens. This
is not to be confused with the masters of sorcery who occasional get around the place

and do the fire and brimstone stuff.
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STARTING SIRFIS - THE SIRFIS LOGIN

About the SIRFIS Login Screen.

The SIRFIS login screen will be the first screen you encounter after clicking on the

SERFIS icon on the desktop of your PC. It is a fairly simple and straight forward screen,

requiring you to enter your user login name and your password.

To obtain your user login name and password, see your system administrator and they
will assign you one. The user login must be less than 12 characters, with the password
limited to 10 characters in length.

How to use the SIRFIS Login Screen.

Simply enter your user login name into the appropriate field on the screen. Then use the

Tab key (or use the mouse) to move to the password field and enter your password. Then

select the OK button or hit the Enter key on your keyboard and you will proceed through
to the SIRFIS main screen. Note that these fields are case sensitive.

M SIRFIS Login
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Figure 2. The SIRFIS login screen

Summary

Enter your user login name •

Use the Tab key or mouse to move to the password field •

Enter your password ^

Select the OK button or hit the Enter key on your keyboard •
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THE SIRFIS MAIN SCREEN

About the SIRFIS Main Screen

The SIRFIS main screen provides access to a broad range of functions and subscreens

within the SIRFIS application. At first glance the most obvious area of the main screen is

the screen with the Collection ID and Title columns with the abstract field beneath it.

Collection ID and Title
windows

gSIRFIS Main
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sssssss
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Figure 3. The SIRFIS main screen.

You will also notice a range of buttons down the right hand side of the screen, as well as
two separate tabs with headings entitled "Collections" and "Documents" at the top of the

screen. Along the very top of the screen you will see a range of menus, and at the bottom
of the screen some ghosted buttons and a field related to the search facility.

As the name implies, the SIRPIS main screen is the screen which allows access to the

main component of the SIRFIS application. Through functions on this screen you are able

to create new collections, open and add data to existing collections, view individual

records in a collection, generate standard reports provided with the application and create

metadata relating to collections as well as many other things.
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The Collections Tab

The table on the main screen showing the Collection ID and Title is used to display the
list of the collections kept in the database. The collection ID is simply a code used to

briefly name the collection as opposed to the long title.

BSIRFIS Main
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Figure 4. The collections Tab

The abstract field underneath the Collection ID and Title field is linked to the metadata
screen, which provides details relating to each collection in SBR.FIS. The abstract field
shown in Figure 4 allows you to read what the collection as about before actually having

to open it. The abstract can be read using the scroll arrows and provides a brief summary

of the collection.

The Data Entry button is used to open the data entry screens of existing collections

listed in the collection ID window on the main screen.

The Details button links you to the collection metadata screen, where a large amount of

information relating to each collection can be stored. For example, the methodology used,

the collection abstract, related documents, keywords, and the quality of the data.

The Exit SIRFIS button is self explanatory: select this button and you will leave the
SIRPIS application.
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The Search button can be used to search for collections using a common search word

which is specified in the metadata screen. This button is ghosted out when the selection
criteria radio button is checked as "all".

The Documents Tab

The documents Tab provides the facility to view documents associated with

collections stored in SIRFIS. For example, a journal article or conference paper
may have been written after the results from data collection had been analysed,

and a copy of this paper can then be stored with the collection, with the details

recorded in the documents Tab (refer figure 5)

Documents Tab gSIRFIS Main
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Figure 5. The documents Tab

On the Documents Tab you will see a field for document names, a text field for the

document description, and a range of buttons down the right hand side of the screen, as

well as the search facility at the bottom of the screen.

aetajlsl

itslBW|

The Details button opens a new screen used for listing document details

such as the author, the date and a brief summary of the document.

The New (add document) button is used to associate new documents with a

collection stored in SIRFIS. After selecting this button, you are able to copy

a document from your computers hard drive (or a floppy disk) and add it to
the database for referencing in the future.
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MSBfftSj; The Exit button allows you to leave the SIRPIS application.

|i€iBfflai Similar to the search facility seen in the collections Tab, the search facility in
the documents Tab allows you to find documents with specific keywords

in them.

The next section will discuss how to use the various features of SBR.FIS available

through the main screen.
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How To Use the SIRFIS Main Screen

Creating a new collection

SERFIS provides a wizard to guide you through the creation of a new collection.

While the collection wizard is a fairly simple step by step process which allows you to
create a new data collection in a very short space of time, there are a number of features

which require explanation. I think the best way of doing this is to run through each

wizard screen one by one, and explain how each is to be used.

To create a new collection, select "Create" from the "Collections" Menu on the SIRFIS

Main screen. The first screen of the collection wizard will then appear. Note that the

only way to create a new collection is through the collection wizard.

Collection Cieation

,j^3fl.ectt(w^|^g^g|(^j^
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Figure 6. Creating a new collection - step 1.

This screen gives you the option of creating Collections either with or without data entry

screens. Why would you want a Collection without data entry screens? This allows for

existing, complete datasets to be loaded into SIRFIS without them being re-entered. The

Collection can be defined, the meta data entered and the existing data files loaded as

files through the Details Screen.

Select one of the options and select "OK".

If you are creating a Collection without data entry screens you will only be asked to

complete a screen similar to the first screen of the Collection Wizard.

Regardless of which option you take, please ensure that after creating the Collection you

proceed to the Details Screen for the new Collection and enter as much of the meta data

as possible. This will make your data much more valuable for all users.
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Wizard Screen No. 1

The first screen in the wizard (see figure 7) has three fields which you will need to
complete. In the first field you need to type in a unique code for the collection, this

should be something that gives some indication to you what the collection is. For
example, if it is the results of a fishing competition on the Hawkesbury River in 1997,

the code may be HAWKCOMP97. It is important to note that this field is limited to 15
characters.

The second field is for entering the long title of the collection. You should ensure that
this title is descriptive so that others can ascertain what the collection is about when

looking at the title on the main screen. This field can store 100 characters, however I

would recommend trying to keep the title to less than 50 for the sake of brevity.

The third field (which is a drop down menu) allows you to select the type of collection,
which then allows easier specification of collection types in reports. There are six

collection types; charter log, club log, creel survey, recall survey, catch cards and fishing
diaries.

To move between the fields, either click into each one using the mouse, or use the "Tab"

button on your keyboard.

tetj Collection Wizard

Code field -
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Collection type menu
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Figure 7. Wizard screen No. 1 showing the 3 fields requiring completion.

In Summary

Enter a collection code in the first field (less than 15 characters) t^

Use the mouse to click into the next field (or use the Tab key on your keyboard) •
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Enter a descriptive collection title in the second field •

Move to the third field on the screen •

Select the collection type from the drop down menu ^

Select the "Next" button with your mouse to move to the next screen •
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Wizard Screen No. 2

The second wizard screen (refer to figure 8) provides the option to base a new collection

upon a collection that has already been set up in SIRFIS. For example, if you were

conducting a survey which was very similar to an existing collection in SIRFIS, you

could use the setup of the existing collection to save time setting up the screens for the
new collection.

HJ Collection Wizard
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Figure 8. Wizard screen No. 2 showing options for basing a new collection upon.

This choice is only optional, and if you are setting up a completely new collection and do

not wish to base it upon an existing one, then simply select the "Next" button to move

through to the next screen in the wizard.

However, if you do want to base your new collection upon an existing one, simply select
the name of the collection that is to be the basis of the new one from the dropdown menu

using your mouse. Then select the "Next" button to move to the next screen in the wizard.

In Summary

Decide whether or not you want to base your new collection upon an existing one •

If not - click on the "Next" button and proceed to the next screen ^

If you do - use your mouse to access the dropdown box (click on the down arrow) •

Select the name of the collection that you want to be the basis of your new collection i/

Click on the "Next" button and proceed to the next screen •
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Wizard Screen No. 3

This screen in the wizard commences setting up the data entry screen(s) for your collection.

The window title that is asked for in the top field is actually the title that will appear at the
top of the data entry screen when it is completed. With this in mind, you should give it a

title which explains what the collection is (this may be fairly similar to the collection title
that was written in the first wizard screen).

To do this simply type the title in the top field (the cursor should already be in the correct
place), and hit the "Tab" key to move to the next field on the screen, which requests that

you select the activity type for the collection. Note that if you have based the new

collection upon an existing one, you may need to type over the old collection title.

The "activity type" is used to define the type of activity undertaken when collecting the

data. For example, a Fisher refers to an interview with a fisher in the field. This part of the

wizard is used to better define the collection type. To select the activity type, simple use the

mouse to access the dropdown box and select the desired activity type from the selection.
Then select the "Next" button to move to the next screen in the wizard.

|3|J Collection Wizard BBE31

:sifCi6WngjsaBm(VWt^^^W^Ms^

ySxWUeJHn^H'We.^^^^^wittJ^^
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Figure 9. Wizard screen No. 3 - defining the title and activity type.

In Summary

Enter a descriptive title in the top field of the screen •

Use the "Tab " button to move to the next field (the drop- down box) •

Select the activity type from the drop - down list ^

Click on the "Next" button and proceed to the next screen ^
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Wizard Screen No. 4

OK. Pay attention - things start to get a bit tricky here, so I recommend that you read

through the next section and ensure you understand it before trying to continue in the
wizard.

Field name "available" list

^ Collection Wizard
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Field name "selected" list

wisx

LocationName ~''
FishingPlatformTyp ;•.'
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Figure 10. Screen four of the wizard showing fieldname functionality.

This screen of the wizard has numerous features, and is important in creating the correct

data entry screens for your collection. It is vital that you think about the way you

design your data collection form before continuing in this process. Thinking about
your form design will make building your data entry screens much easier.

In this example the screens are being created for a fishing club competition on the
Hawkesbury River north of Sydney. When thinking about the typical information received

from fishing club trips, it becomes clear that there are usually two separate parts to the
information. The first part relates to the trip information itself, such as the date of the trip,

the data recorder, the location, the environmental conditions such as tide and weather etc.

This information relates to all the fishers participating in the event, therefore only need be

recorded and entered once for the days fishing.

The information relating to each individual fisher in the competition however is unique,
and an additional screen should be created to record this information. As I have mentioned

before in this manual, this is where the concept of parent/child screens becomes important.
In this example, the "trip information" (such as the date, location fished etc), would be
regarded as the parent data, whereas the information relating to the individual fishers would

be child data.
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You need to decide if the data you collect (or plan to collect) will have only a parent

screen, or both parent and child screen(s). Once you have decided, you are able to set about
selecting the required fields for the parent screen using this screen in the wizard.

The main features of this screen are the two columns headed "available" and "selected".

Basically the fields required for the parent screen can be picked from those listed in the
"available" column and taken across to the "selected" column. The wizard will take the

field names that you have chosen and build a data entry screen, arranging the field names in

order as they appear in the list from top left to right. Confused yet ??? The best suggestion I
can give is to play with this feature prior to setting up the collection that you are serious
about entering data into. Fine I hear you say - how ???

Hopefully you are happy with the concept, and I can explain how the screen works. To
move field names from the "available" column to the "selected" column, highlight the

required field name using the mouse, then use the @*J button to move the field name into

the "selected" column. Alternatively, you can double click on the required field name using
the mouse and transfer it from the "available" column to the "selected" list.

If you change your mind and decide that you don't want a fieldname that has been moved

to the "selected" list, use the ^£1 button to move the unwanted field names back into the

"available" column again. You can also use the mouse and double click on the unwanted

field and achieve the same result.

When selecting field names from the "available" list, you can either use the scroll bars at

the side of the list to move up and down, or you can select a letter on the keyboard and that

will take you to the range of field names beginning with the letter selected.

tH Collection Wizaid

Field name list scroll bars

AdivityOafe
EndDate
ClubName
RecorderN)
Locatit

ActivityType
BaitType
Bay
BeaufortScale.
BehavioucFrtie

sai
wigPlatformTyp^;;

Grid
NrRshers

Figure 11. Wizard screen four showing the scroll bars
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For example, if the "bait type" field name was selected, and you wanted to move to the a
field name entitled "visibility", instead of scrolling all the way to the bottom of the list,

simply type the letter "v". This will result in the cursor moving to the field names in the
list beginning with "v". You can then find the "visibility" field name and move it across to
the "selected field.

Because the order of the field names on the data entry screen is determined by the order
of the field names in the "selected" list, you need to ensure that you order your

"selected" field names correctly (so that they appear in the same order as say, your data
recording form). To reorder the fieldnames in the "selected" list, use the arrows located

to the right of the selected field names list (refer figure 12). To move a field name,

simply highlight it by clicking on it using the mouse, then use either the "up" or "down"
arrow to alter its' position in the list.

ISU Collection Wizaid BBS]

VjfvySSSSSs

%ill-t^|SfflE®t]<gB:(^®

ActivityType
BaitType
Bay
BeaufortScale
Behavioi

ActivityDate
EndDate
Clubt
fecordei
SEationName —'ssJBiUBBB

FishingPlatformTyp :^i|;1t;
Grid ,<>aliB«agBSSIB

'sS^i^^S^S^^^^S

ii3NBIfi2SI^SJ(MSSIBBS8BiSSiB118iJBSIBil
^sas'fflaNasBa^i^'s^".'5-"

Field name positioning arrows

New button

Attribute maintenance button

Figure 12. Wizard screen four - the field name repositioning arrows.

If the desired field name is not present in the "available" list, you need to create a new field

name. To do this simply select the "New" button (refer figure 12). By selecting this button,

a new screen will appear (refer to figure 13), which will allow you to enter the new field

name (otherwise known as an attribute) and specify details relating to it (if required), such
as maximum and minimum values.
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Mtribule Maintenance
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Figure 13. The attribute maintenance screen.

The screen shown above is the screen which will appear after selecting the "New" button to

create a new field name (or attribute). To use this screen to add a new attribute, you need to
select the "New" button on this screen to signal that you want to create a new attribute.

Attribute Maintenance

Name ofAitribuU ^ : -: :DeseriBtion_
Stubbiesdrunk »] •i|The number of stubbies of beer drunk on a trip

-Type.ofWtnbute——
•^'Numter.'K'S y-;td

r

•<"•;:

:r:
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•:("i

,:Oale/nme'^,;M ;\:.

^sw^iM
SodBliom'Us;:::^

^fiwaSm^M':.ie^$

^riyjniiaia

:^!Nmum^owea^u8,^tsflg^

"1°,..„........,.„..„.,.J

i MWimiim Allowed Value;

l.[5tl—I
SBSiiiiil

';i"si^^^^^^i

i^si^f^7^iwfffy^^^^
W^:^w33K^ W-sSSSiSS

^ffSmttfw^'^a'^- |;?JBeietei: j'%|?|:|%}%^i||;^f|^JijJ|Ok^ I^SSB

Figure 14. The attribute maintenance screen - allowing the creation of a new attribute.

The first thing to do when creating a new attribute is to type the name of the new
attribute in the "Name of attribute" field. Ensure that there are no spaces in the name.

The next field to fill in is the "Description", which allows an area to type in a brief

description of the new attribute. Then select the "Type of attribute" from the list

provided on the screen, and if necessary, set parameters for that attribute type (such as
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minimum and maximum limits). For an explanation of the different attribute types, refer
to the section entitled "Types of attributes" on page 20.

When you have finished, select the "save" button, then click "OK' to return to the
wizard screen. The new attribute should then appear in the "available" list and you can

then use it in setting up your screen.

If you need to edit an existing attribute (for example add "live prawn" to the list of baits

already existing under the "BaitType" attribute), click on the attribute maintenance
button on the wizard screen - it looks like this:

After clicking on this button, the attribute maintenance screen will appear (basically the
same screen that first appears when you select the "new" button on the wizard screen).

To use this feature you then need to select the attribute that you wish to modify from the
drop down box entitled "name of attribute".

Altfibute Maintenance

Attribute dropdown box :Nariift of Attribute
BaitType

iiOaScmJti6iW

JiJ^yjType of bait used.

?{;-Typ^f%ttribute?'
t|ONi^er3'Q:;^

New code inserted

^•CmtsE ^Oescrt:tion,? SS3
LiveBat

Lyrs

Fly

I MagsoitsAAfogs

ISmaVFIsh

[Octopus

JLIveBa'it

(Lure

J Fly

RedMeat

Yebbles

Purchased

Collected

MulletOut

(MaggotsWogs

|Smaimsh

lOctopus

I Red meat

iYabbtos or pink nippers gathered h an estuary

I Purchased

ICoVected

jMuletgul

Live prawn Live prawn

ito
ItlJpsliiljil^^ljlJMSfiljllBlJS^
»'AKy?afpoa^.o<xlesJo(ytKRuaa^FJ^Iw(or^^ ielectetlffB

Figure 15. The attribute maintenance screen.

Once you have selected the attribute of interest, you can then modify the attribute

description and add any codes to the list (if relevant). To modify the description field, use
the tab key to move into the field from the previous field (or use the mouse to click into

the field), then simply type whatever text is required in the field.

To add a new code to the list, scroll down to the last code in the list and click on it with

the mouse. Then hit the "Insert" button on your keyboard twice, which will then allow

you to enter the new code and its description in the list. Then select "Save" and then the
"OK' button to return to the wizard screen. The updated attribute will then be available to

use.

Once you have selected all the required field names for your parent screen, you can move
to the next part of the wizard. If you need to create a child screen for your collection as
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well, ensure that the "has a child screen ?" checkbox is ticked before proceeding.

(you can do this simply by clicking on the box using your mouse. To move through to the
next wizard screen, select the "Next" button.

In Summary

Think about the design of your form and how you will want to enter the data •

Determine if you require a parent screen and a child screen or just a parent screen •

Decide what information will be entered in the "parent" screen •

Decide which information will be entered in the "child" screen (if required) •

Select the desired attributes from the available column and move them to the selected column •

If the attributes in the "selected" column need to be reordered, do so using the arrow tools provided f"

If the desired attribute isn't present in the "available list" select the "new" button to create it •

• Select the "New" button at the bottom left of the attribute maintenance screen •

• Enter the name of the new attribute in the appropriate field •

• Enter an attribute description in the appropriate field •

• Select the type of attribute •
• Select the save button, then click "OK" to return to the wizard •

If the desired attribute requires modification, select the attribute maintenance button •

• Modify the attribute as required ^
• Select the save button button, then click "OK" to return to the wizard •

Once all the attributes are selected and in the correct order decide if a child screen is required •

If a child screen is required, select the tick box and click the "next" button to move to the next screen •

If a child screen isn 't required, select the next button to proceed to the next screen •
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Types of attributes

There are six different attribute types available in SIRFIS. These are as follows:

• Number - The number attribute allows you to define that the attribute you have

created as a numerical value. For example the number of fishing lines used will be a
number attribute. When an attribute type is defined as a number, an option will also be
provided to allow you to set minimum and maximum values. When data entry is

occurring and data falls outside these defined values and validation message will

appear flagging that the value is outside the range defined. You will however still be
allowed to enter this value after acknowledging the validation message.

• Date - As the name suggests, the date attribute type is specified when you have
created an attribute involving the date, for example fishing trip start date. Specifying

this attribute type simply allows SERFIS to turn an entry such as 8/8/98 into 8 August
1998.

• Text - The text attribute type specifies that the new attribute is simply entered as text,
and SIRFIS creates a free text field for this attribute on the data entry screen.

• Code from List - This attribute type allows you to create an attribute with a list of

associated codes. For example you may create an attribute called bait type, in which
you then wish to specifiy a defined range of bait types. The "code from list" attribute

type allows you to do this, creating a dropdown list on your data entry screen with the
list of different bait types which can then be selected for data entry.

• Location - This attribute type allows you to specify that the attribute you have created
is a location type. For example if you have a logbook for the charter boat industry, you

may wish to load the grid system in as a location type. The "location name" column is

the only column that needs to be populated. The other columns are provided for

additional information if necessary (such as linking latitude and longitude centre

points to a grid).
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Wizard Screen No. 5

This screen in the wizard allows you to define the way your data entry screen(s) behave.
Looking at the screen you will notice that the attributes you selected in the previous

screen are listed in the first column on the left hand side of the screen.
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Figure 15. Wizard screen 5 - showing the mandatory, persistent and lookup checkbox columns.

The next three columns provide the ability to make field names mandatory, persistent and

in the lookup. These terms are explained below.

Mandatory - By ticking the check boxes in this column you are saying that data must be

entered in this field on the data entry screen - and you will not be able to exit the data
entry screen unless there is data in the field. It is a good idea to make important fields like

date, time and location mandatory, but other less important fields can be left alone.

Persistence - By ticking the check boxes in this column you are making the data entered

in the previous record of the data persist every time you proceed to enter a new record.
For example, if all your catch data comes from the same location such as a particular

beach, by making the location name persistent you will avoid having to type in the same
location for every record. You are able to overwrite a persistent field if required.

In Lookup - If you select the check boxes in this column, the field names will appear in a

lookup screen (which we haven't seen yet) which allows you to view records that have

been entered as a collection. It is important that you limit the number of attributes that

you select for the lookup screen (to 6 or less). Usually they will be things that are
"parent" type information, such as date, fisher name, location or boat name.
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In Summary

Look at the attribute names in the far left hand column ^

Work your way through the list and decide which need to be mandatory (using the mouse to tick the box) ^

Work your way through the list and decide which need to be persistent •

Work your way through the list and decide which attributes need to be in the lookup (be sure to keep the
number of attributes chosen here to six or less) •

Select the "Next" button to move to the next screen in the wizard •
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The next few wizard screens are repeats of earlier screens, however they apply to the

child screen. The functionality is exactly the same as those screen you have already used,
therefore 1 will simply provide brief instructions on how to use them (as they have been

explained already).

Wizard Screen No. 6

This screen is essentially the same as the third wizard screen. To use it simply enter a

window title for the child screen, and select the activity type for the screen. In this
example, the child screen will be set up to allow entry of the catch details of the fishers

participating in the Hawkesbury River fishing competition. Therefore, the activity type
for the child screen will be "ClubFisher".

Hi Collection Wizaid HBBI

fiGreuting' aaeen^ii^/^:MB5S59iXSiS^^^

:'i3|Ert8F|h8^dow?^%||S|a|ie?^^ '
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Figure 16. Wizard screen No. 6 - defining the child screen title and activity type.

In Summary

Enter a descriptive title in the top field of the screen •

Use the "Tab" button to move to the next field (the drop — down box) •

Select the activity type from the drop - down list ^

Click on the "Next" button and proceed to the next screen •
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Wizard screen No. 7

Hopefully you remember all the details of how to use this screen from the laborious

explanations a few pages ago. This time you are selecting the field names for your fisher
details. This is generally a smaller screen, usually limited to individual details like fisher

name, no. of years fished, and number of lines, bait type used etc.

^ Collection Wizard HBBI
•- ^^^j'^s^s-^

^i-ifWfl<,©QgCTz \ SiiiiSM

3eject^%%Jds;YOuy^tWtii|iH^on,lhBgndov^
Ifieltt isiiot;Ks||El^seW|^^K(t^o'c^^||
W^eMMSWi:SSS?S8SiSSS^wSwf^^

Visibility
WaterCondition
WaterTemp
WaterType
WeatherType
WindDirection
WindS(reng(h
YearsFished?

~w

^

FisherName
NrUnes

ySSS?SSSSSisSKS^XiS^W§SSSSi^^

Figure 17. Wizard screen 7 - setting up the Usher catch screen field names.

In Summary

Select a desired field name from the "available" column •

Use the arrow button to move the field name to the "selected" column (you can also double click on the

desired field name in the "available " column to achieve the same result *^

Use the "New " or "Maintenance " buttons to add or modify any attributes •

Once you have all the desired field names in the "selected" column, click on the "Next" button and

proceed to the next screen ^
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Wizard screen No. 8

This screen allows you to select fields on the catch screen that will be mandatory,

persistent or in the lookup. Tick the necessary boxes, ensuring that you have at least one
field name in the lookup.

fei! Collection Wjzaid
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Figure 18. Wizard screen No. 8 - setting parameters for the child screen attributes.

In Summary

Look at the attribute names in the far left hand column •

Work your way through the list and decide which need to be mandatory (using the mouse to tick the box) •

Work your way through the list and decide which need to be persistent •

Work your way through the list and decide which attributes need to be in the lookup (be sure to keep the
number of attributes chosen here to six or less) •

Select the "Next" button to move to the next screen in the wizard •
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Wizard screen No. 9

If there is to be catch associated with the child screen, select the check box, which asks
"Include catch on this screen" ? Then use the same technique as you used in wizard

screen four, i.e. select the desired field names from the "available" list and move them
across into the "selected" list using the arrows. Note that the species common name and

either species number or species weight are mandatory fields. This means this is the
minimum information that must be recorded with the catch data.

|sj| Collection Wizaid HBE31
^^i^S^

'•wsyss
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Figure 19. Wizard screen 9 • defining the catch attributes for the child screen.

In Summary

If catch details are to be stored with the child screen, tick the "Include catch on this screen" ? box •

Determine the required attributes and move them from the "available" column to the "selected" column

using the arrows f"

Once the attributes are selected in the correct order, select the "Next" button to move to the next screen ^
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Wizard screen No. 10

If there is any release information associated with the child screen, select the check box,
which asks "Include release on this screen" ? Then use the same technique as you used in

wizard screen four, i.e. select the desired field names from the "available" list and move
them across into the "selected" list using the arrows. Note that the species common name

and the release code are mandatory fields that are the minimum information that must be
recorded with the release data.

|s|| Collection Wizaid BBE31
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Figure 20. Wizard screen No. 10 - defining release information for the child screen.

In Summary

If release details are to be stored with the child screen, tick the "Include release on this screen" ? box •

Determine the required attributes and move them from the "available" column to the "selected" column

using the arrows •

Once the attributes are selected in the correct order, select the "Next" button to move to the next screen i/
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Wizard screen No. 11

This is the last screen in the wizard. If you wish to review any of the selections you have

made in any of the wizard screens, use the "previous" button. This will cycle you back
through the screens of the wizard and you can make any alterations if desired before
finishing. To save the newly created collection to the database, select the "finish" button

using the mouse. The wizard will then close and you will be returned to the SIRFIS main

screen. Your collection title will then appear in the main screen window, which you can

access using the "open" button (refer to the next section).

Note: If you select the cancel button at this point you will exit the wizard and all your

hard work will not be saved - so think carefully before agreeing to this course of action.

HI} Collection Wizaid -SlElllXl

.:'^S.-^?;K^K^MJ
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Figure 21. The final wizard screen, showing options before exiting.

In Summary

Review any screens in the wizard using the "previous" button •

Select the "finish " button to save the collection and exit the wizard ^

Only use the "Cancel" button if you wish to leave the wizard and DO NOT want your work saved •
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How to edit a newly created collection.

Occasionally after you have created a new collection you may want to change something,
such as the position of a field on the data entry screen, or perhaps you want to add
another attribute that was inadvertently omitted. You are able to do this by editing the

collection through the wizard.

It is important to note however, that this option is only available provided that no
data entry has taken place. If data entry has occurred, you will not be able to edit

the collection, and will have to create a new one if you want to change anything.

Editing a collection is a simple process. Select the "New" button on the SIRFIS main
screen, and type in the collection code of the collection you wish to edit in the first field

of the wizard. The following message will then appear:

Collection exists

Figure 22 • The message which appears giving you the chance to edit a collection.

If you wish to proceed, select the "Yes" button, whereupon you will be taken back to the

start of the wizard that was completed for that collection. This allows you to step through

the wizard and make any changes required. Ensure that you proceed to the end of the
wizard and click on the "Finish" button to save the collection with its' new changes.
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How to enter data into a newly created data entry screen.

OK, now that you have created a new data entry screen, you probably want to start
entering your data and building the collection. This is a fairly straight forward process,

although there are a couple of features which you will need to learn along the way.

For the sake of this example we will use the screens that we just created in the wizard for

the Hawkesbury River Fishing Club Competition.
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•
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Figure 22. The SIRFIS main screen showing existing collections.

Open the collection as shown in the previous section, by highlighting the collection of
interest, by either double clicking on the title, or selecting the "Data Entry" button. This

will bring up the data entry screen for that collection (refer figure 23).
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Figure 23. Hawkesbury River competition data entry screen.

The only particularly tricky part about entering the data occurs when you come to

entering the catch of each fisher. Everything else on the data entry screen is either a
straight text field or a drop down box which you can make selections from (remember
you are able to add items to the drop down list using the attribute maintenance
functionality, which can be found in both the wizard and the "maintenance" menu).

HAWKCOMP97 CATCH DETAILS

|FisR|rNaTOe|iFg!|il^
i.|C. Baker -^g|l2—-—- -|:|

'j^ff^lff^^yi^^^^y^iiiyisii^iiifyii^^
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^rjysisaeSiy^y^g^yw^^^\^
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Figure 24. The catch screen for the Hawkesbury River fishing club competition.

The trick to the catch screen is that you build your dropdown menu of selectable fish

species as you progress. Great I hear you say, what does that mean ? Bear with me and

I'll show you.

You will notice (refer figure 24) that the catch screen has blank rows in which you need

to insert the fish caught, it's weight, length etc (these attributes are defined by you in the
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wizard). To access these fields, you need to click on the first row with your mouse and
then press the "Insert" button on your keyboard. This will activate a drop down menu,
that when first encountered will only have the word "other" listed in it. Select "other"

using the mouse, and the species lookup screen (see below) will appear.

i Species Lookup El

:ry^^

^S^BM^^tslJi^SffiiSI:l:S®^^

L...,,..-._.-.....,.,-.._

iSSK %Name%Kwi%i

S3

l!3SfiQ®cl&

"I"

1"

? ^Ms^^"^s^%:^'B;^SWII^^ g^^i^^Z^^KiIS.£S:%:^?;5|;;;i^ '®;?TI:!%:S^;"1;S1

SB&ESal

9

•

Figure 25. The Species lookup screen, showing search criteria and data columns.

You will notice that the species lookup screen has three distinct columns; common name,
scientific name and CSIRO code. It is anticipated that the common name will be the

column most widely used. To find a species, simply type the common name (or even part
of the name) and select the "Search" button.

The species lookup table will then be populated by all the fish species similar or
matching the search criteria. For example if you wanted "trumpeter whiting", simply type
"whit" in the common name search box, select the "Search" button and then select

trumpeter whiting from the list of presented as the search results (refer figure 26).
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Species Lookup

iSearchGriteria-

JWHIT

Name ^Scieritifi&Name;

WHITEBAIT - Asian | Salangidae

WHITING - King Georgd

WHITING-Sand i

Sillaginodes punctata
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WHITING-Yellowfin |

WHITING-Trumpeter J

WHITING - School J

GSIRO.Code

137100750
WHITING-North Sea | Merlangius merlangus | 37 226794
.^^^.^^^^.^.^^..^^^^^^^..^^^............j..^.^^^...

137330001
137330010
137330012Sillago schomburgkii

Sillago maculata

Sillago bassensis, S.flinder^ 37 330901

137330015

''SIarctt 31 &%Wu^WSSi&Q^SSSSS

Figure 26. An example of search results using the species lookup screen

To add the fish to the catch screen, either select the "OK' button on the species lookup

screen once the species name is highlighted, or simply double click the desired species

name using the mouse. The selected species will then also be added to the drop down

menu for the catch screen(s) of that collection (refer figure 27).

HAWKCOMP97 CATCH DETAILS

•RsherNamteC "Nrt-ines; ^K?::^l-a:W-on9°i%
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FLATHEAD-Dusky
FLOUNDER-Bay
OTHER...
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Figure 27. The catch screen illustrating the populated species dropdown box.

You will notice there is a "catch and release" tab on the catch screen as well as the "catch
and keep" tab (hopefully you remember what I am talking about when I mention tabs - if

not look in the glossary of terms and concepts). The "catch and release" screen can be
filled in if there were fish caught on a trip which were subsequently released. It works in

exactly the same way as the "catch and keep" screen.
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In Summary

Open the collection from the main screen by selecting the collection and using the "open" button •

Enter the data on the data entry screen using the "tab" key to move through the fields f/

Use the species lookup screen to populate the species dropdown box on the catch screens ^

Populate the catch screens ^

Click on the save button to save the record ^
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Opening an existing collection.

As mentioned previously in this manual, the open button is used to open data collections

already present in the SIRFIS application. There are two primary reasons why you may

want to open a collection. The first is to undertake or to continue data entry, while the
second may be to look up a particular record in a collection.

To open an existing collection, select the desired collection from the "Collection ID and
Title" window, highlighting it using the mouse. Then select the Data Entry button from

the main screen.

@SIRFIS Main

?^l^£ollE«tionS:^j:fiamtenanc^^|:Re%^
BBBI

1. Highlight collectioi

2. Select the "Data Entry"
button

I'ColleeUori^l |3icumin^1:M^

Qoligcyor® SgB'Tttle^

CREEL97 | MARY RIVER CREEL SURVEY 11
Fraserl | Toyota Classic 1 998 - Fraser Islanj

Data^EnW

£©etailsi35
NSWCHARJJ Reaeedional Chartej.Becrt'ffshing)

PineRiver j PineRjyst-eCat Ramp Suivey 199|

WACUJji--?Western Australian Club Fishing S| sffyyssm
'^S^^sv

^Abstrac®

s jA^stu^M|?ie®a^:'ein3le{^^ l;CSi^i?ffi||j||g3B
m

^r. I '^^^^'i^'^^Sv^&^^s\e^^':SS9:!:^?3M(^vs^^Mfa!s:;!^^

as
M

ii

|gg||gfigej:ehW|j| i3 VVsS^ia'K^S^SSS'

Figure 22. Opening a collection from the main screen.

After opening the collection, the data entry screen will appear (provided that you have
security access to the collection), an example of which is provided below. From this screen

(or the equivalent) you will be able to enter more data to the existing data collection.
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Figure 23. An example of a data entry screen for an existing collection in SIRFIS.

Summary

Highlight the desired collection from the main screen using the mouse to click on the title •

Open the collection by using the mouse to click on the "Open " button •

HINT: You can also open a collection by simply double clicking on the collection title with the mouse.

NOTE: Even though you will have opened the collection, you will only see the blank data entry screen. To
find out how to view the collection details refer to the next section of this manual.
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Viewing collection details.

In order to view an individual record (or records) you need to follow the same process to
open a collection as explained previously (i.e. select the collection from the main screen
using the mouse, then select the open button). As detailed above, this will bring up the data

entry screen for the selected collection, and it is from this screen that you access collection

records.
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Figure 24. Example of a collection data entry screen.

To view a record select the "Lookup" button at the bottom of the data entry screen, which

will then bring up the collection lookup screen (illustrated below in figure 25).

Suivey info - Fiasei Island 1998 - Lookup
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Figure 25. The collection lookup screen.
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The collection lookup screen allows you to search collection information in two ways. The

first way allows you to simply select the "Search" button, which will display a list of all

the records in the collection, from which you can select the one you are interested in (see
figure 26 as an example)

Survey info - Fraser Island 1998 - Lookup
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Figure 26. Collection lookup screen showing all records in the collection.

The second way of looking up records in the collection is to limit the search by typing in
specific search criteria (such as the date or the location) in the fields at the top of the
screen and then running the search (refer figure below for an example).

Survey info" Frasei Island 1998 - Lookup

Criteria fields
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Figure 27. Collection lookup screen utilising the criteria fields.
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To view the details of the record that you are interested in, use the mouse and double

click on the record of interest from the list provided in the lookup screen after you have
conducted your search. This will result in the details of the selected record appearing in a
populated data entry screen (refer to figure 28). This basically sums up how to view
individual records in SIRFIS.
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Figure 28. Data entry screen showing the record selected from the lookup screen.

Summary

From the initial data entry screen, select the "Lookup" button •

This will bring up the "Lookup screen" •

If you want to specify criteria to search for specific records, type these into the appropriate fields in the
Lookup screen, then select the "Search" button. •

If you have no search criteria, simply select the "Search" button to view a list of all the records in the

collection •

Select the record of interest from the list in the Lookup screen under the "Results " heading, and to view the

details of this record double click on it using the mouse •

To look up a new record, select the "Lookup " button again and follow the same process. •

To return to the main SIRFIS main screen, select the Close button. •
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Creating metadata for a collection - the details button.

The Details button links to the collection metadata screen, where a range of information

relating to the data collection can be stored. The collection metadata screen consists of a

series of different subscreens accessed by selecting the appropriate Tab on the screen.
These screens allow storage of information such as the time period over which the

collection was established, the methodology used to collect the data and who the data was
collected by. Other information capable of being stored includes indications of the data

quality and links to related documents such as management reports or recommendations

written as a result of the data collection and subsequent analysis.

There are seven different Tabs on the metadata screen, and the function of each one will
be outlined in this section. To access the Collection Metadata screen select the collection

of interest using the mouse, then select the "Details" button from the main screen.

M S1RFIS Main
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NSWCHART1 Recreational Charter Boat^iehifig[ sW

PineRiver | Pine River Bpat-ftfiF^p Survey 139| |§JEJ
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Figure 29. The SIRFIS main screen - using the "details" button to access collection metadata

In Summary

Highlight the collection of interest using the mouse t^

Select the "Details" button to access the metadata screens for that collection •
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About the General Information Tab

The general information Tab (figure 30) stores information on the collection type, the

location type, the date range of the collection, the region, the fishery involved as well as
the collection owners details such as their login name, their full name and contact phone

number. As some of these terms will probably not make sense, they will be explained
more fully below.

The collection type: Used to specify the type of collection. It is a drop down menu, with

options for the type of data collection, such as a creel survey or a club logbook. In this
case the collection type will be a club log.

The date range of the collection: This allows the user to ascertain when the collection was

conducted and for how long. In situations where the collection is ongoing it is

recommended that you leave the end date field blank (unless you know how long a

particular study will go for).

The fishery: Again, as most of this information is descriptive, the fishery involved may

be a broad term such as inshore, offshore game, offshore reef etc.

The collection owner details are fairly straight forward and don't really need much

explanation. It is basically the name and contact details of the collection owner.
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HI Collection Meta Data
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Figure 30 - The general information tab.

How to use the General information tab

The fields contained in this screen are of two types: either drop down boxes (where you

simply select the information required from a drop down list) or free text fields where

you type the information required.

It is a simple screen to use, simply use the Tab key to navigate through the fields, or use
the mouse to click into the fields one at a time.

In Summary

Select information from the drop down boxes •

Type in information in the free text fields ^

Click on the next Tab to continue filling out the metadata •
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About the Abstract Tab.

The abstract tab is a free text field which allows the entry of a large amount of text. This

screen is designed to be used by the owner of the collection, who should enter an abstract
relating to the collection to allow other SIRFIS users to obtain an understanding of the
data and the work done.

How to use the Abstract Tab.

The field on the abstract tab is a free text field, so all that needs to be done is to type the

abstract directly into the screen. If the abstract is in another document, then cut and paste
functionality can be used to avoid having to retype it into SER.FIS. Click the "Apply"

button to save the text in the field before exiting to a different screen.

JE3 Collection Mela Data
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primaiy location forlheir fishing activities.

The logbooks are completed attheweigh-in at the conclusion of
|each days fishing, then forwarded to the logbook co-ordinator for
|entiy into the database. It is hoped that annual catch and effort
|can bs estimated from such data.l

•

a

Figure 31 - An example of the abstract tab.

^isSBSi

In Summary

Type (or cut and paste) the abstract text into the free text field •

NOTE: You must select the "Apply " button to save the entry •
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About the Keywords Tab.

The keywords tab provides you with the ability to specify a number of keywords relating
to the collection, which will then be used by the search facility on the SIWIS main

screen to identify relevant collections. It is important that the keywords be completed,
otherwise the collection will not appear when a search is undertaken.

How to use the Keywords Tab.

To add keywords to the list on this screen, use the mouse to select the first row in the
column, then press the "Insert" key on you keyboard. This will result in an arrow

appearing next to the row, indicating that a keyword should be inserted in that row. Use
the "Tab" key to move to the next row in the list.
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Figure 32 - An example of the keywords tab.

In summary

Use the mouse to select the first row in the keywords box •

Enter the keyword in the field with the arrow next to it •

Use the "Tab" key to move to the next row of the keywords list and enter the next keyword •

Select the "Apply " button to save the keywords before exiting the screen ^
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About the Methodology Tab.

The methodology tab contains a free text field where the owner of the collection can
write an outline of the methodology used to collect the data for the collection. It allows

another user to look at the method used in data collection, and gain a better understanding
of the data, and even replicate the study if required.

Similar to the abstract field, it is important that a detailed methodology be completed, so

that the same process can be followed if a the study or data collection process needs to be
replicated at a later date.

How to use the Methodology Tab.

The screen on the methodology tab is a free text field, thereby allowing you to type the

methodology straight into the screen as you would in a word processor. If the

methodology is already written in another document, the functionality will allow you to

cut and paste the text directly into the screen. Once again, remember to select the apply

button to save what you have entered before leaving the collection metadata screen.
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Figure 33 - An example of the methodology tab.

In Summary

Type (or cut and paste) the methodology text into the free text field •

NOTE: You must select the "Apply " button before exiting the screen *^
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About the Quality Tab.

The quality tab is comprised of two free text fields where the owner of the collection can

provide an indication of the quality of the data in the collection. These comments should

include such things as accuracy of any locations used in the collection (for example were

GPS marks used or a more general description of location such as nearest town) ?

Other comments relating to quality could include the accuracy of species identification in

the catch records or any validation checks undertaken on the data when it was being
entered.

How to use the Quality Tab.

Being free text fields, this screen is extremely easy to use. Simply use the mouse to select

the appropriate free text field and commence typing in your comments.
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Figure 34 • An example of the quality tab.
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In summary

Select the appropriate field using the mouse •

Type in comments relating to the quality of the data •

Select the "Apply button to save the information before moving to the next tab ^
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About the Maintenance Tab

The maintenance screen is intended to be used to detail the frequency of changes or

additions made to the collections after their initial establishment date. The screen has two
drop down boxes from which to select options under the headings of 'progress" and
"maintenance frequency", as well as a table to detail the maintenance history of the data

set.
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Figure 35 - An example of the maintenance tab.

How to use the Maintenance Tab.

From the dropdown box entitled "Progress", select the appropriate option to indicate the

stage that the data collection is at (for example, "complete" or "In progress"). Then select

the appropriate option from the "Maintenance frequency" drop down box to indicate
how often the dataset is maintained, for example "daily" or "as required".

Finally after any maintenance has been carried out on the collection, record the date and a
brief outline of what was done in the "Date" and "Description" fields. Select the "Apply"

button before exiting the metadata screen.
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In summary

Select the appropriate option from the "Progress" drop down box •

Select the appropriate option from the "Maintenance frequency" •

Record the date and details of any changes made to the collection since it was established under the section

entitled "Maintenance history" •

NOTE: You must select the "Apply" button prior to exiting the metadata screent^
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About the Documents tab.

The documents tab allows you to store links to any documents that are of relevance to the

data collection in question. For example, if a creel survey had been conducted and a
subsequent journal article had been written from the data collected, a link can be made to
an electronic copy of the journal article. This allows you to look at the data set as well as
the interpretation and discussion of that data.

fe^] Collection Meta Data
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Figure 36 - An example of the documents tab.

How to use the documents tab
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When you want to associate a document with a particular collection, select the "New"
button shown on the documents screen. This will bring up a sub-screen (refer to figure

37), where you specify the location of the document (in terms of the directory and path).

Once you have specified the location and file name of the document, select the "Open"
button from the subscreen. This will associate the document with the collection and also

bring up the document details screen (which you will then need to complete).

Select the document to add
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Figure 37 - The metadata documents sub • screen.
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About the Collection security screen

The security screen appears after selecting the "Security" button on the SIRFIS main

screen. It is used to select from the list of established SIRFIS users, who can have access

to particular collections. For example if a researcher sets up a collection and then wants

to give his data entry staff access so that they can enter data, the collection security
functionality of this screen would be used.

There are four (4) security levels provided by this screen, and each one will be briefly
explained below:

No Access - As the name implies, users with a no access security level next to their name
for a particular collection are not able to access the collection in any way.

Data Entry - This level of security allows users to enter data into a collection, however

prevents them from extracting and data by way of reports or exporting.

Retrieval - This level of security allows the user complete access to the collection,

including the ability to generate reports and export data from the collection.

Owner - The same rights as the retrieval level of security, with the user being able to

enter, retrieve and export data. The important thing to note about this category is that
there can only be one owner for a collection, and the owner should be the person who is

in control of the study, and hence the collection. If any changes to the collection are

required, or questions need to be asked regarding the collection, they should be directed

to the owner of the collection.

Collection title

Collection Security
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Figure 38 - The collection security screen, showing the different security levels available.
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How to use the Collection security screen

To access the collection security screen, first make sure that in the SffiFIS main screen

the collection that you are interested in is highlighted. To do this use the mouse to single
click on the collection title listed on the main screen of the Collections Tab. Then click
on the "Security" button.

The collection security screen will then appear (refer figure 38), listing all the SIRFIS
users login names in the column entitled "User Login" on the left hand side of the screen.

To assign new security access to a user (all users will have no access by default) use the
mouse and click in the right hand column (entitled "Security Access") next to the user

name that you want to alter. A dropdown arrow will then appear listing the available

security access levels. Simply select the desired level using the mouse, hit the "Apply'"
button using the mouse, and the security level for that user will be changed. Please note
that you must be the owner of the collection to change the security access level of a user.

In summary

Highlight the collection using the mouse on the SIRFIS main screen •

Select the "Security " button on the SIRFIS main screen •

Click in the security access field next to the user login name of interest ^

Click on the down arrow to reveal the drop down list of security access levels ^

Using the mouse, select the desired security level •

Select the "Apply " button •

NOTE: There can only be ONE user per collection with owner level security access.
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About the Search facility

The search facility available on the SIRFIS main screen allows you to conduct a search

for collections using a specific search term. For example if you were only interested in
collections that dealt with freshwater species of fish, you could type in "freshwater" as a

search term to limit the collections displayed to those related only to freshwater.

You will notice the search facility at the bottom of the SIRFIS main screen. There are
two buttons entitled "all" and "restrict", as well as a field for entering the search word,
and the "Search" button used to execute the search.

As a default setting the "Collections displayed" will be set to "all" - meaning that all the

collections within SIRPIS will be displayed on the SIRFIS main screen. When you want
to do a search you will need to click the ''''Restrict" button, then type a search word into
the field provided and select the "Search" button.

When conducting the search, the facility will display any collections with matches to the
search word entered in the "search word" field. It is important to note that the search

facility operates by looking at the keywords defined for each collection in the metadata

under the "keywords" tab. Therefore, if there are no keywords specified for a particular
collection in the metadata, it will not be found by the search facility.

Search facility
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Figure 39 - The SIRFIS main screen, showing the search facility.
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How to use the Search facility

To utilise the search facility on the main screen, select the "Restrict" radio button on the

main screen using the mouse (under the selection criteria heading on the main screen).
Then type in a single search word in the field provided, and select the "Search" button

using the mouse.

Any collections that have matching keywords associated with them will be displayed in
the main screen window. If no collections appear it means the search word you are using
doesn't match any of the keywords associated with the collections in SIRFtS. This means

that either there are no collections relevant to the subject you are searching for, or you

should try another search word.

In summary

Select the "Restrict" radio button on the SIRFIS main screen •

Enter a search word in the appropriate field •

Select the "Search" button using the mouse to commence the search •

NOTE: If no collections result from the search, try using another search word •
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About the Species Maintenance screen.

The species maintenance screen is used to add or modify information related to fish

species used in the SIRFIS database. This feature will allow you to add species details to
SIRFIS if they are not included in the list provided.

Additionally a range of names may be applied to a single species of fish, and this has

been a commonly recognised problem for people undertaking surveys, is whether the
species of the fish has been correctly identified by the angler, or the number of different

names the same specues may be recorded as. The functionality of this screen allows you
to list a number of names associated with a single fish species, as well as designate a

preferred common name. This allows multiple names to be linked to the one species code
and scientific name.

The search facility also provides you with the ability to search different species through
the species lookup screen and look at their common names, species codes or scientific

names.
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Figure 40 - An example of the species maintenance screen.
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How to use the Species Maintenance screen

To enter a species which does not currently appear in SIRFIS, type the Species code into

the appropriate field on the screen, then enter the scientific name, the list of common

names and select the preferred common name. To enter the common names use the

"Insert" button, and once the arrow appears indicating the field is active.. .type away !
To list the next common name, simply use the "Tab" key to move to the next field. When

you have finished typing in all the common names click on the "Apply" button to save
the information into SBRFIS.

If the species is unknown, it is recommended that you use a Family - level code. For
example if you have survey results with "Whiting" caught, but the identification of the

species wasn't validated, select the species code for that family of fish and replace the
last three digits with "OOO". If there is a chance that identification may be made to species

level at a later date, you should note in the collection metadata that the family code was

used while awaiting more exact identification.

If you do not know the species code for the fish you are entering, you may need to
contact the CSIRO in Hobart and request it. Many species however, can be found in the
CSIRO Marine Laboratories Report No. 224 entitled "Codes for Australian Aquatic Biota

(CAAB): An Upgraded and Expanded Species Coding System for Australian Fisheries
Databases".

The codes used in SIRFIS are the Codes for Australian Aquatib Biota developed by the
CSIRO. The CAAB, (an eight-digit system for coding Australian aquatic biota), are
managed by the Taxonomy section of the CSIRO Division of Marine Research. It is used

by a large and expanding number of governmental and industry groups for fishery

purposes and has replaced almost all other national and locally designed systems.

A report detailing the structure and use of CAAB is available from:

Gordon Yearsley
CSER.O Division of Marine Research
GPO Box 1538
Hobart
TAS 7001
AUSTRALIA

Tel: 03) 6232 5222
Fax: 03) 6232 5000
Email: gordon.yearslev@marine.csiro.au
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To examine exising information (such as the list of common names for a particular

species), type in the species code for the fish species of interest and hit the "Tab"

Key. The scientific name and common names for the species will then automatically

populate the species maintenance screen. If you do not know what the species code is for
the fish you are interested in, select the "Search" button. This will bring up the species

lookup screen, where you can type the name of the fish you are searching for and select
the "Search" key. The select the fish you are interested in from the list provided and the

species maintenance screen will be populated with the information you require about that
species (i.e. the species code, the scientific name and the list of common names).

In Summary

TO ENTER A SPECIES NOT CURRENTLY IN SIRFIS

Type the species code into the appropriate field •

Use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Type the scientific name into the approriate field •

Use the "Tab" key to move to the next field ^

Press the "Insert" button to activate the common name field •

Enter the common name of the fish ^

If there is more than one common name for the species, use the "Tab" key to move to the next field in the

common name table •

Enter any further common names using the above two steps •

Using the mouse, select the checkboxfor the preferred common name of the species •

Select the "Apply" button to save the new details •

TO LOOKUP THE DETAILS OF AN EXISTING SPECIES IN SIRFIS

If you know the species code, enter it in the appropriate field •

Press the "Tab" key and the remaining information will populate the screen ^

If you do not know the species code, select the "Search" key •

Type in the fish common name you are serachingfor on the species lookup screen •

Using the mouse, select the "Search" button on the species lookup screen •

Double click on the fish name of interest from the search results •

Read the information that populates the species maintenance screen •

Select the "OK" button to return to the SIRFIS main screen •
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About the Organisation/PeopIe Maintenance Screens

The Organisation/People Maintenance screens are used to list details of different
organisations and people involved in recreational fisheries activities. These could be

people involved in recreational surveys, fishing guides, charter boat operators, or research
organisations (just to name a few). The screens are accessible from the "Maintenance"
menu on the SIRFIS Main screen - select "People" from this menu.

There are three screens associated with the organisation/people facility of SIRFIS,
therefore I will deal with one screen at a time, and then discuss how they relate to one
another.

The Organisation Screen - This screen is used to record details relating to organisations.

Information such as organisation name, the type of organisation, and the contact details
such as address and phone number.
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Figure 41 - The Organisation tab, showing organisation name and contact details.
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The People Screen - This screen is used to record the details of individuals relating to the
collections contained in SIRFIS. These details include the persons name, date of birth,

address and contact telephone number. It is designed to be used to record the details of
people whom may need to be contacted in relation to a particular collection. For example,

you may record the details of the secretary of any fishing clubs whom you receive data
from, so that you can contact them to discuss the data received from the club if required.
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Figure 42 • The people screen - showing the fields for recording contact information.
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The Organisation/Person screen - This screen allows you to associate individuals with

organisations that are present in the "organisations" screen. For example if you had a
number of people who were members of the same fishing club, you could associate them

with that orgaisation, as well as record any position within the organisation that they may
have, such as president, secretary etc.
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Figure 43 - The Organisation/People maintenance screen showing the association functionality.

The three screens relate to one another primarily through the "Person/Organisation"

screen, as this is where you are able to associate people with organisations that have been
entered into the database. How to do this is explained in the next section.
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How to use the Organisation/People Maintenance Screens

The screens are extremely easy to use, with each having simple free text fields or drop
down boxes.

The organisation screen - To enter data into the organisation screen simply access the
screen by clicking on "People" in the "Maintenance" menu from the SKFIS main

screen. Ensure that the "Organisation" tab is active and start entering data. Simply enter

the name of the organisation, then use the drop down menu to select the type of

organisation that it is (if the organisation type doesn't appear it can be added through the
"system codes" by your system administrator). The remaining fields on the screen are
free text fields, so simply use the "Tab" key to move to the next field and enter the next

piece of information. Ensure that you select the "Save" button before either exiting the

screen or selecting the "New" button to start entering a new record.

The people screen - The people screen operates in exactly the same manner as the
previous screen. Simply enter the data in the appropriate fields, using the "Tab" key to
move between each field. Ensure that you select the "Save" button before exiting the

screen or selecting the "New" button to start entering a new record.

The organisation/people maintenance screen - This screen is slightly different to the
previous two screens, however it does not exhibit any features that have not been seen

before. The first two fields are simply drop down boxes, requiring you to select the
appropriate data from the lists provided. The next section of the screen displays a number

of organisations that a person may be associated with. To associate a selected person with
the relevant organisation(s), highlight the organisation in the "Doesn't belong to" column

and using the arrow on the screen move it across to the "Belongs to" column. This will

then associate that person with the selected organisation(s). Note that a person can belong

to more than one organisation.

You will have no doubt noticed a window on the left hand side of all three screens

entitled "Organisation/People". Once you have entered your list of people and

organisations, and then associated those people with the relevant organisations, you can
use the mouse to double click on an organisation name in this window. This will display

all the people associated with that particular organisation This expanding "tree" feature
allows you to see at a glance the different people who belong to different organisations
associated with data in the SIRFIS database.

If you have the "People" or "Organisation" tabs active, the information relating to the

person or organisation that you select in the "tree" is displayed on those tabs. For

example if you have the "Organisation" tab active, and you click on ANSA in the "tree",

the details on the organisation ANSA will be displayed.
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In summary

ORGANISATION TAB

Access the screen by selecting the "People" option under the "Maintenance" menu on the SIRFIS main

screen •

Enter the name of the organisation and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field ^

Select the type of organisation from the drop down menu and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the phone number and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the address and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the suburb and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the postcode and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Select the "Save" button •

PEOPLE TAB

Enter the first name and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the surname and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Select the gender from the dropdown box and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the date of birth and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the phone number and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field f'

Enter the address and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the Suburb and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the postcode and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Select the "Save" button •

ORGANISATION/PERSON TAB

Select the person from the drop down list and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field ^

Select a position from the drop down list and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Highlight an organisation from the list etitled "Doesn't belong to" ^

Use the arrow button on the screen to move it across to the "Belongs to" column *^

Select the "Save" button before exiting •
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THE ORGANISATION/PEOPLE "TREE"

Select the organisation name in the list using the mouse •

To display the people associated with that organisation, double click on the organisation name •

To view a persons' details, click on their name in the list using the mouse f/
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About the Tag Maintenance Screen

This screen is designed to be used as a administrative aid to track the use of tags that have

been issued by an organisation. It is an extremely simple screen to use, with two tabs
associated with it. The first tab ("Tag maintenance") provides a screen to record details

such as the tag numbers issued, who the tags were issued to, the organisation that person
is involved with, the date the tags were issued and the collection that they are associated

with.
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Figure 44 - The tag maintenance screen, showing tag details.
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The second tab ("Search") is designed for using to search for the details of particular tag

issues. There are three options for searching: The first is the tag number, whereby you

select the first tag number in the range from the dropdown list provided. The second
option is to search by organisation, where again you select the the name of the
organisation from a drop down list and the tags associated with that organisation will be

listed. The third search option is by person, where you can look at all the tags associated

with a particular person.

The results of the search are displayed in the table underneath the fields for the search

criteria, listing the first tag number, the last tag number, the collection involved, the issue
date, the organisation and the person they were issued to.

^ Tag Maintenance

sKSw^i^SSSSSSS^KiSiSSSS1

SS8iifiSKIA1001
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Figure 45 - The tag maintenance scren, showing the search facility,
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How to use the Tag Maintenance Screen

To access the tag maintenance screen select it from the "Maintanance" menu on the

SIRFIS main screen. The 'Tag maintenance"screen will then appear and it is simply a
case of entering the relevant information in the appropriate fields, which are either free

text, or dropdown boxes. As with the other screens in SIRFIS, you are able to move
between the fields using the "Tab" key, or by using the mouse. To use the "search"

screen, click on the tab and follow the same procedure of entering you search criteria
(either tag number, organisation or person), then select the "Search" button. The results
of the search will be displayed in the table in the bottom half of the search screen.

In summary

THE TAG MAINTENANCE TAB

Enter the first tag number in the range of the tags issued (for example if the range is Al to A100, then enter
Al) and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter the last tag number in the range (e.g. A100) and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field ^

Select the collection the tags are associated with from the drop down list and use the "Tab" key to move to
the next field •

Enter the date that the tags were issued and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Select the organisation that the tags were issued to from the drop down list and use the "Tab" key to move

to the next field •

Select the name of the person from the "Search" list •

Select the "Save" button •

THE SEARCH TAB

Select the search option (either tag number, organisation or person -or a combination of these •

Select the appropriate information from the dropdown lists •

Select the "Search" button using the mouse </'

Use the scroll arrows at the bottom of the search table to view the results of your search •
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About the Correspondence Maintenance screen

The correspondence screen is designed to keep track of correspondence relating to
recreational fisheries collections, (in particular things such as logbooks and logbook

returns).

The screen (refer figure 46) allows the recording of details such as the reference number

of the correspondence, the collection the correspondence relates to, who the

correspondence was sent to and received by and the date sent.

The "page returns" table included on this screen is designed to be used to log the return

of a set of related correspondence such as angler diary pages, which are sent in
periodically over the duration of a study.

Itl Correspondence Maintenance ^isrxi
™jjw^:

,C(mei^wsnj%^Aw^n^?ff^ge^jS^fgyi^

ISeflStWi ,®g%BESiI9MfiB@IlecfiSBII

l^^^^^^^%^<l^^^^r^^^^^2;;%^^^M?J^^l^^^^:i^^^^ ':'?i^:^^^^^^^£?^^^^^^^^^^^^^;S^^^si^^^€^il^£:^[^WM^tl^^

s^^^i^^^^^Q^^^s^Q^^^^y^y^^^^we^

:? SSKEivMBlfiSSH

Figure 46 - The correspondence maintenance screen.
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There is also a correspondence search facility provided with this screen, which is
accessed by selecting the "Search" tab. This facility allows you to search for
correspondence via three parameters; reference number, "sent to" or collection. The

resulting search will display all the correspondence and associated details in the table

provided on the search screen.

H Conespondence Maintenance

CdrresJabnencell^aiiriterifiinciliS®8^

•,i-:Search^ptions$;;^,^', :::^:.^;^^fc.-;^:^l':y
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Figure 47 - The correspondence search screen showing search parameters

How to use the Correspondence Maintenance screen

The correspondence screen is a simple screen to use. Fill in the associated fields in the

top section of the screen to record details of correspondence sent out, and fill in the
details of correspondence received in the "page returns" table. To access the fields in the

page returns table, use the mouse to click on the first line (or use your tab key) and hit the
"insert" button on your keyboard. To move to the next record, use your "Tab" key.
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How to use the Correspondence Search screen

To search for correspondence, you should select one of the three search options listed and

also choose the type of correspondence you are searching for (e.g incomplete, complete,
or both). When you have nominated your search criteria, select the "Search" button and

your results will be displayed in the columns provided in the bottom half of the search

screen (refer figure 47).

In summary

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCREEN

Enter a correspondence reference number and use the "Tab " key to move to the next field •

Select the collection type from the drop down box and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field •

Enter who the correspondence screen was sent to and use the "Tab " key to move to the next field •

Enter the date that the correspondence was sent and use the "Tab" key to move to the next field • .

Enter who the correspondence was sent by and use the "Tab " key to move to the next field •

Enter information relating to page returns using the "Insert" key on your keyboard to access the "page

returns table" using the "Tab" key to move to the next record in the table •

Select the "Save" button to save the records •

THE CORRESPONDENCE SEARCH SCREEN

Select a search option to search by using the "Tab" key to move between the fields •

Select whether you are searching for completed correspondence,or incomplete correspondence •

Select the "Search" button to commence the search •

View the search results in the table in the bottom half of the screen •
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About the standard reports in SIRFIS.

There are two standard reports provided in SIRFIS. The first is the "collection summary

report", the second is the "collection catch percentage report".

The collection summary report provides a summary of all the collections in SIRFIS. It is

designed to allow a user to obtain broad information relating to all the collections
contained within SIRFIS. The information is listed in a table style format and includes

the following headings:

• Collection ID
• Collection heading
• Owner

• Number of activity records

• No. of catch records

• Minimum date

• Maximum date

• Publications

An example of the format of the report is illustrated below (figure 48).

@ CENTURA Repoit Buildei - Coll_Rep-qrp

^'•^

'U'S

Collection Summary Report

Collection Collection Heading

Date Printed: 19/8/98 ;;»,;

Owner No.ActirityRec. No.CatehRec. Min. Date Max. Date Publieations '..:'

CREEL97 MARY RIVER CREELSURVE test

Fraserl ToyotaCltssic 1998-FiaserIsla test

HAWKCO HAWKESBURY RIVER COMP test

NSWCHAR Recreational Charter Boat Fishin test

PineRiver Pine River Bo at Ramp Survey 1 test

WACLUB Western Austialian Club Fishing test

1.00

4.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

19.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

06-Jun-l

02-May-

03-Nov-

01-May-

03-Dec-

16-Apr-l

06.Jun.l9

27-May-l

03-Nov-l

01-May-l

03-Dec-l

16-Apr-l

N

N

Y

N

N

N

.*-,'

-- •

il^;
•»'

f '.;,

Bl
^'^" .s-'^

Figure 48 - Illustrating the format of the collection summary report.
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The collection catch percentage report provides the user with a breakdown of the species
recorded in an individual collection, with an indication of the percentage that each

species conrtibutes to the total catch. The report headings are as follows :

• Collection

• Year

• Month

• Species

• Percentage

An example of the report format is shown below in figure 49.

fl] CENTURA Repoit Buildei - Catchiep.qip msm
Ef

Collection Catch Percentage Report
For period: to

Printed on: 19/8/98

Collection Year Month

Fiaseri 1998

Species
EMPEROR-Red
KINGFISH - Black
PERCH-Sea
TUSKFISH
Other

May

Percentage
15.79
10.53
10.53
63.16
0.00

"'•^s^.C^'^'^-

Figure 49 - Showing the collection catch percentage report

How to use the standard reports in SIRFIS

To access the standard reports in SIRFIS, simply use the mouse to select the "Reports"
menu from the main screen. If you want to mn the "collection summary report", select it

from the drop down menu, you will then be able to preview the report prior to printing

when it appears on your screen.
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To mn the "collection catch percentage report" select it from the drop down menu. A

screen will then appear that allows you to specify the criteria of the report (refer figure

50).

Collection Catch Month Percentage Report

_ ^, , _ ^ ^ ^

Figure 50 - Showing the screen for setting criteria for the collection catch percentage report.

To select the correct criteria for the report, simply select the appropriate information from

the drop down menus on this screen. If you do not want to view the report prior to
printing it select the "Print" button. If you want to look at the report before printing,
select the "Preview" button.

To print either of the reports after previewing, select the "Print" option from the menu on

the menu screen on the report preview screen.

In summary

Select the "Reports" drop down menu from the SIRFIS main screen •

Select the desired report from the menu •

If the "Collection Catch Percentage Report" is selected, define the criteria •

Select the preview button if you want to view the report prior to printing t^

Select the "Print" option from the menu on the report screen to print your report •
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About the Export facility

The export function allows the exporting of data from SIRFIS. As there is no reporting
tool associated with SIRFIS, it is necessary to use the export facility to allow analysis of
the data in your analysis tool of choice.

The data is exported in comma separated variable (CSV) format, which is readily
accepted and simple format able to be used by a wide variety of applications.

How to use the Export facility

To use the export facility, select "Export" from the "Collections" drop down menu on

the SIRFIS main screen. The Extraction Wizard will appear.

M SIRFIS Data Exbaction Wizaid

^Select^jlectjortto'Bcpo^i^./Sr?^

IQLDCLUB

^iExpbty^ldata yriutiilpe>outgut.files^

rB'.(^t6mB<port,(Sirlg!||)utFiut@le)f;s<

'. ;^.;i.;;&1ric|uele?;^ •: ^^'Q.^icftSSctai^ ••^

.^'^S^e&eWSiB.:

'!SS3
:'.!"S®;iiI*3

^.r^&'-sssM
l!iiay!!?-'S'%

;^e>^^::^j;<^<garH:ej?||
VSSS3S

Figure 51. Extraction Wizard

Select the Collection you wish to extract data from. Note that only Collections you have
access to and have data entered through SIRFIS data entry screens are available for

selection. Any files or documents for a Collection are accessed via the Collection Details

Screen.
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There are two major options on this screen.

Export all data' will write all the Collection data as it is contained in the database to

files. Each table will be written to a separate file, this includes key values to allow joins

to be performed on the data.

'Custom export' allows the user to define a subset of the data to be extracted and joins the

data to product a single output file. Because of the structure of the database, catch data

and release data cannot be output to the same file. To extract both two extractions need to

be done.

Select the Next' button to proceed to the next screen. If you are doing a custom

extraction the following screen will appear.

6i SIRFIS Data Extraction Wizaid

"s^l

: SelectAttrihutss ttf.Expdrt

:s&fwv:Ks'y's:i^
'^S^S^'St
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CLUB TRIP SUMMARY _*J

k/| LOGIC

Q CLUBNAME ,;|

[~j RECORDERNAME ^

[~] PHONENR ^.

IVI TRIPNR ";:

[~] PAGENR .:.

D EVENT ^

_] LOWTIONNAME

f~] SHEET ^
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i
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iw^ws(s

"f.::S3S.^
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Figure 52.

This screen allows you to select which data you wish to extract. Click on the attribute

names to include them in the output.

Select Next' button to move to the next screen.
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Figure 53.

This screen displays a list of all attributes selected on the previous screen and allows the

user to specify restriction on the data. Select an Operator, < (less than), = , > (greater
than), or Between. Depending on the attribute, you may have default values written in
the Restriction column. You may change the defaults, but ensure that you use the same
format. If you place a restriction on the 'SPECIES' or 'COMMONNAME' attributes, a

species search screen will appear.

Select the Next'button.
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@ SIRFIS Data Exbaclion Wizaid

^ Set oirtputclirector^and file names^

^Qutput£3iirectoy;^|DV)OWNLOADS\ ^BrGiwse^

i.Ejj&Namir':i'^. IQLDCLUB.CSV

:^%&i$-l^l:

§g^$i!?Sffit181i%il^&y}ilS^ce?

Figure 54.

This screen allows you change the directory and filename/s used for the output.

If you are using the Extract all data' option, there will be multiple filenames listed on this

screen.

Use the Browse'button to select a new download directory.

Select the Next' button to proceed to the next screen.
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M SIRFIS Data Extraction Wizaid

^K^nExirsutilff^imtri^tfcatheJ^^
SVSSSs^SK^

Si

51S1NU9;

Starting Extraction...

0 rows written to D:\DOWNLOADS\QLDCLUB.csv
Extraction Complete

.^§^-,^g£iSliSSi?SIS8iSillISBS3iSSSS®
1^4S85S>:S^ete»'*sgi§a^^ " '•'-^'«'r?e!:^,

'S?3iSi. ^|ini?ti|HI?aSiS
^SM-S^

ii^^^^l'
;%^;^i^^3^J.

a.sSS&sKMl

Figure 55.

Select the Extract' button to run the extraction. The Status' field displays information

about the extraction process.
Select the Tinish' button to close the wizard or use the Previous' button to go back

through the wizard to define another extraction.

Note - If the format used for restrictions is incorrect an error will be displayed. Go back

to change the format and then rerun the extraction.
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Feedback

That about wraps it up for this user manual. However I fully expect that as you work
through using SIRNS issues will arise that I may have overlooked, so please feel free to

give me feedback in relation to this and I will endevour to provide more information if

required.

Regards

ToddKelly
SIRFIS Co-Ordinator
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Requirements of the Client Group of the SIRFIS Project.

Document: Requirements of the Client Group for the SIRFIS

FRDC Project.

Project: FRDC Project 95/054

Project Title : Development and implementation of a national
standard for a recreational fisheries database by all
fisheries agencies.

Project Name : SIRFIS (Standardised Integrated Recreational

Fisheries Information System)

Purpose of this Document:

The Requirements Document for the SIRFIS project and will be used by the
SIRFIS Team as a tool to develop the Design Document which will detail the

proposed database structure and input variables.

A draft of the Requirements Document has previously been forwarded to all

members of the SIRFIS Client Group for comment. Additions and corrections
to the draft have then been incorporated into this final version of the

Requirements Document.

A copy of this document has been forwarded to each member of the Client

Group and to FRDC. Now the next stage of the project, the design phase, can

proceed.
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Requirements of the Client Group of the SIRFIS Project.

1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The project entitled "Development and implementation of a national standard for a recreational

fisheries database by all fisheries agencies" was approved for funding by FRDC in June 1995
(proposal 95/054). The proposal received wide support from all fisheries agencies throughout
Australia and officially commenced on the 1st October 1995 once recruitment to the SIRFIS
Team had been finalised.

In summary, the project will provide a "front end" and a database structure capable of running

on both Microsoft Windows and Macintosh operating systems and accessing whatever database

engine an Agency is using (see Figure 1 below). For further information please refer to the
FRDC project proposal, a copy of which should be held by each of the Client Group members
or a copy can be obtained by

the ______ ____._____.___._.. _____._._..- SIRFISSIRFIS IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

Frontend
Client

Jt^S^IR.F'.IS.
Module* • Running on

Bukcnd
DiUbuc

WlnBS / WlnNT / Win 3.X/MaoOS
(Support for multiple platforma)

9 <}
Oracle / Ingrea / Bybna®
Dbaue / FoxPro / Aooesa

(Support tor multiple dl»tiib«»B«)

Figure 1 Overview of how the SIRFIS modules will interact with agencies existing resources

The first step of the project was to document the current systems of the participating agencies and
produce a Requirements Document (this document). The Requirements Document will be used

as a basis for proceeding into the Design Phase of the SIRFIS project.

The information collated from the Client Agencies is presented in this document along with a
summary of these requirements and a model of the proposed database.
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1.2 General comments from Client Agencies

In the developmentofthis documentthere was clearly demonstrated a wide range of commitment

and development to the collection of recreational fishing information between agencies.

Comments received from those agencies with a well progressed monitoring/data storage program

were encouraging. The majority of Client Agencies who were already storing recreational

fisheries information, while happy with internally developed systems, said that they were keen
to see the finished product and move to it as a national standard if their needs were meet.

Those agencies who had an evolving monitoring/data storage recreational fisheries program

commented and showed that they were keen to become involved in the project and provide

examples of what data had been collected to date and what would be collected in the future.

Further, there were many common elements in comments received, for example;

The need to be kept informed. This has been undertaken by the SIRFIS Team in
the form of a quarterly newsletter which includes a list of the current SIRFIS
Client Group and a current Gantt chart.

The Client Group should be taking a more pro-active role in the SIRFIS project,
ensuring that each of the Client Group members gets the best out of the project
for his or her agency.

That all agencies were in the process of expanding their recreational fish

monitoring programs and that some agencies had a well progressed

monitoring/data storage program.

Clear priorities in the development of certain database modules (see section 3)
were expressed by the majority of agencies.

1.3 Scope of the SIRFIS proj ect

The scope of SIRFIS project is to;

development of a Recreational Fisheries Database to provide a common structure for the

collection, storage and retrieval of recreational fisheries data; and

ensure that the database can be integrated with commercial catch and effort databases.

The SIRTIS project is not responsible for the collection of data or for the analysis of data
collected by the Client Agencies.
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Requirements of the Client Group of the SffiFIS Project.

During the trip a question was asked on a couple of occasions about whether a stocking module
could be included in the database design. Initial reaction from the SIRFIS Team to this question
was no, but feedback to this answer was sought in the draft requirements document. After

comments on the draft requirements document had been received it was decided that a stocking

module would not be incorporated into the SIRFIS project.

The reasoning behind this answer is that the major objective of the SIRFIS
Project is to development of a Recreational Fisheries Database, providing a
common structure of the collection, storage and retrieval of recreational fisheries

data. Stocking and stocking research programs, while perhaps associated with

recreational fishing, are not actually "recreational fishing data" and therefore, it

is felt, that storage of data from such programs are beyond the scope of the
SIRFIS Project.

1.4 SIRFISTeam

Office: The Queensland Fisheries Management Authority.
Fax number: (07) 3227 8788.
Mail address: PO Box 344,

Fortitude Valley,
Q 4006.

Team Leader Senior Programmer

Neil Trainor Cameron Baker

phone: (07)32278583 phone: (07)32277434
e-mail: ntflsh@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au email: bakerc@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au

Team Coordinator Programmer

Andrew Thwaites Gary Mandelkow

phone: (07)32276544 phone: (07)32277431
e-mail: andrew@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au e-mail: mandelg@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au
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1.5 SIRFIS Client Group members

Queensland

Sandra Cormack

Qld. Fisheries Management Authority
phone: (07) 3227 8791
fax: (07) 3227 8788
e-mail: cormacs@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au

NSW

Aldo Steffe
Fisheries Research Institute
phone: (02)5278519
fax: (02)527 8576
e-mail: steffa@fisheries.nsw.gov.au

Victoria

Anne Gason

Department of Con. and Nat. Res.

Phone: (052)580274
fax: (052) 580 270
e-mail: a.gason@dce.vic.gov.au

SA

David McGlennon
SARDI Aquatic Sciences
phone: (08)2002448
fax: (08)2002481
e-mail: mcglennon.david@pi.sa.gov.au

WA

Nick Caputi
Fisheries Department
phone: (09)2468440
fax: (09) 447 3062
e-mail: caputi@central.murdoch.edu.au

AFMA

Steve Jackson

Australian Fisheries Management Authority
phone: (06)2724846
fax: (06)2725167

e-mail: c/o afmsll@ozemail.com.au

NT

Rosemary Lea

Fisheries Management Branch
phone: (089)994334
fax: (089)811475
e-mail:

ACT

Mark Linderman
Department of Environment, Land and Planning

phone: (06)2072117
fax: (06)2072122
e-mail:

RecFish

John Harrison
Aus. Recreationan & Sports Fishing Confederation Inc.

phone: (06)257 1997
fax: (06)2479314
e-mail:

Tasmania

Marine
Jeremy Lyle
Marine Research Division
phone: (002)277255
fax: (002)278035
e-mail: jlyle@aries.dpi.tas.gov.au

Fresh Water

Andrew Sanger
Inland Fisheries Commission
phone: (002)236622
fax: (022) 23 4372
e-mail:
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1.6 Project Schedule

The current Gantt chart for the SIRFISProject is shown below in Figure 1. This chart shows the expectd
schedule for the first year of the SIRFIS Project. Particular attention should be focused on th6'%Compl"
column which shows how close the SIRFIS Team is to completing each of the goals.

Gantt Chart
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Figure 2 Current Gantt chart for the SKFIS project.
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Summary of information collated from Client Agencies

The four tables following summarise the current status of recreational fishing data collection for

each agency and what resources are available for each agency. A description of the symbols used

in the four tables is given below;

A •'shows that the agency is either collecting this type of data and have provided an

example or that the agency has the resource available;

An Vindicates that the agency has indicated that they are collecting data but that no
examples have been provided; and

A ^ shows that the agency has indicated that either this type of data collection will
occur in the near future or that the resource will be available in the near future.

2.1 Types of data sets collected by each agency

A summary of the main types of recreational fishing data commonly collected by the Client
Agencies is provided in Table 1. As shown the majority of agencies are using recreational

fishing clubs, charter fishing boats and surveys as their data sources.

Table 1 Comparative summary of what each agency is collecting in terms of recreational fishing data.

Qld.

Vie.

NT

WA

NSW

SA

Tas.

ACT

AFMA

BRS

RecFish

Recreational
Club Records

•

^

•

•

•

^

^

Charter Boat

Logbooks

•

•

•

^

^

•

^

Gear/Angler

Licencing

x

x

^

•

x

Surveys

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

^

Tagging

•

•

•

•

x
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A more detailed breakdown of the types of surveys each of the Client Agencies have been
conducting on recreational fishing is provided in Table 2. At this time access point surveys and

creel surveys are being tabulated as different survey methodologies.

Table 2 Comparative summary of what survey methods are used by client states

Qld.

Vie.

NT

WA

NSW

SA

Tas.

Aerial surveys

•

•

X

•

Access point

surveys

•

•

•

x

•

•

Phone surveys

•

^

•

^

Postal

surveys

•

•

•

•

Creel
surveys

•

•

•

•

•

•

x

2.2 Resources available to each agency

The current hardware configuration/s used by each of the Client Agencies is provided in
Table 3. All IBM compatible machines are using Windows 3.X, except Queensland which is
running a combination of Windows 3 .X and Windows 95. All mini computers are running UNIX
as the operating system except Northern Territory which is running Net ware 3.X.

Table 3 Comparative summary of what computer hardware each Client Agency is using

Qld.

Vie.

NT

WA

NSW

SA

Tas.

ACT

AFMA

RecFish

PC Platform

IBM Combatable

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Macintosh

•

•

Mini
Computer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The major corporate databases currently in operation with each of the Client Agencies is

provided in Table 4. Microsoft Access is the most common PC database, while Oracle and

Ingres are the common relational databases which are being run on the mini computers.

Table 4 Summary of what database's each Client Agency is using

Qld.

Vie.

NT

WA

NSW

SA

Tas.

ACT

AFMA

PC Platform

MS Access

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

MS Foxpro

•

D-base

•

Mini Computer Platform

Oracle

•

•

•

Ingres

•

•

•

Sybase

•

-^

Natural ADABAS

•

Comment to Client Group Members: Please ensure that ticks or crosses are placed in the

appropriate columns in all the tables. If an ^appears in a column then please ensure that

the appropriate example is forwarded to the SIRFIS Team as soon as possible.

Proposed modules ofSIRFIS Project

A description of each of the modules follows as well as a diagram (Figure 2) which shows the
conceptual overview of the modules within the database framework. They are as follows:

Charter boat module:

A logbook program for charter boats, collecting information on fishing effort occurring from
charter boats, has been introduced, or will be introduced, in all agencies (except WA) which have
marine jurisdiction. This module will be designed to store the logbook information collected by
these programs.

Licencing module:

This module will be designed to allow information on both individual angler licences and gear
licences to be stored.
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Club module:

This module will store recreational fishing club competition records. Examples of the forms

currently used by recreational fishing clubs are needed to ensure that this module will be able to

store freshwater, estuarine, spear fishing and game\sport fishing club records.

Tagging module:

This module will store information on scientific recreational tagging programs and on tag returns.

The aim of the module is to track the tag from issue through to return and record all associated

information. ANSA's tag database will be examined for possibilities of integration into the
SIRFIS project, but, it is the aim of the SIRFIS project is to develop an integrated system and this
could mean that the tagging module will have to be developed from scratch.

Survey module:

This module will have a dynamic structure so that the variety of phone, creel, postal, diary and

aerial surveys can all be accommodated. It is imperative that as many examples of survey forms

which Client Agencies may have are forwarded to the SIRFIS team. This is seen as the most

complex of the modules and as such may be broken down into sub modules during the design

phase of the project.

Meta data module:

This module will be able store final reports, analyses which have been conduced on the data or

just a description of the data set. Fundamentally any text or word processing file will be able to
be stored in this module. The module will incorporate a search facility to allow user to identify

data sets that meet their requirements.
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Figure 3 Conceptual overview of the modules within the database framework.

4 Client Requirements

4.1 Queensland

Client group contacts for discussions.

Sandra Cormack, Darren Cameron, Wayne Sumpton, Daryl McPhee

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencmg

Description

A comprehensive database is currently being established to store recreational club data.
Historical club data form South East Queensland and Townsville regions clubs has

been collected, with some of these records having been entered into an ingres database.

Further a standard competition club record sheet is being developed in consultation
with recreational fishing clubs and groups. It is hoped that recreational fishmg clubs
throughout Queensland will adopt this sheet and provide the QFMA with information

on club competitions in an ongoing process.

A voluntary logbook program was mtroduced in July 1992. This was replaced with a
compulsory logbook program in 1995. The data collected details daily catch and effort
and has been entered into an ingres database.

Many surveys have been conducted in relation to specific projects. Table 5 over page
provides a comprehensive list of the surveys which have been conducted.

There are currently no recreational gear or angler licences in Queensland.

Database

Ingres

Ingres

Ingres

Moving
to Ingres

N/A

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Implementation of a standard collection form for recreational fishing clubs. This is been
undertaken

and has
from fishing
Statewide
diary survey
recreational

This is due to
September
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Figure 4 The proposed direction of the QFish database

Table 5 Complete summary of historical surveys conducted in Queensland.

Year

1980-82

1982

1985

1985

1986

1986

1990

1991

1992-

1992

1992

1993

1993

1993

1993-

1994

1994

1994

1994/95

1995

1995

Organisations

QDPI

UQ

ABS

Griffith Uni.

Griffith Uni.

QDPI

Griffith Uni.

Nat. Parks

QFMA

QDPI

ABS

ABS

QDPI

WBM consultants

QDPI

QDPI

UQ

QDPI

QDPI

ANSA

Dept. Transport

Project

Moreton Bay

Creel survey (Rick Moreton)

ABS Supplementary Survey

Recreational fishing study (Hundloe)

Moreton Region survey (Handle/Newman)

Study into Hervey Bay and Great Sandy Straights (Moore)

Recreational fishing study (Blamey)

Lakefield National Park Barramundi Survey

Charter Vessel Logbook Program

ABS telephone survey on fishing activity

Household Survey of Home Food Production -

supplementary Survey

National Monthly Population Survey - Supplementary

Survey

Recreational Club Records (1923-1990)

Creel Survey ofPummistone Passage (Moreton/Tilbury)

Snapper Study (Wayne Sumpton)

Lesser Mackerel Study - diary (Cameron/Williams)

Biology and fishery of the swallow tail dart (McPhee)

Lesser Mackerel preliminary telephone survey

(Williams/Cameron)

impoundment Creel Survey (Hamlyn, Brooks, Thomas)

Tagging data (1965-present)

Vessel Registrations (1964-present)

State/Region

Moreton Bay

Bribie Island

State

GBRMPA

Moreton Bay

Hervey Bay and Great Sandy
Straits

GBRMPA

Lakefield National Park

State

State

State

State

SE Queensland

SE Queensland

SE Queensland

State

SE Queensland

State

Lakes Leslie, Cooby & Moogerah

State

State
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Examples of forms/table structures - provided

The current QFMA charter vessel logbook.
Examples of survey forms provided are;

Gold coast charter vessel research form. QDPI snapper research project.

Creel survey sheet for QDPI snapper research project.

Phone survey for QDPI small mackerel project.
Caravan park survey for QDPI small mackerel project
Questionnaire for QDPI flathead project.
Diary ofQDPI small mackerel project.

Examples of 3 different recreational fishing club records.
The Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol field occurance log.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

Club modules.

Survey module.

Review ofHardware/Software Etc.

QFMA is currently running

Ingres database on a UNIX mini computer.

IBM combatable computers running Windows for Workgroups 3.11.

IBM combatable computers running Win95.

Requirements

That the database has provision to store Club records, Charterboat logbooks. Fishing
Diary information, effort data from fresh water impoundments and creel surveys.
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4.2 Victoria

Client group contacts for discussions.

Nick Dow (no longer involved) , Anne Gason

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Have not been examined or collected.

Looking at introducing a logbook system.

Many surveys have been conducted m relation to specific marine projects. This data
is being stored on a variety of PC and minicomputer databases. These include creel
surveys, mail surveys, aerial surveys and tagging studies.

There is an option to mtroduce compulsory angler licences in the Victorian legislation.

Fresh Water anglers are licenced to collect revenue with no data being stored on
licence's issued.

Database

N/A

N/A

Variety of
packages

N/A

Rec Fishing - Future collection.

Licences could be introduced in the future.

Examples of forms/table structures - provided

The survey form for recreational Rock Lobster divers.

The recreational interview sheet for recreational Rock Lobster divers.

Creel survey manual (not included in appendix II of this document).

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

Licencing module

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

Oracle database on a UNIX mini computer.

IBM compatible computers running Windows 3.X.

SIR and Sybase databases are also available.

Requirements

That detailed survey work be able to be stored in the database.
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4.3 Northern Territory

Client group contacts for discussions

Rosemary Lea, Anne Coleman, Steve Wilmole, Chris Calogeras.

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Have not been examined or collected.

A logbook program in place.

The fishcount survey is been conducted. The data is being entered mto a
Microsoft Access database running on an IBM compatible machine.

Barramundi tagging studies and aerial surveys are sometimes conducted.

No angler or gear licences exist.

Database

N/A

Oracle

MS Access

N/A

Rec Fishing - Future collection

A follow up to the fishcount survey every couple of years.

Examples of forms/table structures - provided

Example of the charter boat logbook has been provided.
Fishcount survey forms have not provided by NT due to copyright restrictions and as
such have not included with the examples in appendix III of this document.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

None at this time

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

Macintosh computers.

IBM compatibles running Windows 3.X.

Oracle running on a Net ware 3 .X mini computer. Steve Wilmole, phone (089) 994 321,
is the database manager.

MS Access used at this stage to store Fishcount data.

Requirements

No specific requirements at this stage.
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4.4 Western Australia

Client group contacts for discussions

Nick Caputi, Richard Steckis

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

A draft fishing club logbook is currently being trialed.

No data is being supplied by operators without a commercial licence.

Volunteer Fishmg Liaison Officer's (VFLO's) are conducting surveys. These

officers are conducting angler interviews recording information about catch and
effort as well as educatmg anglers.

Various tagging studies and creel surveys have also been conducted over time.

Rock Lobster mail survey and Marron phone surveys are conducted annually.

Rock Lobster, Abalone, Marron, Netting and Fresh Water anglers are licenced.

Database

MS Access

N/A

MS Access

MS Access

Natural
ADABAS

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Club records are looking at being standardised and collected on a regular basis.

Boat creel surveys.

Angler logbooks.

Examples of forms/table structures - provided

The draft recreational fishing club logbook.
Table structures for the recreational fisheries database have been provided (not included
in appendix IV of this document). This database is running on Microsoft Access.
A tagged barramundi report.

A VFLO Tailor released data sheet.
A Tailor tagging data sheet.
The Rock Lobster fishing survey questionare for 1988/89 season.

A VFLO interviewers log.

The Marron telephone survey form.

A recreational fishers Creel Survey form.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

None at this time.
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Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

IBM mini computer running natural ADABAS.
IBM compatible computers running Windows 3.X.

Sybase is possible for future mini computer database.
MS Access. (Richard Steckis, phone (09) 2468 443, maintains rec. database).
dBase is the PC database department standard.

Requirements

The database store all the information which the current recreational fisheries database
(designed using Microsoft Access) stores.
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4.5 NSW

Client group contacts for discussions

Aldo Steffe, An Grinberg

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Club data is being collected, uicluding spear fishing clubs.

A research logbook program is currently in operation.

Many surveys have been conducted, and continue to be conducted, to assess

recreational fishing effort, the range of survey techniques used mclude creel, aerial,
access point and bus route surveys. A variety of tagging studies have also been
conducted mcluding game fish tagging, south coast lagoons tagging studies and
northern rivers tagging studies.

Fresh water anglers may be licenced in the future.

Database

AREV

N/A

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Conducting more surveys.

A logbook scheme for the charter boat industry is being looked at.

Examples of forms/table structure/users - provided

Example ofNSW research charter logbook.

Examples of survey forms provided are;

Headland count survey form.

Headland/beach interview sheet.

Aerial survey sheet.

Outgoing boats (seaward bound) access point survey sheet.

Offshore interview sheet.

Offshore boat return sheet.

Summaries of data sets (eg. Creel surveys, tagging studies)

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

Survey module.

Review ofHardware/Software Etc.

Ingres running on a UNIX mini computer.

IBM compatible computers running Windows 3.X.
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MS Access running on IBM compatibles.

Requirements

Have a length/weight conversion in species tables.

That complex survey designs are able to be entered into the database.
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4.6 South Australia

Client group contacts for discussions.

David McGlennon

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Recreational fishing club records have been collected, but not entered.

Have voluntary logbook scheme in place, but collected data has not been entered onto
a database.

Some creel and access point surveys have been conducted.

There is currently registration of gear (crab pots, nets etc.) rather than mdividuals.

Database

N/A

N/A

MS Access

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Waiting to see if a national survey (by Fishcare) of recreational fishing proceeds.

Examples of forms/table structure/users - provided

Examples of survey forms provided are;

ramp trailer count access point survey form.

ramp trailer interview sheet.

ramp trailer creel survey sheet.

An example of charter vessel research logbook.

Examples of three fishing club record sheets.

An example of fish stocking data sheet.

An example of "application for renewal of registration of devices" sheet.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

Creel Sm-vey module.

Charter boat module.

Recreational fishing club module.

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

Oracle database running on a UNIX mini computer.

IBM compatibles running Windows 3.X.

MS Access is the PC database miming under Windows 3.X.
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Requirements

That all the examples which have been provided can be entered into the database.
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4.7 Tasmania

Client group contacts for discussions

John Smith, Jeremy Lyle, Hillary Revil, Andrew Sanger

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Have not been collected.

A voluntary logbook program for boats conducting tuna fishing charters has been
commenced.

Only one known marine creel survey - not known if the data is on a database.

10% of fresh water angler licence holders are surveyed in a mail survey.

In the marine environment gear such as nets, crab pots are licenced as well as cray
and abalone divers. In fresh water anglers are licenced.

Database

N/A

N/A

Foxpro

Rec Fishing - Furure collection

A state wide telephone survey and diary system of recreational anglers is currently being

investigated.

Examples of forms/table structure/users - provided

Example of voluntary logbook for charter vessel operators have been provided.

Example of inland fishery mail out survey for 93/94 and 94/95 have been provided.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

Survey module.

Charter boat module.

Review ofHardware/Sofhvare Etc.

Oracle database on a UNIX mini computer.

IBM compatibles at head office running Windows 3.X.

Mac/OS at marine research labs and inland fisheries.
Inland fisheries use Foxpro on Mac/OS platform.

Requirements

No specific requirements at this stage.
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4.8 ACT

Client group contacts for discussions.

Mark Linderman

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Data Type

Club Data

Charter Vessels

Surveys

Licencing

Description

Records are not currently collected as there are is a lot of interstate clubs.

There are none.

No surveys to date have been conducted.

No angler of gear licences at this time.

Database

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Licencing of anglers is probable in the near future.

Looking at conducting creel surveys of anglers in the future.

Club records may be looked at in the future.

Examples of forms/table structure - provided

Discussion paper on recreational fishing in the ACT (not included in appendix section
of the document).

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

None at this stage.

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

IBM compatible running Windows 3.X.

MS Access.

Requirements

No requirements at this stage although would like creel surveys being able to be entered
into the survey module.
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4.9 AFMA (Australian Fisheries Management Authority)

Client group contacts for discussions.

Steve Jackson, Phil Marshall

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

Catch and Effort monitoring system for major game fishing tournaments off the east
coast. This data has yet to be entered.

Rec Fishing - Future collection

Recreational anglers who target pelagic fish (in particular tuna) will have to be monitored.

Examples of forms/table structure - provided

Radio schedule catch and effort form (See appendix VIII - other examples)

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS modules

None at this stage.

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

HP Unix mini computer running Ingres.

Visual basic has been used for developing commercial systems.

IBM compatibles running Windows 3.X.

Requirements

Would prefer visual basic a development tool. Would also like access to club record

databases collected by State Governments for relevant species.
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4.10 RecFish (The Australian Recreational & Sports Fishing Confederation Inc.)

Client group contacts for discussions.

John Harrison

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

N/A.

Rec Fishing - Future Collection

N/A

Examples of forms/table structure/users

N/A.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS project

N/A.

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

One IBM combatable rumiing Windows 3.X.

Requirements

No requirements at this stage.
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4.11 BRS (Bureau of Resource Sciences)

Client group contacts for discussions.

Phil Stewart

Rec Fishing - Current collection and data sets

N/A.

Rec Fishing - Future collection.

N/A.

Examples of forms/table structure/users

N/A.

Priorities for proposed SIRFIS project

N/A.

Review of Hardware/Software Etc.

N/A.

Requirements

no requirements at this stage.
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Appendix I
Queensland Examples
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I,

Q.5

Q.6

Q.7

Q.8

What organisation is your club affiliated with?
(Please circle one only.)

ANSA (Australian National Sport Fishing Association)...... 1

QAFCA (Queensland Amateur Fishing Clubs Association) ... 2

QGFA (Queensland Game Fishing Association) ......... 3

AUF (Australian Underwater Federation - Spear Fishing
Association) ........................... 4

Other (please specify).

Don't know ............................ 6

How many hours do you actually spend fishing
on an average fishing day in your boat?
Do not count travel time on water.

How many people Including yourself
usually go fishing from your boat?,

A major fisheries project at present is looking at the small mackerel species. The
project does not invoh/e the large Narrow-Barred Spanish Mackerel. The small
mackerel are the Spotted Mackerel, the School or Doggie Mackerel and the Grey
or Broad-Barred Mackerel. Have you been fishing for any of these small mackerel
from your boat in Queensland in the last 12 months? :^

Yes

No
•.-I)-;.".

1 Go toO.
-•^•e. .^^i:-^

2 ''Go to Q.
—'.;-:»-i^i-^...

9 • A;^

10 "'^
:;'.;.y

AM-r*

Q. 9 How many days did you go fishing for these small mackerel
from your boat in Queensland in the last 12 months? . .-

-:1.-^

^••ii

Q. 10 Have you caught any of these small mackerel while flshing ^' ,^ -| ;; : <3||3|^
from your boat in Queensland in the last 12 months? , ;

Yes

No

'&'ff1' ^!' '

1 Go to0.

;---'si
^'.'^ws

'^;.s$
•. . :'Sy^f:

n^r
2 Go to Q. 16

.9 -:f
"?-•''- '.~

•^.j^.-:-
I ~-;^ ;."•?. f'^.



Q. 12 Approximately how many small mackerel were caught
and kept by people on your boat in Queensland in the
last 12 months?

Q. 13 The Department of Primary Industries is considering forming consultative
panels at various locations in Queensland over the next 12 months to
discuss management of Queensland small mackerel fisheries.

Do you think this is a good idea?

Yes.. .............................. 1 Go to Q. 14

No ................................ 2 Go to Q. 16

Don't know ............................ 3 Go to Q. 14

Q. 14 The panels wilt probably meet for 3 nights over this 12 month period.
If a consultative panel were formed near your home would you be willing
to be an unpaid voluntary participant?

Yes................................ 1 Go to Q. 15

No ................................ 2 Go to Q. 16

Q. 15 Please provide your name, address and telephone number so the Department
of Primary Industries may confirm your details for future contact.

Name

Address

Telephone No..

i.'

!

^

Q. 16 If the Department of Primary Industries were to provkle you with
a fishing diary, would you be willing to keep a basic record of your
fishing trips in Queensland over the next 12 months and answer
other fisheries surveys like this one? ^ [:: •:. •::

.,;-?i^»;;;, „::-.:.._

Y8S. ..... ... ...... . . . ;.V^/. . . . . . . . .

- .'?- ,:-:••" „

No

;1 , Go toQ. 17

2 GotoQ.18

^^.'..

•^.^

»gg.SKSE

:Jtfn-ff-

•^^ ?

t':\

."..•ff^rw^ :• ^•^!':¥'^-W -^^ '•:...;. ^
^?S{?''" ' ''"'.' "'^' •' ''' "}•'• •f''- '••. '^' ''^i..^'

...;, "f ^^^'^•'^•^^^::..^s^-^
-.;;'|!',''_;. ' 'y/y-^ •'^^'^.^'•S': ^ -:'<:-^;h<'

^''§;'^ '.' -%$•'.'•. ';.::--'^, ^?/:\i'. :;i; :^^w

'%?t-: -. ' W.^ 'y'& ^^^
.;-^^i^;^ '^'^^, .'?"^^)'' ^'^'y^

.. .,...-.& •^y,^ .i

f!K.^'.%1^
t.-^.^:'^^- .- •••;•-,-?^'

• rf1iSSfcS-'
y^'T'



/ •:'

Q. 17 Thank you very much for your willingness to assist us. The Department of
Primary Industries will send a diary to a sample of volunteers in the next few
months.

Please provide your name, address and telephone number, so the
Department of Primary Industries may confirm your details for future contact,
if it is necessary.
(Complete only if details have not already been provided in Question 15.)

Name.

Address

Telephone No.

Q. 18 Do you know the minimum legal length for small mackerel?

Yes........................ 1 Go to 0. 19

No ........................ 2 Go to 0. 20

Q. 19 What is the minimum legal length for small mackerel?
(Please specify in either centimetres or inches.)

cm or inches

Q. 20 Have you or any other person caught any Narrow-Barred Spanish
Mackerel while fishing from your boat in Queensland in the last ^,,.;^,. .^.^^^-^ „

\ •:-i :• 12 months? ... , , ^^•.^•:'.y / " } •^/ii-'^.'^'l ^r

VQS . . . ........ . . . .. '^T"^^^ "'-^ ^.^g^'^A-"^?^p---;'.

'•^•.w

-••'^

r
No End of survey. Thank you. '

Please return the questionnaire
using the envelope provided. „

Q. 21 Approximately how many Narrow-Barred Spanish
Mackerel were caught and kept by people on; your'
boat in Queensland in the (ast 12 months? . . . .'

,^<<3...^X,.'
^'i.^&-.^l'-, s^ ^w^'^w^y^ ^

:.&?'y::\^::^:'.'^' :•-•:

^••^'s-

y^'-h

!&
V-

?-
K^rE£;

Thank you for your assistance. ^ ;
Ptease return your completed questionnaire ^jvj

? using the reply paldjB^yelope,

Government Statistician's Office •^-^y^3a^^^M^I^£^^^\
.12^^^^^'Ss&-.^

PO Box 37, Albert Street, ^rls6ape.Q 4002
~.^f:'S"^ 'tr-~. ~<'^ ':7~"~ ^••^'''s'^w^f^t'^^yf

^M^'^
•• :/',K';::' '\-

•'.'^',.."-!

^•''•'^:i\[

^^
•^st^- ^y '• y^'^^f

is^l



SMALL MACKEREL SURVEY COUNT - Winter 1995
(Caravan Parks) (*0nly count on-Site Vans if someone is obviously staying at one &

* Count all tents in caravan/park5 also)

Locality -
Caravan Park -

Caravan Park Owner and Contact Number -

Date. / / 95
Weather - Rain Wind Cloudy Fine (Circle Appropriate)
Time Start-.............;.

No. of Caravans/Campervans (Old and unknown Number Plates):

Queensland Without Boat

Tot=

Queensland With

Boat

Tot=

TOT»

Unknown Without Boat.

Tot=

Unknown With BflaL

Tot=

TOT=

No. ofCaravans/Campervans (Interstate WITHOUT Boats):

N.S.W.

Tota

Vie.

Tot=*

A.C.T.

Tot=

S.A.

Tot=

'••M.

fm
^.•.^

>'. :• :'

Tas.

-*?•"•

'.i'.,.r

Tot=

-^
-/..i"~i.-

•-",,<:-

W.A.

Tot=

^.<;:',TOT».,.;..

N.T.

Tot=

:••'? ? -

'^^^.^

.-r^",

4-m
.'."^^

•J^yS

»tf

.^-^

S-;
•K
^t-vy^'n.

s^
^'.'•^'-^

-'A^

?-;

.^i.-fc-

t-y'f~-

.^^•^^

No. ofCaravans/Campervans (Interstate WITH Boats):

-;;'.'.;-^1^^
'" ^:S£,ff:' •^•:

' ::^^'^.'.-

' "^^y.

N.S.W. Vie. A.C.T. SA. Tas. W.A. N.T.

^'lti
.'.,<. -,~,^Ay^K,

•^,(.^-''^«1':*'"'-

•••'-'..rtK.'

\';^%7,^.

.i|f|^.

^^c^'..:^'^:vy:f^y^.

^:,A:.rs^"y.?®;,v
.. ^r-^ (.^iU^^^^.
^,.:,«^'-r%-;'f:^'

.^. ^•''•tt-;^f' ••.,*'-^,^^-f.

a-;; -? .',•.•' .•..•:;vfc3iy.

•^&
'1. •' •'• "'.^l'^'fff

.^C^'V ^:>^1
••-'••!*- -'•(.• •™'s'*st?9

I.;~:t^f^

-^•^

Tota Tot=* Tot» Tot= •^^•^^r-'"
^••'3f-'

Tota.^^-7 •Tot= •"rTs*-: Tot=

r-i:is^i^~^^^^o^.^fsyi^vv
?-;"•?%:';?;';"'-' ; . /.-"!•'; WV- '•• .?'."'.--' ••^••'•'.•.^t"-

-•• ^•—•r'SiVS^

• r^sii

•^•:i'.s^t!;W.-

" ^yy,.^

.:kS^.^^:-^1^'
•^•-^y^ "^

,-.^.. -: &K?^:i!-.'',CWt&,^tf:^



FISHERY QUESTIONNAIRE

JUMPINPIN and CALOUNDRA

DATE

TIME

LOCATION
1 *

AREA

ASSISTANT

(
L

L

I
L

1

I
1

T
J,

1^

I
J_

1
]

J

RUN IN

RUN OUT

HIGH LOW
1_. L. L_ J_t

Tick ana of .the balow:-

0 Boat Based Angling
0 Boat Based - Shore Angling
0 Shore Basad Angler

Boat metres years

Total No. o( Anglers

Sex M

F

No. of Anglers under 10 yrs of age

My name is Darren Camaron and I am a Fisharies Biologist with QDPI/QBFP and am conducting a survey on tha importance of dusky flatheo

to fishermen. Would ons of you mind answering some questions about tha fishing aotivitias of your party today?

2) What (ima did you/your party start fishing today?

11111

3) What time do you/your party inland to stop fishing today?

I I _I I I

4)

t

What suburb or town do you/the majority of your party liva in? (Postcode will suffica)

^ ^^^.
I 1 1 -1 1 ___f_I I

5> What spscias are you particularly fishing for? ..-fc^.^

1-1- - ..1^1^

.^.^•r.

ANYTHING

6) How many lines do you/does your party hava in tha water? 7) How many hooks do you/your party hava in tha water?

8) What bait ars you/your party using?
"^\^y-i^

L

L

L

t
_L

.L

t

I
L

I
1

1.

I

I
±

1_

J_

J.

J.

I
I

_L

1.

(

±

I
J,

_L

J_

t
J_

1

I

I
_t_

±

I
J_

I
L

(
L

I

I
I

I
1

T
1

I

I
J

i
J

f'^.-^,*,^*

\ r..,'^ -;<>yi?j;'- •;'^ -^.^•'•-:';"- .'- ^.•^'•^^..i:'r:.^.^>y^^ w'^^tv-..';
• i .•,; ^/r.9) - • :..~. How'much of this bait did you/your party purchasn?;;

a "f;.-' AH ':. i.'rl^;> : ^^•^ ".. '^%.^:
'?'''' :^

Most ,';

Alittls—.
Nons .

,:',!;'''- ''

10) Do you mind if I maaaura your catch? Measure catch. .':^''v:'^.... • •'• •''•s'^isL^,''
,... ,.<.»... .^•.:f.\ ..».,i,i;:i;&^<.L-^.

.;..;.,-i^ •,»<;:.'.y .7» -^^^.^».^|

• ' ^;'./^-t*A >:-i}': 'y.-. ^•'"-^ ^'-f^v-\

rt?;'A
"^{

&:'-3

^ : •"^..

^

^.
kH»
1:^^

:^ff::M^:~^SS^

„.-..

m.
%^

•'vtf-.

•^f^.

'^ r^p;

^S'i.iS•<tt'%>

Me.

^s

.«

;• ^/^ji^'l

~^^'&>:

^^
•.^3t-<% -"',<-;<«

ts^'?
•^m

"^^.:' ''^ji^^'.^y:^T':'''^-gg^^^f!^^
:?.* -V," ^. .•'^'^'ft'^.;^,;".1 ;••-%^Bv;SS?



TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON

How many days a year do you go fishing in Moreton Bay for fish such as flathead, whiting, tailor and braam?

(inform Southporl, Jumpinpin, Bribie Island, Caloundra are part of Moreton Bay).

1 2) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON
On thasa occasions how many days a year do you specifically fish for ftathead?

and/or have a flathead lina out

1 3) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON
How many ysars hava you baen fishing at this location? (i.e. Jumpinpin/Caloundra)

If lass than 2 years go to Question 19

14) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON
Over that time would you say flathaad fishing here has becoma? Better 0 / About same 0 / Worse D

1 5) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON - if worse
Do you judga (his declins by:- Q smaller size of flathead caught

a smaller numbers of flathaad caught

a both smaller siza and numbers of flathead caught

1 6) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON
Over that time would you say fishing in genaral hera has become? Better D / About same d / Worsa 0

17) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON . if worse
Do you judga this decline by:- D smaller sizs of fish caught

a smaller numbers of fish caught
0 both smaltar siza and numbers of fish caught

18) TO THAT PARTICULAR PERSON
What are two major reasons you attribute this dacline in your fishing to?

191 Original parson/most exparienced anglar
How many flathaad do you estimate
you/your party hava released today

Other fish released today Spacigs Total No. Reason (U or 0)

Total Lagal Undarsiza

•i

"'.'•;. '-'" •

20) Do you/your party know tha minimum legal langth for Dusky Rathaad?
If no • inform 30 cm.

21) Do you/your party think this minimum legal langth is appropriats? (Show frozen 30 cm fish)
''."^''•'•VSk' '':

^•" •'M'^'

li-'is ^
If not, what size then? . •^,•••1

'^€- ^•i-^^KW^ - ^s-^fiMl

22) When fishing in areas of Moreton Bay whers Flathead ars caught do^ybu/your pany
specimen), larga flathead; eg 60cm/2kg fish, or whatsvar legal

Small D / Larga 0 / Whatever siza available D

dovou/vourDanvfishfor small flathead; eg 40cm/4p0gr fls^tshow frozen
length fish jumps on your line?.^'^].^ :^^'.? K-'i^^^"?:^'

'-'•".• :$^:':' ''•' :y^:lr::..':: ^.:'--^- •<^^i^^:;^..
•^ ''''''• . . y, 'll '• -• '^. .,'''•'•• -:/':''- 1 '•' ''•.•'' '•'•'

23) What flathead would you/your party rather catch?

» a 12 small (lathsad of SOOg - Total 6kg
a 3 largs flathead of 2kg - Total 6kg

••;?:•

':"^fv.^r ^-'

•^^w
y.'^^'.'y-s?^

24) In lass than S words what is {ha most important thing you/your party thinks could ba done to imDrove your flatheadfishinn and fi2hJC3 in
leneral? (in. 1( you ware in our shoes as biologistsand managers what.do you ^hmk should be done?). ^:^^i^^!^^

^'s-sx's^^ • :~.:~'''^'^'^^ss'^

Whan this study is compl25)

If found please raturn to Darren Cameron, Southern Fitheries

^ -; '^•s;'^'sx^^-»-

•^^>: •.—••" '_'""'-^tt,>"j;;~" ; .•'_'/. •;'•••'''^ '"•.1 ^\;'.y"^'^^'_</T._^ •.yt.^i'^'*:; '•••?..;;'>;:il:S?>,'SfS^!??r

leries Cantre, DapaSn)«nt of Primary Indusirtaa, PO Box 76, Deception Ba^^^^^^^
l'^no7)'2o3;^F^;'^t^^;|%t.f^



Date: |7/9/^ Nearest town : Q0\^^f\]

Number of fishers - male : ^ female : { Children under 10 : |

Fishing method used : Trolling Anchored ^Drifting) (circle one)

Bait>3r(Lures)

Time fishing started : 060Q\

Location fished : Inr)^/ni'1/<A

Total number of lines : 5

Fishing platform used : Your BoatksJGriends Boaj^ Beach

Hire Boat, Rocks, Jetty, (circle one)

If Bait, please specify : f5f/. C Hft(^ V5

Time fishing ended : /OJO

Weather: <^.(_OUO^ (fine, doudy, rain)

Released fish/crabs (not vermin)

{^e6 (^mf-^^

^r^55 5^^hf

Kept fish/crabs

f^iro^ Qur^ 5f>c.n,s^ ^Jx^

5/<?^%) mmd^

Hours fished :; Comments:

Wind : I 5 "3C? k^>k ( < 15,15-30, >30 knots)

Number

^
2.

Number

o2.

T

Comments

un^^s'ij<

ll

Fish size (total length in cm)

^.7^

^

Total weight of

each species kept
Please specify Kg or Lb

and whether weight is

estiiruted (E) or

measured (M)

TOTAL WEIGHT

ih ^ (s)
y-j/c^w

<30>
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-'??s'aas'<^;":"^'??»:>'^ ••...•;-""'';'":

ROCK LOBSTER SURVEY

Ail DSVtRS ARE ASKED TO COMPLETE THIS FORM
BUT ARE RtQUESJtD NOT TO COMPlfTf MORE
THANONtPtR MONTH.

ThisstawYwrtl remain cotiRdwtfaf and wW be used so/e/y
for Rock Lobster mearch.

1. In the 1994/95 Rock Lobster season
<Nov/94 - Aug.'95) how many dives

you make?

"^^^g..\,.- \ .\ . ",,, .^.L ..

2. For the 1994, 95 season how many dwes did you make
in the following periods ?

",:'.-^'f

•.y.U'g^'S.'u^-^'W,:' ". ;' ";'^'';-"; V;

6. Estimate your average dive time.

minutes

7. When diving do you actively
search for Rock Lobster ?

Yes No

aa
If yes, can you estimate the percentage
of youf dives that you actively
search for Rock lobster ?

8. When diving do you actively
search for Abafone ?

ffyss, can you estimate the percentage
of your dfves that you activcty
search for Abalone ! .--. •'•• -

3
Yes No

CD

3

12. Where do you usually dive for Rock Lobster ?

?M<SlIni

Thankyou for filling In this questionnaire.

Would you like to become more Involved in Rock
Lobster research by providing regular catch
Information ?

(fso, please ring T800-659 528 ((.oil free) and provide
yow name, address and phone number. You wlS) Kceive a

Jog book which can be used to record catch infomwtion
(fofmat demonstrated in diagiam below).

* 3. Are you a member of a dive

) and/or fishing club ?

If yes, pfease list

Yes hto
i—i r~i

-i 4. How many years have <2 2-5 5-10 > 10

. youbeen^divlng? ^r~~] r"
^ .^v^s^^k/^^^'^'\ I" II- 11 • 'I

^^'?;®^:^|i^^^^y1--—'^-'^•^ ''•'''' •'

,L 5. In the last month how Shore Charter Private
, many dives.dkl you make;. Boat Boat

i.'i^w}^E^O^O^:i^^ r~
a-

9. In the last month how many
Rock lobster have you seen

and caught ?

Seen Caught

D[

lO.ln the last month how many G.lip B.lip
Abalone have you taken i

11 .How many years have you Lobster Abalone
been diving for Rock Lobster

.and/orAbaione ? J

PKRSO.NAL DIVER LOG

(ll«rtH«h»rr<u»«rt oa«m0-d

SAMFLE ONLY

LOCATION AMB ACCUS •I

Mwwusmnna
nscn.-

hWi i^*».i**a-<n»*i»*4**»—

.'ww»w<»
-rIlft*MT>^n»

"r--'l~iTC»-:*it«i3:t
s?iiwi;tlk>,li.l?tu>l;l,. r^~

r" f- *.f.< r» ">• i r.'—r. ~-

tSS'^S^gim^:
sc^ 1 •-w-ir—W'l"

^.w.'

^1
Additional information about the Rock Lobster
Assessment Project can be obtained from:

ROCK lOBSTfR ASSESSMENT PROJECT
VICTORIAN FISHERIES RESEARCH INSmuTE
P.O. BOX I'i4

QUEENSCLIFf 3225

Ph. (OS2) 5B0111 Fax. (052) 5U0270



i'.'Y:,.. .

RECREATIONAL DIVER SURVEY SHEETS
*a ySx^^^S^i^^^^^-S'^O^'s*^,^'-: ' .—•.'•;'•.-'..'"••'•'

L (For^MwGlubs arid Charter Boat Operations)
•;--^ ury:-"-- / . • -

Runatba*]
V<*-»su*t-f»-m I*i

\^

Saivcj
.1,1—,..

<"^ A^

I****

./<i<a

CJ

u-

_J
a
t-

n
h

T
•<J

•u

D
3
I

3

D

5ATE
LOCATION AND ACCESS DETAILS

<o. in GROUP

DIVE PURPOSE

(P-Passivc, T-Training, R-R.ock Lobster, D-Diving for other

;pccies, 0-Othcr)

EXAM]

Purpow fiiysu EurpflK Divera Purpose Uiveu EurBSSfi Dirtu

$ To be Completed if Rock Lobsters Observed and/or Caught
A
in
Fu
K
<n
tU

[t-

I
u.

u

SeA^'.t.'OrO^lA^lm:. 3. l-L^^]$^ ^-^r ^ ^^
YiMbUUyt:i.^l^:>(5in. :2^pdd ^(^iltnir^^io;^

^^'t^tij'-^-;'^--' •.;--,:' •' ' •-•.i'.U':!.^;,.^'"^./.:1'.: :::;^"':"."'^"'';?';;:;^S:.

ffiaU;^:St&^;^Sys<
?':/v.^^ *'<-< • • '* • ' .' • •• •

w:":.... -
f:~ ~ .'.

Y;<n-i-^-'...

Wind;: ;Sm,
-.-i': •-'.'-..". •

Vu. mad: Ssss. vis. Wirtd Seas YIa,

^0. LpAmRM^fi^^liiilu^^iS i •;.:/.;...... /

A

Ê
|OEW^Ii^liRraNGSj^^ v^^

3 |Nol|^OjBS^gR:GAUaittKiiH;^^^; ^' \'^'

sH^'; Z^lnll
Q
s
r>i

S]^^a«li^(nm]|,pTKROCK^0BJSr^
l:T:i::1;.::L::."".:;:"^\:..i.,i^^'-:^;^''i :'^:.;i:yiii;i%%^i':- • -"-^

':;^ii>l^ii!ii';.;:': " . :'•

w
m

p:i--.

M-

y^-::\ ':•

M-

p

M
.^.'''•'i''.^'"''/.'"''."

-<1:^.,',:

.•;••• .^^<;.. •

g |Thi^bi^Tii^^?6ckl^^^
^ 1 *A^Ah fcrtlmatc of%Tinae:LookKi§ for Rtrtk Lobster on lhl$ Dive

l^toittOi^tegYcfeisxpttl^^ '\ .-.::'; : .'.,. :
^,td^i^'^ttct^^":K:'.'"

2uu36:A4; Xtil^'JEatiA
^•fl—.' ~~'~~- "•.
J>>11»:;.-..;'. ..•:'..,..:

s';'~' -'' ' :-'- " '• ":

liMfc. ^ Yea M ^aLlril Tim< : Si Years G]H<^. linui "A Ysits CaLA

Recorder: Contact No.:( )
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IN CONFIDENCE FISHING TOUR OPERATOR - DAILY LOG®

DATE^4-2-<?$']. UC. No# ^ fD246To1 GRIDNo>[ |^3^ 1 HSH^D FROM ^^ s^
^ I '''',"!> _'<.''' ~ .1 _('/ any) r Shore [_

SPECIFIC AREA FISHED (name of reef, bay, river etc) . ^ [ ftNSO^ S /9 /

PERSON DETAILS (all anglers, including yourself)

PERSON NO. ©

Ue^ods (•( any)
^ Pou/DiUiM D

ftiop^ace)

^Pi£.

3H& s-/f

f6)
HomeState(Aust)
Country (O'seas) A/7

Expert
FISHING SKILL ^ Average

Beginner

u
c

TARGETING AND HOURS FISHED

|Bj = Barramundi

Methods ('/ any)
Trolling
Casting D

Bait

(calculaiion space)

5/^/?A£.

2-^s !0^
Total

Une ^ /^
Hours ^-

Total
Pot ^
Hours

1:0= Other
—~^

Methods (please write in)
eg:beach seine. cast net dc.

(calculation space)

Total
Hours _J

CATCH DETAILS (or tie

Species

Bairamundi

Bnun

Catfish(fnktaikd)|

Cobia

Cod (all types)

Coral trout

Javdinfish

Jewfish .

Spanish nuckere^

.Mackoel (Other))

Tuyt
Rsbed

6_

e

No.Cw^t
Kept]

_^_

Rel.

10

4_

T

fr^fere if NIL CATCH) F~~]

Species

Mangiovejack

Moonfish

Mullet

Mud crab

Queenfish

Emperor (Red)

Salm<m(Bhie)

Threadfin salmon

Saratoga

Shaik/AU

Tugef]
Fshtdl

No. Caueht

Kept I Rel.
! " i

I i

i .

< ;2- ;

fl.\4
tSZL

Species

Sootygrunter

Snapper(Golda>)

Snapper (Stddle-T)

Supper CTricky)

Stripey

Sweedip

Taipon

Trevally

Tuna

Tcsk/Parrotfish

Tug«|
Rshdl

^

No. CauaJK

Kept] ReL

6 \
+

I !

ft. z J_

i .

T
I

I

I

Other Species
(pttase write in)

Tttgrtl
Fished I

No. Caujtht

Kept) Rel.

•-,-;

" 1

T

t

Comments/Notes ^ Li. Wff/^/. l^W!) / r ^uffT^ MO/^f SU> ftFri/L I /^
.-<

•,;,%^
'^.K'w:'

_^A2?.JS^/^£^-. — certify that the infonnation provided here is true and complete. Signed: [ •; /^/^^t^l^^—^"?^|^ •!
-^

;^;;';& '^
,'^^s: ^

® Reproduction in pan or whole is prohibiied wilhoui the express permission of the Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries
-1' •- •• '.*.• —*.--•— - •".':-:f^'~-;K"-''t^'"i!':;^iS^<^^fc' '••' :'"J'T?r^ ^•^SHIHIBBII' ^

•^My: ^.•tifiaiiEi^
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•/->'??i-!?pW';';^- CLUB FIELD DAY SUMMARY SHEET

••^-^¥Si
Club:

;^|^Startmg'Date:
^S»£$S%£i»i5!<s."*-^-<~?~'-<--u"

Starting Time
.^:s?.^»'-°s»i'^'r^-r^-f-"w-^'';^<^-''...- ••-•••- • •• •""'":'• ;"?"f'-"'"^'

:;''N^^^^^.^'^^?^^<%?<^ • :---^ ^••^•t:^
' •^-T7ninTnnmen*a1 T^a+a • • '.. ; ' '•f Environmental Data

Venue:

Ending Date: Ending Time:

~:s^

Y -

Water Temp:
Tide:

Wind:
Wind Strength:

Water Condition:
A. ., Cloud Cover:

':>is asMKF?'^.' A-l?snTrf?11"'

sff"s>h"-. •";... " ... Kfoon.

High
N
Calm
Calm
0-25%

.NiL._

?1

High Rise
NE
Light
SUght
25-50%

Light _ .

V4

High Fall
NW
Moderate
Moderate

50-75%
Moderate .

1/2

Low Rise
E
Strong
Rough
75-100%

Heavy -

3/4 , .

Low Fall
s
Gale
Very Rough

Low
SE

Full

sw I w

Summary Information
- Catch Information

'-•'\7"i/.

't

,^;
' :'i ;'v^

•f.

•I .-t

,*•>";?'

r^?,^

•

't'^sXais

.k/^«^,^-;.,~ ,•»

?~

f'W^—-'' .'••

-fy~"v"-f

.••;"-^,.-./.

v^sw.
l-,^,.',^-'.

^<^^^ .^

Species

%£S!^SSSsSl

'^w^w^.

"'.:

•^vr^~':-'f:^'"
-i-'CW-SS^S ••

^tTotal:

No. Prog.

Attendance Infonnation

1"»-2.A»

|^is^^it3s!^%".;.:^:
^m^»^^.-^. ,t:^^

Name

^

Sex Status Name Sex Status



-:^s^>
^^^•^ CLUB FIELD DAY CATCH RECORDS

Oub:^ Venue: Start Date: Ending Date:

.^^-

'.'^/
'•• '.•^/\^-

Ml?~fMB

Name

-...,'-* .

^.

;^«M-.'."?f " ,:• . ,/ . • . .; .

-—-X- . •• •..-•••

.;.

^^^^"•'^•<./.^ ^ r.'..'^ , ••Tr"7^^'^."-

•^i^A?^.:^ •:'i'- y :";^1'

Hours

Fished
Cond.

Code
No.

Rods
No.

Hand
lines

Species

;..:•

No.

Kept

^- •..-.

WL
Kept

No.

Released Weights of Individual Fish (kg)
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NSW FISHERIES RESEARCH - CHARTER BOAT LOGBOOK

it.og^Recoraer:
:Ci;Noiig|

on

•sW^GW^^^^,

// a I ^ WOAY^WEN^ ^

%1ilBi®iEQisiiili©|?^^
^WHATTIME OIOlYOL!;BEGIN''FIS(-j(NGt?|

0^0: Q ^§00 '
||.R*jwg|

I.RI.WQi
:MAP;GRI.ONO.S

TIME SPENT
FISHING-

KEEP... ..•.

ANYTHING?

0-0

sgSS^S.ilil
:':%:WS

:;?*::%':::::mA%g^jliiliil YES NO | YES NO

iRISftiKEPT^ FISH LENGTHS (Fork Length cm)
l!;:f9*iwsE:
IHEB^

i^?!':::;:5?^?^%'::^ ^^S..-^: '<^MV:
;;U'»%1^;
i"*»t3.

f*i*2
i°uf!i?<t

B^S®
;i^ w \S^.2::.>\ "3 : ^ :1:Q- :,CO.MM.Q»!l:NAME:

c ^^,6,P ŵ^ "s^.s''^^.-,.':

^ S,^,&,P ?s ^ w
c. f\,B,i-,6-f ^ ^ :.••••. •^••- •:• -.

c ~^A ^ f- ^ fii!iS!S!::?^<!V>"^
^^i^Sw^-
•} / "•:' :'

I I

•y'y. •.\- •.y':'.' •.•''.•'-...
^^^•^^y^'-. ^:^^

i:5^S'A:;K?:^

j^;'J^-^^S:'
^••y.mi ":'.:.;••:..

<^v:^<":'.^:^ :^ V
'!i-i^vSSftv': ^ff:

-*
I I

UfflTOy.RNAMeNT/
FcdMp TOOAr?

COMMENTS:



SITE:
Sheet No.: NSW RSHERiES OFFSHORF R^Dc^.i.?:^-: -. .

'HEA'D^^RcES%^"^SURv1

f
(
(
!

(

ico<WTER;^;

(v,
:Dft?BE

/ ( 0
^ USE 24Hr CLOCK e.g.

1pm =13:00

-^J^.-^

^Bft-1

ssw



* ^ // r. Oi""; ^.'"'. i c:^ • *^'r~^ i ncr"\t< r\i/cr\o r\^^i»/(\ r r; c-A^-/ L-A^"* i L^ o Ai^U CCLAd"'.^:^

RECREATIONAL FISHING SURVEY - INTERVIEW SHEET

..//^

' • DATE -

2.i 1 ,^,2-,^,r
^$tJi:mm^^i^^oHV

Lc-AJ^O/ |4^)

:?.i^|::ii::?:;ii;DAYJYPE.:'; ':.'':vi: •?:•'

W/ENO

\^^^y^www.w^QMS^
BREAK
WALL

^.INTERVIEW
• ;—No:

:::;^OBeERSONS:i
^iT:fishiria;partY,(lhat:i:;
: ;ar»'ac<JY8(y::fishihg:or

INTERyiEW-nMElS

j21^°^
^;MALE'::S;1 l?i|FEM/€ig

Hava^you:orany:ma(nbegot;:;:
Y<WRgstiing:party?bi9eni^si^tm
infeiMQYrtab^OTa:?g?sl|^

r^:::;:::::;;
YES 06 :oo / 0'- 6^9

6^

-L i4-i 7

•
1 I __L

I I I

^

I I I

I 1-1

I I I

Fully co-operative 2 - Refusal -^

^KWB^S^
COMMENTS:



^' WEE^PKY LATE
KB) BRUNSWICK AERIAL SURVEY
. (SIMPSONS.CREEK TO MULLUM)

AEROPLANE START TIME : /^ ; ^-^-. .

SURVEY START TIME : f(,\ €> 2 , DATE : ^/ /2 / ??~

:<

^
t\:

;1>

•)•

SECTIONS : ,

• SIMPSONS .CREEK
'NORTH OF;' THE

.^.WRECKERS:-
MARSHALLS CREEK
..-.UP TO; THE IRON

BRIDGE

NORTH: AND. SO.-U.TH
:'BREAKWATERS :

JUNCTION- WALL TO
• HIGHWAY B R I D G E

HIGHW.AY..BR.1D6E..TO
•SEWAGE. OUTFAl;!;^

..SEWAGE OUTFAL'L
TO- MUL.LUM •

NUMBER.SHORE.
BASED-ANGLERS

^ •.':3'.'-'.'

.. • ^. .

.../3 ' .

'^rf,.:'...

...•••;.2^;:^-':.

'.^^•^

NUMBER OF BOATS

HOUSE BOATS"!
AND CRUISERS i

^.•.•Q""'/.]

•;0

\. Q.',

• 0 . .

:.^.a:-

• '.^o.--' \

FRAI.LABLC

.•'' • • •7'

-::~0';.

• '0 ,

:. 0. '.

-^0. -

;^;fe-
^ '• \ • •';.

^^
• SURVEY- FINISH ^TINE : .• fk- ^ f 7- .•

/.-.'I. ', • ^ ;

> : . •'. ^ •

.1>

^.'}ff-. :

-K
'^•.

'"I';r.

'
M̂,''.:

'^ -'

.!'

ti'i'

-f^
?;lw^

^ ^ . ' . - ' ?:"'.l^' ^ <; •

^-'.•.?'^. •;'.--''. t^ • :. ..; • ••' .'•^^•..''i-~^<y^-' .*•

;^.-?:^-.,^^' .-;• ^'u^^y^^:
^%?.'j'^:'.'il;;; ''; ^.S'^^fej^^

•. !. ". '^ ." •^ ':-".^'.^i4/-?;':: ',??•• •^'

<;:;.;;i..;. :;.• .. :......-•;;,.,.'.. . :'.•••••}.-'-• '•-.:-'.^;?h5^^^K

'K ^^i.^f^^fe^^^'^^^f'^
'i^v VK'^^~^fi

"? -.''

^^1 ^.^



'^"."t^iSE"* K.iiVGS^L.lT'TF'

DATE: -r\ /< \9^

u o i r t^r-c-rtM I uns>: I IMt: UN I IMH Ut-t_

fftr^ - ^f^ •y/s^/n
UAH CUNUIUUN
(if applicable)

0^6o /$^ /y 7^v/r$-

^,306 iy^J> ^e^s
p^l--

mm(llN0UWSI(SE^WARD BOUND)
il^Qj-m^isiicXii
W&Sd'S&'^^^'S^^S i®^il!SIS^l£®ii(;tiliiiiS^

|gmal(iW6wl9w?IISclW9ssel^(cllhl<ers)??
^^is9rs.:&<Garn@]|ishlri^:^
^M^^v::^?s^:^:w:-^'o^
ii^^S: x 1:;:'' boats'^"?5.;; '•:: ''•'•::.;;:'' • 'tr:::'t-:

Chaner Boats (Party boats .jo

(or reef fishing irips)

Dive &

Spaardshlng boats

y £f.QQ \o^^:00 .zz. <?

9^:00 lo^ 7:oo u- ^
^y:oo?^:oo ////: ^-
^ ^:oo t<r^^^)0

9^:QQ to "/^ :00 L
l/0 :oo Vi/^roo 1
// :o6 ;io^ /t :pg n.
/^:00 <o ^3 :00 £L
,3 :oo tos/</ :oo £L
/i/:00 to /^~:00 n.
^-.00 to // :00 -a.

/^ :oo 10 /7 :00 Si
u*?:24*l':icioclcA^le'9ilil3tooi

a
Ih?(\niNGjE(^aailMN^^

;;|Chartar.:Boata;.(Party boatis!^

t??? (or roef llshihg' trips) :y^t-

Dive &

Speardshlng boats

0^:60 w€>^ ':00

0£ :00 lo^) -7^:00 Q>

£)7:00:to"<S>5 :00

<08 :oo to <9 ? :oo 0
0?:oo"V/o r:oo / 1.
^0 :QO to?// :00 ILL
T :00 l<r72, :00{Wr £.
fl. :00 \ofl"z> :00 [U. 2-
,3:00 ioW:oo

/4; :00 lo^<;:00 £L
/$'^ob^tol6£l:o6 rf • ."'.

£L
f(^:o<S^T^o



LLADULLA

_B 582

NSW FISHERIES OFFSHORE RECREATIONAL FISHING SURVEY L

INTERVIEW SHEET
/NTERVIEWER: DATE: DAY TYPE: SHIR-; INTERVIEW'

No.:

G-1 5 Oi7
•Today,, did you go:.

^ Offshore Hna'fisWng

:. Estuary One: fishing

^Spaariishing:/::;':':!;•::'

|;Souba<liyjng^.';;:.'

?Ra'e[;:lt

OiZi^ i5
W/ENO LATE

OTHER ACTIVITT
•^ .TIMES: /

RAMP RETURN TIME: No. OF PERSONS;

TT
z^

T") Cj '• i.^ MALE:

BOAT REGISTRATION NUMBER:

7^
FEMALE;

Hav9'ypU:6<ien::tntereiawed-fo
survay:ibef9re^:':^:¥^:^?';:K;.:^^

^

^S.VVhattJmeididYou'iaurCTT
'fy; your boat; today?:.;.:: •'•:•; .

a'trip from the: ramp
toyourfTrst oHshore fishing spot
taio^

/
BOAT TYPE:"

Small

Medium -Large

Cfuiser-Launcftss

Other (specify)

.How.long cSd the trip.from your last
'olfshora fishing spbyo tha ran-J.
•take?: - • ••• • '•

NO Q_k\4-^ €> : ^0 0 '-In
:Bh«ig|
Tw-;;
No;;-:

I^Wh^you-RghQd;: b ffs ho r<r
pltocla^jd^uiRsh.iFQB::^^:

|SQtJ|Gri^%:
WsMSm
|;BA?RStt|
|[Fo«:yseiii
llTWAysgll

m
Jys^•.%::^.

"c^
^^Ks
$il

sa

i;;MAPiGRID;:%;::;
<NUMBeRS:::?^

IL»;wA

FISHiiw?

^'y*J'**J. -^'?*:iSKffi$:liMiil
i^SSS^K

l^tsywlcgTgi'ge;:
|:8Ri3$||ii|
l;"^'"""?'^

YES

YES z
YES

YES

FYE^ NO 1
YES ^

TIMESPENTkit
FISHING.:;-:i%

I/.

v---

^'•1^

^

^ CATCH .:
ANfmiNG?:

YES (HO^.

YES

YES ^

YES ^
'YE^ NO

YES

^^Baitfish
; species (codes):

I I

:?
YES;

I I
7"

! I

....^•:::^^-

/'":'^.^'

^nybaitfish-.;;:
xbroughtbau*?;

YES (y

Estimated No:.
Baitfish:

|C< Hi iiii M ?-'W

1,1 .r^n. 11 <fe M. M- ^ ^ ^ sz. 3£ ^1 s-z n a ii
^,6^,^ / ^ ^L

1 L ___i

I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

t I

Horria posteoda oftho boat ownah?

-2.1 < i ^ \y

SubinbAown if not known:
oftrnhinadubT:

YES

llFYEShownuny:
4' MALE:

- riub m<mt>n

FEMALE:
chAnxnOtn

[^n
WapB.you tishing in a club tournament
/compatitioh'today?: ••:;' • •'^•^ . Interview Appraisal: .Ifrahjsat, give reason:

YI=S rsb\ " Cijllv r-.,;(")-0'%QrVtV-> 2 - Rgfu-sa]



it No.:
B 84

"°" """'" 'BOA-TRETUR'N-SH^T FlsnlNG SURV^

^DWTypE:^

W/DA)' W/ENO

IS Day MoTith7iS7
DO NOT RECORDLFB, YACHTS, JE~^~

_SURFSKISFTr-"~"'h-<d'v10-

|BAlERIIUiiil kEOBTiRETURNd !.^^,^.fe..<.,:,..^UM^^!i^3IMFSi*l €!^!3wmSS^^
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__L
RAMP TRAILER COUNTS (Use 24-hour clock throughout)

* (Please complete an environmental obsen/ation form on arrival at

ramp and staple it to this sheet.) DayT2^_Ramp no.

DATE:

Ramp arrive time:

No. trailers on

arrival:

Launch times:

retrieval times:

RAMP:

Depart time:

on departure:

e.g.
21 time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1(

•^

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

no.

icople

vessel

type

Vessel type

RF - Recreational fisher

CF - Commercial fisher

NF - Non fishing

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

'^s

'^ [



^^n^s^^ "'-:^'~:-'':" ^.^-'

Ramp? No l

C6'<W>*»A«.\*\ C-h-V..^ ^ ff-l?$av^ Uo.-t."; .
to\oc.v-. T-"

^^^- ., ^^ , ^^^
C^.\^ ^o-

^v ^^

J

[D NC

'.:

'^'•'
~^'.,^

bit

•^;.. '

'^.^f ..-

Timi

\,.J^^-.^-

<»-ri.;.; .

y%^
•^.^-".' t,

^sw'itf'y'-:.

•(j^f*i.^'.7.

3ate

rime

y^^Kiff^^

No

'/

:SS£'S<M'

>rev

Int
Sxperience

[local]

rears| 'ripe

•evice

ES 3P

Ramp

^

Location

101
AR?

, 'fft'-fv

$TimeJf Gtype

»

Gear Used and Catch Details

Jo I iTime Sp rgt NKept met Why^

c,ej^f\ Ct.so^

ayvA fVMZ.O-'S

^v.
^

e-v |]

;ee?i
?^

?code

...;•;...-:. ;tj."' .;..(..,.. ..<•.



MARINE S^UEFISH LENGTH FREQUENCY DATA SUPET

.•r

.?-'

'• •}^ •• -.'•

.^. '••'.'<•

,^,

I

I

(

1
(

(
-•;!

t

(

-i

s
iC
-1

.^

;1
'.:5

-. 6

•'^

^-{

^^^

SPECIES

,-

•..'

'* ":-i ;-•'. ';

».-•$. ^, .^- . .'.

^OH-AU-^-^-

3ropn measured

No.)
(

i

(

{
c

(
I

]
<(

5
(
•;

8
s
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SPECIES

FOTAL- .;

>ropn. measured

No)
I

I

<

!
(

(

t

(

i
c

c
I
2
]
4
5
6

.7

8
9

SPECIES

OTAL , .

ropn measured

No.

I

!
(

SPECIES

OTAL
•opn. mci red

SPECIES

ITAL

N|



ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATION FORM

Using the following codes, please record environmental observations for each ramp.

DATE / /

RAMP
NO WD ws WG CL we sc

CL CLOUD
COVER

0 1/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 6/8 7/8 8/8

WD WIND
DmECTION

ws WIND SPEED

N NE E SE s sw W [ NW
. ".^.^.';

y'-^

;.—^*.^.
(..•".': ~^.',

0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 >30|
1_\;:~^ ^•'.^S'M^'^

'•' '' ••i'V^'^-S^.P

'. .71^y-^t$Si.^^—^-^Si^

WG WIND GUSTS Ifgusting.uptowhatspeed? [ Refer table above ]
.^,^;^1'.^

::^K.^?
WC WEATHER

CONDFTIONS

' .•^^...^'^'ffC^,-). •:^%^:?^-:'4 f

-^^^-•..^•fe-V^^^,
'?lf'&b?-g' •S"^'^^ ^•.?h'M..I.-S='
;;S<:"^" VSE^:: :-'-yy-

I ^;^^:1?V.CP?^DITION?:;,-
H. "^S^.^!.^- ? \)?T.;^</-^ "; ^~:7y i-.^^

SY Sunny • —->- .-.-.;/;...-.:.

CL Cloudy [ no precipitation and not sunny ]

SH Showers [ intermittent rain ]

RN Rain [ continuous rain ]
HR Heavy rain •••- ";-"•

HL , Hail ,.:.,^^. . . ...

SQ Squalls [ strong gusting winds usually ass<

\.^:^K:^S^
-.-.-...^^.; •.,(.,^. r-v ^ -.VS.^-'::

'r^M^Si'^^?^"^''^;^':^'(J:|.g|l!tfff:^^;:??'%'

SEA CONDmpN^

••J'^; '^Calm ,;/'-i.^

^•tsught'y^iil

Slight - Mod3^®

J^ODEr

^^?{'-C--:tr,.

W^SM-f

^ SEA CCNDTra^SI

|%BS<Mo<icra§|
:,-Ss'-&ft:^«y >J^f^SIgllderafigg

&v^'S^snf

¥tSi;
11%
!.£§.
^F''

^ .'.''"<--

y-'fWjyfVSyiS-'^ "•'



-SOl'm AU^.fRAUAN CHARTER BOAT FISHERS RESEARCH LOG

Charter Boat Operator's Name ......................................

Montl! ................ Year

D&te
~"

Area*

Number

of fishers

No. of fish caught

King George

Whiting Snapper

.•^., •^^~

':&^- •i^-:

. ••1/iF --<'•''"' - ~ •" '•.''•
IA^;7"~ •"-:•'

;'*^^- •• -.•^"

t>.'':-i ..

Salmon

• •.. ' ' .

»

Other **

"''• •, -'• •'. • ' ^- '•'

.,;,.„.;[?;,). •

',•';'<-.•

<@£
^'-^T7

11--
•^.

?s^ss^"£™i'.''

*

I-*
IHc/^erecoitii the area^fished, according to the attached

J "^-.•— —^.-1 1.1 — _ ——^ 1 - < At- _ _<i__/_._-*^^ _.„ lir'AC-'^ _\

PL EAyK RETURN THIS FORM AT THE END OF EAC0MONTH -T0:il^



^ ^,~:}--sS:A"
.*•"*;'•-'•'V -^

•fs^^^gSiS—-
^^^'^^t^?^'

-

Thn.ruiO
L«ur«B«y ,

Smoky B»y
r«m*n"» C<—t

m»rm

.SUMl>rB»y

I I ^

>m^
,P| W»»l.

A*a»o»**fl1
Pl -f ypiPai

1?83UL2° /.^4/i.36^-.«
sni^coin / -^£^' ^'s,.,,.^ ^i.^.J

Sannbuigk /J. ^ ^ Pl No«iiung«
mon B>>

-Affstralian

'IISilill^neTishirig-Areas (58)
-:?;Q'W^N^^^^^"--. '•' '
-'*^j^:<^y^^^*n^r^^^ *'. •
.^i^S^re^Mo Detailed Section
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Voluntary Logbook For Charter Boat
Operators

General Information

Purpose:

This logbook is designed lo be used by charter boat operators in
order to provide a daily record of charter operations throughout
each season.

The data collected will provide information which is essential to
the development and management of (he charter industry in the
future. Some information, with the permission of participants
will be made available to the charter boat operators involved,
thus benefiting the industry.

Who needs (o use (his loebook ?

In 1994, Tuna charter operators participated in an initial survey
conducted by The Marine Resources Division of the Dcparlmcnt
of Primary Industry and Fisheries. The need for accurate records
was acknowledged. All operators indicated Ihc'u- willingness to
keep a voluntary logbook of their charter operations.

FAs the logbook is voluntary their is no legal obligation for
.^^l^ogerators to complete the. log, but it is hoped that all operators
^^%|Kw^^recpgnisc,its potcntialjbcncfh (o the industry.^; j.; :[..

ConndenUalitv:

The completed logshccts will remain strictlyconfidential, and no
I^^S^i^^l%^^j?<^^on rc?atcclt(> ln^lvll^ua} boats will be rclcascd to any
IIiiillS^N^ party 'without the prior consent of the chartcr.boat operator.
l^^%f^^^t^^?'~:;''-';~'-' r":" ^"^^~ - ~"«""~^'^ '-J^'
lffS%l^^'f^N'. •'' . • ::';"''"'' ':: ' :: '•' •

I^IW^i^Bli:-'' . .'::..,.;.... ^.^...,.........,;.........,,,.

l^^^^^iss^i^^.^?-:^.':^;;^'^?;^fe;;''..'^';^

Charter Fishinp Ooeralions:

This logbook is to be' used to record position and catch only on
those days when your vessel is operating as a charter vessel, and
not as a commercial fishing boat. (commercial catch must still
be entered on relevant commercial logbooks).

More Information:

If you have any questions about (lie completion of the logbook
or the future uses of the logbook then please telephone the
Senior Recreational OfOcer, on Ph. (002) 33 3523, oi' Fax (002)
231539

Retuminr The Loebook :

The Charter Fishing logbook is designed lo be returned al the
end of each charter season. The logbooks can be returned by
mailing to :

Senior Recreational Omccr
Department of Primary Industry & Fisheries
Marine Resources Division
Recreational Fishing Section
G.P.O.Box619f
Hobart 7001



,w5't®96:<<.,,,

^

Completine the Lopbook:

1) Block / Estuary : This column provides details of the
location of the majority ofcalch and can bedctcnnincd firstly by
locating the general area as depicted by the general reference
map, and then by pinpointing your location on one of the locality
maps provided.

2) Gear Code ; This column is intended to provide some idea
of the type of fishing being conduclcd from your charter boat. A
list of codes for different fishing gear is included in then general
fishing logbook and these same codes will be retained along with
some new ones relating d'uroctly to charter. The most common
codes to be used would be:

Others;TR: Trolling
GN:GraballNct
HL: Hand Lines
CP: Gray Pot
SS : Sightseeing
DC: Dive Charter
PC : Picnic cruise

MN
SL
BL
TL
DL
DS
PS
DS
LS
FP
SJ
SP

: Small mesh gillncl •''
; Shark longlinc ^
: Bottom longlinc
: Trotlinc
: Droplinc
: Beach scinc
: Purse scinc ^
: Danish scinc ^
: Lampara/Ring net ^
: Fish trap
: Squidjig-/
: Spear •

3) Number of Lines : The number of Fishing lines used gives
an indication of (he fishing effort on a given day and is simply
the number of lines which were trolled during the day. If nets or
pots were used then the number of nets or pots set should be
recorded in this column.

4) Hours fished : This column relates to ihc length of time
(h6urs:minules) thai the lines arc trolled. If Nets or craypols arc
being used for charter operations then the average soak lime per
po( or net (hours:minulcs) can be used as a measure of effort.

5) No. of Clients : This column simply asks th& number'of
clients in the charter party on this day of fishing.

6) Weight: This is Ihc combined weight of all fish of (his type
caught on this day in Kilograms

7) No. of Fish : This is the total number of Hsli of each species.

8) Estimated catch : This section already contains the names of
common tuna species caught in Tasmanian waiers nnd space is
allowed for non-tuna species cauglil under chaner, lliese species
should be written in the space provided and a list of common
names is given at ihc back of this logbook.

Recordinc Daily Fishine Oneralions

Only record Ihc details for those days spent Hsliing under
charter. Use a new line for each day of fishing operations. For
each line used record the date of (he month in the space
provided.

In some cases it may be necessary (o use more than one line to
cover a days Fishing aclividcs. Tliis will happen when:

- Caichcs are taken from more than one grid localion on
the maps provided, or
- When more than one type of gear is used in ihc same
day of charter.

New Paces:

Please ensure that each new month of charter begins on a fresh
page of the logbook.

Another page may need to be used when there arc not enough
species columns available for the days catch.

^%^^

PliA^;'A?i:ri^;G,.P;0;; But It f^'-".:..

^ff^nifiKM^^ ^.
liH08^ifitBO<l;^<^^SSt^l^tSi^-^
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Inland Fisheries Commission
1993/94 Angling Questionnaire

1. Whui is your postcode?

2. hi the lablc bclow_wcwould l1^ you Io llst your trout Hslung for the 1993^4 fishing scaxon, for
STREAMS iuxl RIVERS u"Iy - pl^aw combmc mfonnauon for freshwater and estuary catches for each
sircam or river. Please lisi only YOUR OWN fishing.

(a) In the fmii column (headed I.OCATTON). please list all the streams or rivers that you can
remember visiting during die 1993/94 sca5on;

(b) to the second column (headed NUMBER OF DAYS FISHED), please indicate the total number
of duya ihat you .ipcnt fuhjng each stream last season;

(<•) In ihc third, founh and fifth colunuu (Headed TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT), please
indicate the number of brown trout, rainbow (rout or Ailandc Saliuun yuu pcrsunitJly caught during die
season- Write 0 if you caught no fish at itus waicr last sca.Nun.
II' Acre is not enough room, plca.sc attach an cxira sheet with die details.

LOCATION
STREAM, RIVERS OR E5TUARTR

ONLY

TOTAL DUMBER
OF DAYS HSHKL
AT THIS WATER

TOTAL NUMBER OF RSH CAUGm- BY ME

BROWN
TROUT

RAINBOW
TROUT

ATLANTIC
SALMON

•

''/ •'-

'';;?..

3. ^"^hc^able bdow we^would like you 10 list your uoui fishing for the 1993/94 fishing sca.son, ror
LAKES ONLY. Please fill in ihc table in the same way as for rivers. •^^w.

LOCATION
LAKES ONLY

7OTAL NUMBER
OFDAYSHSHfciU
AT THIS WATER

«

TOTAL NUMBER OP FBH CAUGHT BY MB
BROWN
TROUT

RAINBOW
TROUT

ATLANTIC
_SALMON

':•.' •-

—l.'i'Tf^. \ !Jf"^
"^y^i"w

r,

• -tg

IS?'^^^

PLEASE TURN OVER THE PAGE



4. LAKE SOREU. FISHERY • ~
a) If you fished Lake Sorell, please uiidicatc below;
i] the number of weekend days (mcluding long wcclccnds) and your caich on those days; and
iij the number of week days and your catch on those days.

LAKE SORELL

WKtiK£NU DAYS ONLY

WEEKDAYS ONL^

TOTAL NUMBER
OP DAYS

TOTAL NUMBER OP FISH CAUGOT ^Y ME"
BROWN
TROUT

RAINBOW
_TRQVT

b) Were you imcndcwcd by ail UiIanU t'istierics Commuaion otticer
during the angling survey conducted ai Lake Sorell last season? Please
liclr the appropriate box.

"?E?

_NQ

|c) U you answered yes to question D), now many umcs were you interviewwlY

5. MERSEY RIVER FISHERY
If you fished Ac Merscy River last .season, how many days did you fish and whai was your catch in
each of the following river reaches?

MERSEY RIVER

Upstream ot Kun&crtcy

Between Kimbertcy and Uic Latrobe Bhdgc|

Downstream <»T iftc Lairoec Bridge

TOTAL"
NUMBER
OF DAYS

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT BY ME
BROWN
TROUT

RAJNB5W
TftUUT -w

i :'£ W

^^./''- •

::^is-
^fe

16. LOBSTER FISHING
•.":vt

if you fishcd^or FKUSHWATER LOBS rfcR (tiffing the past season, please indicate below the y^
lsijreams you fished at, the number of days you fished, at each sircara and the number of lobsur you ^
caught and kept. "^

STREAM FISHED TOK LOBSTER INUMBER Otl DAYS FISHED
THERE

NUMBER OF LOBimaK
CAUGHT AND KEFT^

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR INFORMATION

•m

M':.

?.%'g^^?;1



^.'

lit.;
':&

%^' '.

.^@i:'.'
K^I."•^

B̂;
s-^'

'•w<

Inland Fisheries Commission
1994/95 Angling Questionnaire

1. What is your postcode?

2. In the table bdow we would lik.o you lu Usl yuur mnu n.fhmg for the 1994/93 fishing season, for
STREAMS andRP/ERS onJy - please conibmc information for frcsliwaicr and cstuaxy caictsea for each
atrcam or river. Please list only YOUR OWN Hshing.

(a) Li die firai uulumn (headed LOCATION), please list all the streams or riven, tbat you can
remember vw'ling during (he 1994/95 acaion;

(b) lu Hue soctind culumn (headed NUMBER OF DAYS FISHED), please indicate the total number
of dftys that you spent fiahing each Stream la.it season;

(c) In the diuxj, fuunJi and nflh columns (headed TOJAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT), please
indicate the number of brown trout, rambow iroulor AllEuidc Saluiun you personally caught during [Ac
sca-son. Write 0 if you caught no fish at this water last seasou.
If Acre is not enough room, please attach au cxtn shcci with (he details.

LOCATION
[STREAM, RIVERS OR ESTUARIES

ONLY

TOTAL NUMtiKR
OF DAYS FISHED
AT THIS WATER

TOTAL NUMBER OP FISH CAUGW BY ME"

BROWN
TROUT

RAINBOW
TROUT

ATLANTIC
SALMON

.^•^~<:

..''-'• -.'..

'^s^'.-

3. T".lhc^ycbdow we would like yuu iu list your trout flshlng for the 1994/93 HsAmg season. for ^Nli81hl
I-A K£S ONLY. PtM$c fill in the labfc in the same way as for rivers. ~ - '""'^^^t;

^"S^.ffsS'-1-^.

LOCATION
LAKES ONLY

TOTAL NUMBER
OF DAYS FISHED
AT THIS WATER

TOTAL NUMBER OP FISH CAUGtiT BY MB';;
BHOWN
TROUT

RAINBOW
TROirr

ATLANTIC^
SALMON '

.....^

."^IS

a
.....^

PLEASE TURN OVER THE PAGE

811$K
'^.
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.^/1^/';.-:;

v^?.^
^Si-SS','

?il^^^
^§S'':':?
SS^':!-'

4. ACCESS TO TOHF.Rl^
In ihc la-sz 5 years have you experienced any difficulties gaiiung •^CKit U) nyhing localities due to
changes in inuliiiunal accc.s.'i e.g. pemiancnt road closure or property owners enforcing laws of
ircspa.ss? If so, please provide itie'following details in the uiblc bcluw; die lucaliiy, lype of access
problem, if ihis'lwk. uf acccs.s forced you 10 fish elsewhere and the year in which the access problem
began?
Plcaac use the following code in the second column:
TY7>E OF PROBELM: A=lockc<} gate, B-pcnnancni ruad vlwure, C-irc.ipasxing tm private property,

D-othcr (please specify in the table below).

LOCAUTY nrc'or
PROBLEM

ALTERNATIVE PISHJNG
LOCATION

TEQT

ISPEOFY OTHER T^PE OF PROBLEM:

[5. MERSEY RIVER riSIIERY
[if you fished the Mcrscy River last sc&soa, how many days did you fish and what was your catch in
[each of the following river reaches?

MERSEY RIVER

Upstream of Kuntxrley

Between Kimbcrtey and the Lairobe Bridge

uownstrcam ot ihe Latrobe Bndgc

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF DAYS

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGfrT BY ME
BROWN
TROXFT

RAINAOW——
-TROUT

it
\6. LOSSTEKnSfflFRT

•J^^'f -
'^'te-J"

.''^/^^

ISi.
iy-vSSS!^^

(^iw^tf;
-^Pt

9
s-
•fiStK-t^ffi'
:.'3'y

U you fished For FRESHWATER LOBSTER dunag the past season, please indicalc below the ~^
streams you fished at. the number of days you llsticd at each $(rcam and the munber of lobster you ^
caught and kq?l. . ^

S> IKbAM MStUiU t'UK LUBSTUK INUMBER UF DAYS MSHtU
THERE

NUMBER Of LOBSTER
CAUGHT AN? KEPT ^

•fff•/w&
/<.t,<

;'^'-

:fs&,

9
<v;
^*

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR INFORMATION

:--'"-"ySKK



Requirements of the Client Group of the SIRFIS Project.

Appendix VIII
Other examples
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in confidence SURVEY OF EAST COAST FISHING CLUBS •^wegam^^ar
August 1989

. plsase note: should you have insufficient space to answer any questions, fesl frea to add separate pages, '""o:

THE CLUB
'':t'::S:;:-S''::''i£SSK:¥:''^'ig:???™^

II-SK:!MSSiiiSSSB^isiS:?;::::^¥Ss:i;"®:®^i-Bi4^^

iSBsmssa^swi^s:.s^ii^:>»i^g^<a$:s:^:^;g'^

SiKiSia^iSgs"?^^:i^fiSi^'Sffe^;>ftinn'£?;':i^;
y::^:1:;??:^1:^:^:^^

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERS BOATS

MEMBERS .• • •-•-••- • \; "BOATS

••. '.-'•• ;-•

COMPETmONS;RUN BY.YOUR CLUB
w&

i:; ~"l^tsifiia^;isys®;t'D
•'f-'^tl — I ' •- . • .:'•:• " { '..'.--•l"^'-' . •

•-^/.•:.-y^^--^-—;^.Y.'''^i:'yi^=;.'A'-';^ ''"-^:V.:'^:' "

.•-'.•'-^'.^'.•..'•.'' • -'. :i •':'-;.-J.S •?,'^'-^i* ,^*- ^•^.fc^^)^ *,'..'

•'f-'^^l — I •.. .. ^'-'••.•:; i '••' .-ivy-' • •

'-u • .:---':... ^^.iu, •.,.,:— .^4. --,''.- ^.^:;-' .-:'
^^•%" -—~'' -•: ^ ^:^ ••<."^.:';,-'...^^^^ • • ~

;• '^-;..^:^.".^':: (—I . ••..•^.^.•./'•;- ';•.—• . '.'.^?--':-

•«•-'• ;'••»'. .'•<«.. .^.'.: ••* ^ '; -•• .. *^,'<f * I "'"

D
D



Other Sources of Information

o Does your club publish .„.

.. .,^n^^ualLreport.^3jf^pteaseti®
&£SSS!Ss^ Rle?l@.?Jp§IliI§opy|

HISTORICAL INFORMATION

S&Sn gS^?-do"y9^so-rorh-^-^'^^^
is kept:

any way during

%%

'•^SVs:'
ivv^;. --A^^

•^w^

SPECIES

.: w.^y-^.

XbaeZ,sMAta^T' durina ^ ^^p!easeJ3ivebest:estimateoftoteli
in.thatyear? - number •Caugh?'andkep?1^'^bemiSi

,,;,,YES ;:-JNO\ ,-UNSURE'<Mng^>w:^ER..:.^.

:?D ^P ^;^ffli%%%lI '381
— •: " ;'^-^^';-^^'%::1^...-......„-—..I '^^?

:. 4^^";..:-' '.1- -•^"—-—-,. ^^
*

•;;a.^E]^:;';:^^.D-::----':-'.-^
'•.I'v:""'^.;:^;^ '7.. ^'...' • . ,'(•'... -~

:''^SS^^^^i-^^,^.'. • ;-...
:'::^'^-- •'^.p^;.'...,:^,:;^;'^;^.,,.'. , .,;•"

^^"^<+ui..,t^...,.,^-..,;^^, .^.^•A..,,. ^ ^J^l;'...^ ,^ ^ " •' ^"

m
,.D . -SQ^''.-''':-i:'D'

•^'6^fl^i»"> -t^^-;,..y~tA;.4<.

'.::^'.;.' SSK^W^:'

•'ta ..^SKwWf r. » ,



OTHER FISHING CLUBS : - "?°--^ .

o^ Arejou;^aw|^^(of.an^otlTer^^^^
i7n/^^fn!^^:^::^^rf:^ :-:--:::'.':'

CLUB CONTACT OFFICERS

CONTACT #1 CONTACT Vi

•^._ :..- •••-:.^ ••;• .*'-'.. :^. ^•^•' .....•.'•.• / .

-? •.y^-'.^n'.^.-^-'z i'y-?"",".' .^'''.; .'I

post code

(...........)................................................ (...........)...

post code

>-rm-ww-•"»r,-y"—-r.--

I •

Many thanks for helping with the survey.
A".

Also, please ensure that any documents you wisti,,to be returned are appropriately noted.
.-•^t^/.;..^.. '•••i^^.^ ':.. ....^.



i .FORMATION CURRENTLY COLLECTED'^*
•(.-/ • ,^i--" :;-.•.../'.-.•.•-•/..•• ' ' ,."'''<*'^l'^-?.?^*5;*:

Please describe any information whfe{
.listed-below. Again> sampte copies of anycwrtf,
••"•:.;'u.;',^-.,'., „,;.-....'- ..>-... '-^' •;„•-. ',,,.-•,. .:»•:...?%;<»»!̂ s
Catch (fish which ar&'caught & kept') <^-:^S^;^^^':? ^^^::^^'S^^CC^^^
i8?%^^^5'^^;?^r:l^M?^^3i'w———^—'• —————'" " ' -"—"—«-^-t^—^.

^^^^ii^®^ 'SiSSiSsw
o&'oi

^:^a&

M

m

vw.^gigged^peleased^or?l£os^Bs@

[01

ii
m

few
ssSSs

ys
:ys'»c
1^^!

JK

i^^<enttste-t
S^teSS^SS^1'

I

^^^^^^^^%^^^^^^^^^^^

BK
IiK

^^[^^^?>?'s?^i2^>i^^S^?§^

i^^\anaTO^'^-w^^»''nw'^^^-^'^^A^*.>^t~-i^'-A •^i^'^'e'w^^ . ' .: - .";'.:» ', •:;. . • .,:• •:..:..' . • ';-"^.
• -'' , ^^^ :1:';..'. ' :^[^: '.' •' • -%r^

E^ir3las^tOTDet^tBn^io;se^^'f^^^^^^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^''''''''''''''''''''''"'''^^^^^
.^^">^'^~--:\'\^'*'^.'''>'-^\:';:^""t"..:l..';^'7.^'*-.^&*--%:'r'l ' ^..' • •' .; ^ '. -•" - ' • ^-y.'-

\K'^'^.^^^s^^^w^^s^^^ . ."" ' "' ': •'' ' "' — - . %?^'
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Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project 1

Overview

The selection of an appropriate Client/Sen/er Application Development Environment (CADE)

will have a major effect on the ability of the SERFIS project to reach its goals.

The following products were identified as possibly being suitable for use as the CADE for the
SIRFIS project:-

CA-OpenRoad 3.5 from Computer Associates

Delphi from Borland
Visual Basic 4.0 from Microsoft

Centura Team Developer

from Centura Software Corporation (formerly Gupta Corporation)

Jam 7 from JYACC
PowerBuilder 5.0 from PowerSoft

An evaluation of these products was carried out over a number of months. A summary of the

results of this evaluation is presented in the next section.

As a result of the evaluation I recommend Centura Team Developer as the CADE for the

SIRFIS project.

For additional information on Centura please refer to Appendix 2.

Client Group feedback on this document is welcomed. If you have any comments regarding

the recommendation please contact Cameron Baker on (07) 32277434 or E-mail
bakerc@qfish.cbd.dpi.qld.gov.au by Thursday 23rd May. If no reply is received I will
assume you are happy with the recommendation.

C:\OFFICE\WPWINWPDOCS\TOOLSREQ.WPD 14 May 1996



Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project 2

Evaluation

Information on the various CADEs was collected over a number of months. This information has

been used to assess the suitability of the CADE for use in the SIRFIS project and is presented
below summarised in a table format.

Mandatory Features

The following table lists features the tool must have to enable us to meet the requirements of the

project.

The features listed are described in more detail in appendix 1.

• Windows 95

• Windows

NT

MacOS

Open
Road

/

^

Delphi

y

7

Visual
Basic

^

^

Centura

/

7

1997

Jam7

^

^

^

PowerBuilder

/

7

^

• Oracle

CA-

Ingres/CA-

Openlngres

• Sybase

ODBC

Minimal Runtimes

,/

/

7

$250?

y

/

y

$0

/

$0

^

/

^

/

$0

/

^

/

^

$0

^

/

/

$0

Table 1 Comments

Windows 3.x is not included in the list of mandatory platforms supported. It is envisioned

that when the SERFIS modules are delivered most users will have moved to a 32 bit

version of Windows.
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Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project 3

• Only Centura and Jam 7 meet all the mandatory requirements listed in the above table.

• Powerbuilder did meet the requirements in most areas but did not provide native support

for Ingres databases. The Powerbuilder sales representatives have suggested using

ODBC to attach to an Ingres database, however anecdotal evidence would suggest that

this approach is fraught with problems.

• We were advised by the local distributor that a version of Centura for the Mac should be

released by the end of the year.

C:\ORFICEWPWIN\WPDOCS\TOOLSREQ.WPD 14 May 1996



Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project 4

Desirable Features

The following table lists what we consider desirable features for the tool. These features, while

not essential would aid either development, deployment, useability, maintainability or scalablity
of the product.

Only the tools that have met the mandatory requirements in the above table are included in this

table.

Motif

OS/2

Object Oriented

RAD

Repository Based

Team Development

Features

Integrated Reporting
Tool

2/3 Tier Architecture

Support

WWW Capabilities

Development costs

Availability

Centura

^

7

^

7

^

^

,/

Local

,/

$14K

June 96

Jam7

^

^

/

/

/

/

^

/

International

^

$11K

Now

Table 2 Comments

Jam 7 does not have a distributor in Australia and therefore there is no local training or

support. Support would be via E-mail or fax.

Centura, which is a 32 bit upgrade to Gupta's SQL Windows, won't be available in

Australian until June.

As Jam 7 is basically unknown within Australia, it would be impossible to find
experienced contract staff if required. I see this as a major drawback.
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Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Proiect

Recommendation

After careful consideration and evaluation of the options I recommend that Centura Team

Developer be used for the SIRFIS project.

Centura not only meets the selection criteria, but exceeds it in many areas, making it useful for

any future development or enhancements.

Centura is a major upgrade to Guptas SQL Windows which is widely used. Organisations that

I am aware of using SQL Windows include, Suncorp, Qld Education Dept, and Telstra. Qld Dept

of Primary Industries have also named SQL Windows as a department standard.

For additional information on Centura please refer to Appendix 2.
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Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project

Apendix 1. Description of Features

Mandatory Features

Description/Comments

• Windows 95

• Windows

NT

MacOS

• Oracle

CA-

Ingres/CA-

Openlngres

• Sybase

ODBC

Minimal Runtimes

The majority of agencies in the client group have indicated
that M.S Windows in some form will be its prefered client

platform. Considering the expected roll-out dates for this

project, we feel that support for 16bit Windows 3.x to be
unnessessary.

Macs are used by a few of the agencies and is the main

platform used by Tasmanian Inland Fisheries

Oracle is the prefered database of Tasmania and NT.

CA-Ingres is used by QFMA, NSW Fisheries, South
Australian Research and Development Institute and AFMA.

Sybase is the prefered database in Victoria.

ODBC is useful in connecting with PC based databases
such as FoxPro, Dbase etc.

The aim is for distribution of the SIRHS application to be
as of little cost as possible to the client group. Most of the

CADEs considered provide free runtime licences.
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Selection of_a_Clint/Seryer Application Development Environment for the SIRFIS FRDC Project

Desirable Features

Feature Description/Comments

Modf

OS/2

Object Oriented

RAD

Repository Based

Team Development

Features

Integrated Reporting
Tool

2/3 Tier
Architecture

Support

WWW Capabilities

Development costs

Availability

Object Oriented

Rapid Application Development allows for the rapid
generation of screens and application with basic

functionality. This is very useful for prototyping
applications.

This ties in closely with 00 and the Team Development
features. It also encouages reuse of object.

The CADE needs to provide support for multiple
programmers working on the same application.

The CADE should have an integrated report tool, this will
not only ensure the SIRFIS application has a more
consistant interface, but also reduces the problems involved

with integrating third party software.

Multi- tier support, while probably not nessassary for the

SIRFIS project, does make a CADE much more scalable
and flexable. This would become more important if the

CADE is used for other future development work.

The cost of purchasing the required developers licences and

associated software for 2 programmers.
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Selection of a Clint/Server Application Development Environment for the SIRRS FRDC Project 8

Appendix 2. Centura - Additional Information

Attached is a copy of a press release and a Centura white paper. I know they are tainted by

marketing hype, but they will give an indication of Centura's capabilities and architecture.
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'ress Release: Telstra Agreement http://www.gupta.com/tr...doc/prll996/telstra.h

Telstra Signs Corporate Software License With Gupta

MENLO PARK, Calif., March 12 - Gupta Corporation (Nasdaq: GFTA) in Australia Pty. Ltd., the
leading independent client/server vendor, today announced that it has signed a three year software

agreement with Telstra. The agreement specifically licenses up to 500 copies of either SQLWindows

or Centura Team Developer and provides Telstra with access to support services and the full range of

Gupta products at preferential rates.

Gupta supplies products to more than 40 percent of large organizations in Australia, providing a highly
scalable growth path to enterprise wide, platform and database independent, client/server solutions.

"We are very pleased to have been selected by Telstra as a supplier of GUI-based application

development technology. This agreement clearly consolidates Gupta's position as a supplier to the
professional developer segment in large organizations," said Roy Brady, managing director, Gupta

Australia.

According to lan Hughes, national manager, Commercial and Product Management, FT Group at
Telstra, "This corporate software license represents considerable savings to Telstra in product
acquisition and additional savings through standardization across the organization. In addition, the

agreement represents a flexible approach to acquiring software and provides us with access to new

technology as it becomes available."

As one of the largest users of IT in Australia, Telstra is generally regarded as a leader in the

exploitation of FT to support business strategies. The move to a GUI-based client/server development
environment was made following an analysis of Telstra's requirements and its extensive direct

experience with most products on the market.

Gupta was chosen based on its ability to meet Telstra's current and future needs. In particular, the

capability of scaling into 3-Tier architectures.

"We have been using the Gupta client/server technology successfully in a 2-Tier environment for some
time and were very comfortable in selecting it as the standard for this style of application. Our interest

in 3-Tier scalability based on DCE (Distributed Computing Environment), led us to an extensive
evaluation of SQLWindows in conjunction with our strategic middleware to ensure that it would meet

our ongoing requirements in this area," said Mac Lemon, national manager, Technology Planning, FT

Group at Telstra.

According to Brady, "It was a team effort with Gupta's business partners Open Environment and

Xpedite providing extensive sales and support assistance throughout the decision making process — we
couldn't have done it without them."

Centura Team Developer, one of four major products to be launched by Gupta later this month is a
powerful component-based application development environment with features that deliver

tremendous application scalability, Internet integration and the ability to connect all databases and
users.

About Gupta Corporation

Founded in 1984 and traded on the Nasdaq exchange, Gupta is a leading provider of client/server
development and deployment software. Worldwide, more than 100,000 developers have licensed its
award-winning SQLWindows application development environment and more than a million users

have deployed its SQLBase database management system. The company's customers include United

Parcel Service, United Airlines, Allstate Insurance, Citibank, Toyota, Singapore Airlines,
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•ress Release: Telstra Agreement http://www.gupta.com/tr...doc/prll996/telstra.r.

Siemens-Nixdorf, Daimler-Benz, and Ford Motor Company.

Gupta's second generation development and deployment environment known as Centura, was launched

in January of 1996 and plans are underway to rename the company in line with this new range of

products to Centura Software Corporation.

Gupta Australia Pty Ltd. is a subsidiary of Gupta Corporation. The Centura range of products, service

and support are available through its Authorized Business Partners, AlphaWest Pty Ltd. in Western

Australia, Maxim Technology Pty Ltd. in NSW, Object Laboratories in Queensland, Open
Environment Australia Pty Ltd. in NSW, Victoria and the ACT, Powemet Client/Server Solutions in
NSW, Xpedite Professional Ser/ices Pty Ltd. in Victoria and South Australia and Delta Software Ltd.

in New Zealand.

Upgrades to new products as well as updates and maintenance releases to Gupta's full line of products
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Centura White Paper

Challenges in Next-Generation Client/Server

Application Development and Deployment

ABSTRACT

As information systems gain strategic importance, IS organizations face the challenge to create larger,
more scalable client/server applications that connect to diverse data sources across the globe.

Development teams need more powerful software that is flexible enough to support emerging

application architectures such as three-tier, and to embrace the new challenges of the Internet. This

white paper examines these new challenges and discusses the technology required to help developers

scale up their applications, reach out beyond the corporate LAN, and connect it all - from corporate

data to mobile users.

Click here to download this document. (File is in Microsoft Word format, zipped.)
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Introduction

Information systems are gaining strategic business importance

More than ever before, information is a strategic corporate asset that businesses can translate into

significant competitive advantage. As we move into the next century, the reliance of businesses on
information systems will increase. To fully harness the power of information in today's highly

competitive economy, companies need to build better information systems in less time.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, client/server technology spawned a revolution in information

systems delivery. The early years of client/server resulted in so-called "first-generation" systems.

Although not without shortcomings, these systems have conclusively demonstrated adequate business
benefits to warrant the adoption of client/server for a broader and more challenging set of information
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flexible architecture upon which information managers can rely into the next century.

Centura meets the next-generation challenge

The Centura product family was specifically designed to meet the rigorous challenges of
next-generation application development and deployment. It embodies a unique, Hexible architecture

that was refined based upon the experiences over the last 10 years of more than 100,000 developers
and a million end users worldwide. While Centura's next-generation technology offers all the power

and scalability promised by contemporary second-generation environments, it surpasses them because
it does not sacrifice the benefits customers appreciated most in first-generation products.

The power, scalability and richness ofCentura is within the reach of most customers. It's easy to use

(featuring a new, intuitive graphical user interface) and offers a small footprint, open architecture,

backward compatibility, and broad-based community support from third-party vendors. Centura's
unprecedented power and scalability is within the reach of the majority of users today. And Centura's

flexible application architecture, unique among development and deployment environments, protects a

company's investment in information technology.

Because of the proliferation of complex technologies in recent years, many customers - and even
industry experts — simply are not sure which technology will dominate the next century. Will it be a

two-tier or three-tier world? Will it be a world based on OLE components or on Java applets?

To protect the investment businesses will make in valuable information systems, Centura's flexible

architecture insulates customers from technology shifts. Centura will include a Java-based interpreter
acquired from JavaSoft, a division of Sun Microsystems. This means that Centura-based applications

can be deployed in any architecture, including two-tier or three-tier, and can embrace both OLE

component and Java applet technologies. This means your information systems will continue to thrive

into the next century, no matter which direction the technology shifts.

CenturaTeam Developer

Object
running on

client

Object'
running on

server

Two-Tier Internet Components Three-Tier

A flexible architecture underlies Centura, ensuring that your applications are compatible with all
major technologies of the present and future.

A comprehensive product line meets current and future needs

The Centura product line includes several key products that meet all your business needs, both today
and in the future.
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system challenges.

Now, client/server technology needs to build upon its successes and vault past its failures. To help

businesses use information better than they have ever before requires the next generation of

client/server applications.

The challenges for next-generation client/server systems

How can the next generation of client/server systems meet business needs? First, they should automate

more complex business processes and reliably support more end users. In other words, they need to
scale up to deliver more functional and more widely deployed business solutions. Second, they need to

encourage teamwork within the organization and help strengthen relationships with customers,

suppliers, distributors, and others outside the organization. Therefore, they should reach out to all

entities involved in the business process, ranging from the customer to the CEO. Finally, they need to
work together in a highly integrated manner to place all information resources at the command of

decision makers and staff members. To do that, next-generation systems must connect it all - integrate

the disparate information technologies throughout an organization to deliver greater business value

than could be achieved if theses technologies were used separately.

In summary, if next-generation client/server systems scale up, reach out, and connect it all, they will
deliver unprecedented business benefits that result in measurable and sustainable competitive

advantage.

Next-generation systems should encompass first-generation

merits

How will next-generation systems be built? Clearly, next-generation systems require more capabilities
than were available with first-generation solutions, including more

a Power

a Scalability
D Robustness

D Performance

D Links to the Internet and groupware systems

D Integration of disparate technologies in the enterprise

At the same time, these systems must deliver a new set of capabilities without sacrificing the benefits

that first-generation solutions have delivered in recent years.

While a few vendors claim to offer new products based purely on "second-generation" technology,
these products invariably do not offer the benefits first-generation products clearly deliver, including,
among others,

D Ease of use

D Small footprint
D Open architecture

a Large installed base
D Cost effectiveness and others

Without first-generation benefits, the client/server environment is beyond the reach of mainstream

customers. The challenge to vendors of application development and deployment solutions is to offer a
next-generation system that is within the reach of most developers and end users, and that has a
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Centura Team Developer's scalability and power derive from a carefully designed, repository-driven,

component-based architecture that you can rely on to build whatever kinds of applications your

business will demand in coming years..

Centura applications offer unrivaled flexibility

Centura applications give you the flexibility to reach out beyond the traditional boundaries of the
corporate network to integrate emerging technologies such as the Internet, as well as groupware

systems including electronic mail, Lotus Notes, and Microsoft Exchange. Centura applications can
work with data in different databases, and are capable of replicating data between different end-user

locations, whether users are on the road with mobile laptops, in the branch office, or at corporate

headquarters.

Integrates SQL
data from ALL
enterprise
databases

Invokes 3-tier
service on
application
sever

Lotus Notes or
Exchange data

Communi-
'cates via
Microsoft
Mail or
Exchange

.Local
replicated
data in
SQLBase

.Displays
) rid Wide

Wteb page

With Centura, you can build versatile applications like these. Scale up with three-tier integration with

application servers. Reach out to customers and colleagues with links to the Internet, e-mail, Lotus
Notes and Microsoft Exchange. Connect it all with data replication and advanced SQL database
connectivity.

The remainder of this document examines in greater depth the challenges of next-generation

client/server application development and deployment, and how Centura meets them.

I. The Challenge to Scale Up

Many client/sep/er projects completed to date using first-generation products have been small- or

medium-scale projects built by a small development team. Typically, these applications were much
less complex than systems built in the past on minicomputers or mainframes, and supported a

relatively small number of concurrent end users. Today, customers want to build more complex

client/server systems. Larger teams of developers must deliver applications that manage significantly

higher end-user workloads, while delivering fast response time, in both concurrent and decentralized
situations.

First-generation applications also often necessitated a trade-off between rapid delivery and long-term

maintainability. For success with large projects, long-term maintainability is important. Developers

have successfully employed object-oriented programming (OOP) to enhance productivity and simplify
application maintenance. But as projects grow larger, OOP poses new challenges in managing
hundreds or thousands of objects. Next-generation application must scale up to support dozens of
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CenturaTeam
Developer

Centura
Application Server

Centura
Web Data Publisher

Centura offers a comprehensive and robust product line to help you scale up, reach out, and connect it

all.

Centura Team Developer is a powerful, component-based application development environment with
features that deliver tremendous application scalability, Internet integration, and the ability to connect

all your databases and users.

Centura Ranger delivers universal data replication facilities that can synchronize disparate corporate

or mobile databases. Ranger's unique technology allows developers to embed this functionality in

applications developed with any OLE-compliant development tool, including Centura Team

Developer.

Centura Web Data Publisher allows organizations to easily and securely publish data from corporate
systems over the Internet or Intranet.

Centura Application Server provides application partitioning facilities, allowing developers to
achieve unprecedented performance and ease of administration.

A repository-driven, component-based architecture

Centura Team Developer's architecture is scalable, repository-driven, and component-based. Teams of

developers can collaborate to develop large-scale applications to deploy to hundreds of end users in a
two-tier or three-tier architecture. These applications can also integrate Java applets.

Full support of object-oriented programming and the OLE component standard ensures maximum
productivity without sacrificing maintainability. Compilation to native machine code insures high
performance, no matter how complex the business rules in the application are.

I'teSAL-l
Object-oriented^
^^WL^"^

ij]s|||j|^(5uiGkQye'cfs^for|!|t|:^ ^
,SQlIpHEfeE-mail,lNotes, Internet
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Browser
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Team Object Manager
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Object
Compiler
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developers, hundreds of end-users, thousands of objects, and both centralized and decentralized

configurations.

Manage large development teams without a decline in

productivity

As the size of a project and its development team grows, it is common for productivity-per-developer

to decline due to information overload and communication breakdown. In large projects, team

members create more code fragments or "components," manage more data items, and must track more

relationships among components or data items. The amount of information increases exponentially

with project size.

In object-oriented projects, it is especially important to manage the sharing and reuse of objects. A key

promise of OOP is greater productivity through increased reuse, rather than re-creation, of code. Team

members should share and reuse components among themselves, thereby leveraging each others'

efforts and skills.

In a typical large corporate environment, the development team will create thousands of reusable

objects. This raises countless questions. Can we reuse components between unrelated projects? Where

do we store these objects for easier sharing? How can we identify the relationship of one to another?
What is the impact of changing one object on the others? In smaller applications it is possible to track
such information manually. However, the complexity of large projects calls for automated
management facilities based on a shared object repository.

Requirement: To support large teams in large-scale projects, a next-generation environment should be
based on a shared object-oriented repository with comprehensive object and project management tools.

Centura includes the industry's most comprehensive and powerful team and object management

environment called Team Object Manager. Based on a shared team object repository, it allows you to

manage large projects with dozens of developers, hundreds of end users, and thousands of objects.

Unlike other development environments that claim team programming support but support only
external version control through third-party tools such as Intersolv's PVCS, Centura not only offers

built-in version control support, but goes far beyond it to include features such as

D project branching
D diff and merge
D coding standards management
D deployment management

D impact analysis
D audit trails
D management reporting

For openness, it also supports PVCS. Team Object Manager is a truly comprehensive project and
object management environment — a project manager's dream come true.

Controlling versions

Project and configuration management is easy with Centura, even when you are working with multiple

versions of a project. The project branching feature allows you to work on muldple versions

concurrently. For example, after developing version 1 of an application, you might want to

simultaneously work on version 1.1 and version 2. With Centura, you can visually branch your
applications. Sophisticated version control at the file and object levels ensures that all your team

members can securely coordinate their work, no matter how large the project.
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Since the typical application development team includes members with different roles, Centura allows

you to assign and manage roles and privileges to various team members.

El® Pioiect: ttTEAMWIN • TeamWir

Blsl Proiect: ISLAND . Island Sales 7
Builds

13-<i? Components
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Menus

Functions

Windows
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Files
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Centura's Team Object Manager offers comprehensive project and object management features that

let you manage large-scale projects. Your projects can span multiple versions, dozens of developers,
and thousands of objects.

Automating deployment

Deployment of large applications is a challenging task due to the many files involved, especially when
a large development team is developing multiple versions of an application concurrently. Centura
simplifies application deployment with its build management feature. You can specify how different

files come together to constitute a deployable application, and create executables to go with them. By

automating the deployment process, Centura minimizes deployment errors and ensures end-users are
up and running robustly in the shortest time possible.

Managing objects

Managing objects poses a special challenge that goes beyond ordinary project management. Centura's
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comprehensive object management features include a graphical class browser that visually describes
inheritance relationships among objects and classes, management reports that detail where an object is
used in an application, ownership information on objects, the assignment of separate roles to team

members who function as class engineers or object assemblers, version control of objects, and much

more.
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A graphical class browser simplifies the management of complex object inheritance hierarchies,

leading to greater productivity and fewer design errors. Visually manage both single (multi-level)
inheritance and multiple inheritance with the easy-to-use class browser.

Maintain high performance, even with more end users

Scalability benefits of a multitier architecture

Your choice of application architecture - two-tier or three-tier - have an impact on scalability and

performance. Unlike a two-tier architecture, in which all application logic resides on the client, in a
three-tier or multitier architecture, application logic may be distributed between a client and one or

more powerful application ser/er machines. The benefits of such an architecture include 1) faster

performance (because complex application logic is executed on a more powerful machine) and 2) the

ability to support more concurrent end users (because the architecture potentially generates less

network traffic). In addition, application maintenance is simpler. Code common to multiple clients can
now be centralized, with changes made at a single location benefiting all clients.

Performance enhancements of native compilation
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Regardless of whether you employ a two-tier or three-tier system, there's no doubt that a sluggish
system will inhibit end-user productivity. Therefore, applications should run quickly, even when the
application logic includes complex computations, and regardless of whether that logic is located on the

client or an application server. Most large-scale applications are developed today in 4GLs, which are

inherently slow, because they are interpreted at pseudo-code level rather the compiled down to native
machine code. 4GL performance can be significantly enhanced by native compilation of

compute-intensive processes.

Support for decentralized scalability

Today, scalability is required in both centralized and decentralized configurations. Many mainframe

applications deliver a high degree of centralized scalability. They support hundreds or thousands of
concurrent end users. In the centralized computing paradigm of past decades, support for decentralized

scalability was not an important concern. However, as decentralization sweeps through corporate
organizational structures, and client/server technology decentralizes IS infrastructures, the need to

support a large number of concurrent but decentralized end-users has become much more important.

Some of the requirements for achieving decentralized scalability differ from those for centralized
scalability. In a decentralized environment, the data staging architecture of the system is as important a
consideration as application architecture. You can improve overall system throughput by decentralized

data staging. This requires support for heterogeneous data replication (described later in this paper).
Decentralized scalability also requires the ability to manage transactions involving multiple data
sources distributed across the decentralized organization, relying on facilities such as transaction

processing monitors.

Requirement: To help customers build more scalable applications, a next-generation environment
should support advanced features such as a three-tier architecture, application servers, integration of
transaction processing monitors, and native compilation. Not only should it address scalability in
application architecture, but also should promote scalability through decentralization of data across a
set of replicated sites.

Centura lets system architects choose whether to employ a two-tier or three-tier application
architecture. The sidebar on that follows discusses when to consider each.

Centura makes it easy to implement a three-tier architecture

A key feature that enables Centura's three-tier architecture is the new and innovative Three-Tier

Wizard, which steps the developer through the task of building a three-tier application. With the
Three-Tier Wizard, developers can create scalable applications using a range of application servers

without complex programming. For example, a developer can use the Three-Tier Wizard to integrate a
Centura application with a Novell TUXEDO-based application server. The Centura TUXEDO
Application Deployment Suite manages transactions between the client application and TUXEDO
server. The Wizard makes this possible without requiring the developer to write a single line of code in
Centura.
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Use Centura's unique three-tier wizard to access distributed services like transaction processing

monitors or DCE application servers. With this easy point and click wizard, Centura greatly simplifies

three-tier development.

Which To Use: Two-Tier or Three-Tier Architecture?

Both two-tier and three-tier architectures offer attractive benefits. Which to use depends on such

factors as the complexity of your project, the skill of your staff, and your delivery deadline.

While many applications are best implemented with two tiers, very large applications can benefit from
a third tier. The key is to weigh the costs of a three-der setting against projected benefits. For example,

you should ensure that excessive network traffic or an extra software layer does not reduce application

performance or lower overall network throughput.

Another consideration is the skill level of developers. Generally, two-tier applications require less

skilled developers than do three-tier applications. However, with a tool such as the three-tier wizard in

Centura, which minimizes the difficulty inherent in developing scalable three-tier applications,

developer skill can be a smaller factor in your decision.

Flexible application partitioning

The Centura Application Server will allow flexible application partitioning. Developers can create a

Centura application independent of the deployment configuration, and, before deployment, can
partition the application to execute on different machines. Typically, Centura developers will place
business rules and other data management code in a "business object," which is implemented in

Centura using the functional class feature. This business object, which is written in the same Scalable

Application Language (SAL) as the rest of the application, can be partitioned to run on a
database-independent application server. The network interface between the client and remote business
object is managed automatically using the Centura Application Ser/er via use of Remote Procedure

Call (RFC) mechanisms based on DCE, TCP/IP, and other industry standards.
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Centura's application server architecture is based on industry standards and offers practical

application partitioning. Now you can support more concurrent end users -while reducing your
application maintenance burden.

What are the benefits of using Centura's three-tier architecture?

1. Given Centura's present and future support of this architecture, developers are now encouraged, but
not forced, to separate the graphical interface (tier one) from the business logic (tier two) and the

database layer (tier three), resulting in more modular and maintainable application design.

2. The Three-Tier Wizard makes it easy to integrate with transaction processing monitors and with
DCE, TCP/IP, or other industry standards based application servers.

3. The Centura Application Server will pave the way to locate each tier of an application on any

popular hardware, including locating each tier on a separate machine.

All this results in greater application scalability, improved performance, greater network security, and
easier administration than can be achieved with a simpler, two-tier application model.

Finally, it is important to note that three-tier architecture alone can not deliver application scalability.

Other critical prerequisites for scalability are robust object orientation, repository-based team support,

project management tools, high performance through compilation of business rules to native machine
executables, native links to databases, and a three-tier data architecture, all of which are described in

the sections that follow.
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Performance testing of the Centura Object Compiler showed impressive gains offered by compilation
to native machine code. Now Centura applications run quickly, no matter how complex the business
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Deliver applications more quickly without compromising
maintainability

First-generation applications often required a trade-off between rapid delivery versus long-term

maintainability. Is it possible to retain the benefits of rapid application development while delivering
easily maintained next-generation applications? The answer is yes, if you take advantage ofpre-built

objects and object-oriented inheritance.

Client/server developers can specialize (see sidebar on the following page) as "object creators" who

employ object-oriented programming to produce reusable objects. "Object assemblers" can then reuse

and combine pre-built objects using techniques like single inheritance through multiple levels (also
known as multi-level inheritance) and the more powerful form of inheritance - multiple inheritance.

By reusing pre-built objects, an object assembler can rapidly deliver an application prototype. When.

the application needs to be modified or scaled up, the object assembler can extend the prototype by
refining its constituent objects using inheritance, or by adding new objects. Using inheritance
eliminates the discontinuity between early and subsequent versions. In particular, multiple inheritance

allows the combination and reuse of dissimilar objects — coming in handy in dealing with previously
unforeseen scenarios.

Requirement: To maximize short-term productivity without compromising long-term maintainability,

a next-generation environment should include pre-built objects and implement both multi-level and

multiple inheritance to benefit both the object assemblers and object creators on the project team.

The emerging role of object creators and object assemblers

Object-oriented specialization is an emerging trend certain to reshape the future of application

development. Today's client/server developers perform a broad range of tasks, ranging from writing

database transaction management code to piecing together the final application to meet business needs.

In the same way labor specialization delivered a significant productivity boost to manufacturing and
other industries decades ago, specialization in application development tasks will boost both
short-term and long-term productivity.

Client/server developers are likely to specialize as object creators or object assemblers. Object
creators will be employed by vendors of development tools, other independent software vendors, and

by some IS departments. They will have specialized knowledge of issues related to database
transaction management, operating system integration, and other application-independent technologies.
Object assemblers will be business solution-oriented rather than technology-onented, and will be

employed by the IS department and other functional departments. They will have specialized
knowledge of the functional areas of the business, and a keen understanding of end-user needs. In

short, the object creators will produce building blocks, which the object assemblers will assemble into
user-friendly solutions that precisely meet business needs.

Centura's next-generation object-oriented technology includes dozens of pre-built objects called

QuickObjects, which get you started with application development quickly. Since each of these
QuickObjects has code inside, you can start developing applications without writing code, and
minimize the amount of time you spend coding and debugging. Now, object assemblers can become

productive instantly because QuickObjects are versatile - they include functionality for automating

these the following processes and more:

D Database transaction management tasks such as commit and rollback
D Data visualization tasks such as the use of drop-down list boxes and radio buttons
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D Integration with OLE objects
D Code-free access to e-mail, groupware, and external systems such as the Internet

Most importantly, QuickObjects were written in Centura's Scalable Application Language (SAL). The
source code to implement them is fully documented and automatically included in Centura. This

means that you can clearly understand how QuickObjects operate and flexibly modify or extend their

behavior using object-oriented inheritance. The object creator can also develop custom QuickObjects.

QuickObjects grace Centura with a unique combination of power and ease.

Custom QuickObject 1

Pre-built
QuickObject

Class

INHERIT QuickObject
Sub-class

Custom QuickObject 2

Centura's Q.uickObjects architecture brings instant productivity even to novice developers. You can
also powerfully extend QuickObjects with inheritance, and can customize or enhance them to your

specific business needs.

Centura's advanced inheritance model

To maximize object reuse and application maintainability, Centura includes an advanced inheritance

model. Like some other development environments, it includes single inheritance through

multiple-levels, also known as multi-level inheritance, which lets you can easily modify or extend the

behavior of any Centura object, including QuickObjects.

Centura also includes unique support for multiple inheritance, which maximizes the reusabiliy of

objects - and consequently the productivity of developers. With multiple inheritance, it is easy to

combine dissimilar or unrelated objects to create new, more powerful objects. Centura is unique in its

support for advanced multiple inheritance, delivering unmatched developer productivity and
application maintainability. With Centura, the object assemblers and object creators in your

organization can team up to deliver robust applications quickly.
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development environments support the popular new Java programming language? Can integrated
applications work with structured data in SQL databases - and also go beyond SQL to simultaneously

integrate unstmctured data in e-mail and groupware systems? How will MIS and end users benefit

from all these new technologies and possibilities?

Requirement: To enable end users to directly interact with colleagues and customers, a

next-generation system should include features to integrate core MIS applications with

person-to-person interaction technologies like e-mail, Lotus Notes, Microsoft Exchange, and the

Internet.

Centura will allow you to develop applications that manage traditional SQL data and that integrate
with Internet and other groupware data, all with a single, seamless, data-rich user interface. Not only

can you access the Internet and Intranet, you also can integrate with groupware systems such as e-mail,

Lotus Notes, and Microsoft Exchange.

The technology that makes this is the Internet QuickObjects technology in Centura Team Developer.

With QuickObjects such as HTML display QuickObject, an HTTP parsing QuickObject, and an FTP
QuickObject, you can build applications that integrate Web data and SQL data with the same user
interface as SQL data. Other QuickObjects support integration with popular e-mail systems such as

Microsoft Mail and Lotus cc:Mail, and link to groupware tools such as Microsoft Exchange and Lotus

Notes.

Since QuickObjects are ready-made objects that already have code inside, you don't need to write any

code to use these features. With just a few mouse clicks, you can enhance your Centura client/server

application to reach out to customers and colleagues.
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With Centura's Internet Q.uickObjects, you can develop innovative applications like these. Browse Web

pages, converse over chat sessions, or transfer files to remote locations — all from within an

integrated Centura application.

Publish SQL data for widespread yet secure end-user access

Most organizations today have large amounts of valuable data residing in SQL databases. The only

way to access this data is to develop custom applications or use specialized database query and
reporting tools. Although this works well, it assumes that the end-user has the appropriate software
installed.

But what if you want to make that data accessible to users inside your company who do not have that
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Centura goes beyond simple, single inheritance through multiple levels. It uniquely offers powerful

multiple inheritance to permit greater code reuse, and therefore maximizes developer productivity.

Finally, Centura implements an open object model through the support of the OLE and OCX industry
standards. You can easily incorporate into Centura OLE servers and OLE custom controls (OCXs), and

manage them through features like OLE automation and menu merging. This allows you to integrate
Centura with other desktop applications. Centura will also include OLE generation capabilities,

allowing you to convert Centura objects to OLE automation server and OCX objects for use in other

environments. With these OLE capabilities, your investment in Centura is fully protected against

future changes in object technology.

II. The Challenge to Reach Out

Modem businesses are critically dependent on the proper management of information. Most business

processes operate on data to generate, transform or route information among employees, customers,

suppliers, distributors and many others.

Today, business information is a competitive weapon, more so than ever before. Yet, most information
systems inadequately leverage the power of data in their business activities. Now, next generation

client/server technology provides end-users an opportunity to reach out to all people involved in the
activities of the business and thereby better leverage information. By reaching out to customers,

business partners, and others, corporations can improve customer service, enhance operating
efficiencies, reduce the time to make decisions and, most importantly, embrace new business

paradigms, resulting in sustainable competitive advantage.

Interact with others directly from core MIS systems

The Internet and World Wide Web technologies have ignited the imaginations of many. Since the
Internet serves as the world's largest WAN (wide-area network), users can now reach out not just

across their workgroups but across the world.

The possibilities are intriguing, but the questions are many. How will client/server applications
integrate with the Internet to deliver new business benefits? How will present-day application
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application or query tool installed? \Vhat if a customer or business partner outside your organization
needs access to that data? In both cases, installing the application or purchasing a query tool might be

inconvenient or expensive. Since most users in the future will have easy access to a Web browser,

wouldn't it be nice if you could set access privileges that would allow a Web browser to query your

SQL database? You could enhance the value of your SQL data by publishing subsets of it to a wider
audience, without special software requirements.

Another key issue in such a scenario is data security. You can achieve a certain level of security by

encrypting the corporate data that is transmitted over networks outside your organization. You also can

opt to keep your production databases behind the corporate security firewall, then replicate subsets of

data to a smaller database. This smaller database resides outside the firewall and safely publishes data

to the outside world, ensuring that your large corporate databases are totally secure from outside

access.

Requirement: To maximize the utility of data to a large end-user population inside and outside the

corporation, a next-generation system should include easy-to-use data publishing features. Security

should be preserved both in terms of the data transmitted over the network, and in terms of which

databases end users can access.

The Centura product family includes the Web Data Publisher, which allows Web browsers to access

SQL databases easily and securely.

Today, the only way to create an interface between a Web browser and a database is to write a lot of

custom code in the HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and CGI (Common Gateway Interface), both
of which are primitive and difficult technologies.

The Web Data Publisher is an innovative product that dramatically simplifies the publishing of SQL
data to Web users. Today, Web browsers can directly access only Web servers. The Web Data

Publisher integrates Web servers with SQL databases by converting HTML commands into SQL
statements and returning the SQL data in an HTML format, which the Web browser can conveniently

display. By simplifying the interaction between Web clients and SQL databases, Centura gives you the
power to make much better use of existing information and allows you to design innovative new

solutions to meet business needs.

Since data security is of great concern to IS managers, and opening important corporate databases to
Web-based end users poses security risks, Centura allows you to replicate data (using replication

functionality described later) from popular databases like Oracle into a SQLBase database that lives
outside a firewall. By protection your sensitive corporate databases in this manner, you can securely
publish selected corporate data to Web users, building stronger links with customers and business

partners.

Any Web Browser Secure Corporate
Servers

Any
Web

Server

Centura
Web Data Server

Secure

Universal Replication FIREWALL
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The Centura Web Data Publisher offers easy access to all corporate data, no matter which Web

browser you use. Securely publish data from your corporate databases to customers and colleagues in
remote locations.

Extend application usage with secure access by occasional end
users

In addition to the end users who frequently use a set of data or execute an application, most businesses

must accommodate end users who need to access data or execute applications but who are only

occasionally connected to the corporate network.

For example, an employee in a large multilocation company may want occasionally to access the
human resources (HR) database to view his or her vacation log, benefits accrued, and other such
information. If users simply wants to browse such data, the Web Data Publisher solution outlined

above is adequate. However, suppose you want a system that allows employees to update HR data with
recent vacation information or change a contribution amount to the employee stock purchase plan. In

these cases, the employee needs to interact with an application. If the employee and the HR database

reside at the same location, the employee could invoke and execute the appropriate application from
the LAN-based file sever. However, employees at remote locations may not have the application

installed. Instead of requesting the necessary application from the IS organization (and waiting for help

to install it), MIS to help install it, it would be much more efficient to provide the most recent
application version or a subset of it for automatic downloading via the Web. The application could

them be remotely executed over the Internet WAN using the HR database. Such a scenario extends

application usage without increasing the software installation and maintenance for IS.

Requirement: To make corporate applications accessible to a large number of end users, both inside
and outside the traditional corporate network boundaries, a next-generation system should allow

developers to package applications to support occasional users, freeing IS from additional installation
and maintenance chores.

Centura extends application usage to occasional end users with two alternative solutions — (1) by

conversion of Centura applications to Java applets, and (2) by integration with Open Environment
Corporation's Internet launcher technology.

The Java interpreter, licensed from JavaSoft, is built into Centura. The benefit of this is the ability to

convert Centura objects into Java applets — portable self-contained programs that can be invoked by
any Web browser on any platform. This means that even if an occasional end user does not have all the

supporting files required by Centura installed on a workstation, he or she can invoke a Java applet that
resides in a Web server. The applet is downloaded over the Internet and disappears after execution is

complete.
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By integrating a Java engine, Centura will protect your application investment, no matter which way

technologies shift in coming years. Java applet generation offers customers the flexibility to support

occasional end users who can now access business data from any Web browser.

As an alternative, Open Environment Corporation offers Entera Internet Launcher, a product that will

integrate with Centura. Entera Internet Launcher will allow occasional users to download three-tier

Centura applications from a remote Web server and execute them over the Internet. The Entera Internet
Launcher will automatically download to the end user's workstation all the supporting files required to

mn the application. This means that occasional users can readily access Centura applications at a

moment's notice, no matter where they are located.

III. The Challenge to Connect it All

Over the years, most businesses have captured huge amounts of data in various storage systems. And
new data continues to pour in at an even greater pace. Where is this data being stored? Is all of it

accessible? Can it be readily shared? How much flexibility do you have in deploying, accessing and
sharing this data? Can you gain competitive advantage or enhance operating efficiency by
decentralizing data?

Decentralize beyond the corporate perimeter

Traditionally, data has been centralized in a few large databases, much of it at corporate headquarters.

However, the location of data storage is evolving. Since the 1970s we have, for a number of business

reasons, witnessed corporate organizational structures decentralize. Today it is common to find

corporate headquarters operations supplemented by branch offices worldwide. To support this

decentralized structure, data needs to be pushed out beyond headquarters, and all data locations need to

be kept in sync.

More recently, we have witnessed even more data decentralization with the emergence of mobile
workers who take data beyond the traditional corporate perimeter. Even though they may be only
occasionally connected to the branch office or headquarters, these workers want to be part of the
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corporate data mainstream. And they want to user the same applications being used by a employees on

the corporate LAN. For example, the same application that connects to a mainframe database at
headquarters should be usable by the mobile worker on a disconnected laptop running a local mobile

database, which carries a subset of the data on the mainframe.

With data decentralization, data is pushed closer to customers, resulting in greater operating

efficiencies while enhancing customer satisfaction. Better information support means quicker and

better decisions and more customer data funneled back to management for improved policy making.

The organization as a whole can be more responsive to customer needs.

Requirement: To help corporations push data closer to their customers, a next-generation
environment should support data decentralization and heterogeneous replication. Workers at any

location, even those beyond the corporate perimeter, should be able to use the same application and a
consistent set of data, and any data conflicts across locations should be easily resolvable.

Centura Ranger includes universal data replication and allows you to decentralize your data and keep it

synchronized throughout all locations using a publisher-subscriber model. For example, headquarters
might be the publisher to several remote branch office subscribers. Or the branch office might be the

publisher to several mobile worker subscribers. With the convenient publisher-subscriber model, you

can take subsets of your enterprise or departmental data, no matter which vendors database it lives in,
and push it closer to the customer. Your branch offices will now be in sync with headquarters, and

your mobile workers can be in sync with the branch office. Centura Ranger is ideally suited for

integrating mobile systems with corporate systems because of its small footprint, ease of use, and
compatibility with remote access software from third-party vendors. Note that by allowing the

decentralization of data between headquarters, branch office and mobile worker tiers, Centura supports
a 3-tier data architecture to complement support for its 3-tier application architecture discussed earlier.

Headquarters

Centura's Ranger replication technology enables you to manage a decentralized environment with

data integrity. Universal replication to all popular databases is supported. Centura Ranger is also
ideal for enabling mobile computing.

Centura Software Corporation's SQLBase replication solution provides a store-and-forward replication

solution specifically designed to support decentralized data, and allows synchronization to occur when
appropriate. SQLBase replication supports heterogeneous databases and insures data integrity and
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transaction consistency, even when transactions are performed against the same data on two or more

different databases. It is well suited to support mobile or occasionally connected applications that

perform transactions against a compact local database, then synchronize with a central database with

the updates from those transactions, either through a LAN connection (when possible) or through a

messaging service.

A complete solution, SQLBase replication provides point-and-click management and monitoring tools

for easy implementation and administration. In addition, the synchronization process is programmable,

meaning the application developer controls how the process is exposed to - or hidden from - the end

user. The replication functionality is packaged as an OLE custom control (OCX) for ready access from

any other environment that supports OCXs as well.
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You can very easily manage replication with Centura Ranger with an intuitive graphical interface.
Even complex tasks like conflict management are automated through easy graphical setup.

An important concern in any replicated data environment is the integrity of data. Centura Ranger

insures data integrity in two ways. First, Centura Ranger replicates data by transaction, meaning no
data is replicated unless the entire transaction is replicated. Second, Centura Ranger provides
mechanisms to avoid data conflicts (when the same data is updated in more than one location) or to

resolve them if they occur. Conflict management is implement through very easy to use graphical
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^

j facilities. Both automatic and manual conflict resolution techniques are available for maximum
productivity and flexibility.

Integrate diverse databases yet access all their advanced
features

In most organizations today, there is no single storage format for data. Much data resides in modem
relational databases, but even more resides in non-relational legacy systems like VSAM, DataCom,

and others. Quite often, an organization purchases SQL databases from different vendors, resulting in

incompatible data formats.

How can users access all this data without regard to its format? Some applications will need to

simultaneously access multiple databases from the same application. How easy is it to convert an
1 application that has been built against one database to operate against another database? Can you

integrate multiple databases without sacrificing performance or advanced functionality? This is not an
easy task because each vendor's database brand has unique features and is incompatible with other

brands. For example, some databases implement ROWDDs, while others use timestamps. Locking

j models often differ. Differences like these and many others pose a special challenge to developers who

want to access the advanced features of a particular database, and yet maintain application portability.

Requirement: The fractured, multidatabase environment of a typical organization requires that a

next-generation client/server environment integrate with all popular databases, including mainframe

and legacy databases. Applications should be able to access these data sources separately or

concurrently, use all their advanced features, and switch among data sources easily without sacrificing

performance or functionality.

The Centura product line gives you high-performance native connectivity to popular enterprise
databases so you can make the best use of your data. Centura Team Developer includes

high-performance native routers for Oracle, Sybase, Informix, and SQLBase that fully support all
features of each database. These native routers yield higher performance than standards-based

connectivity solutions.

Centura Team Developer also includes ODBC connectivity in those cases where the database vendor
recommends ODBC as the native API. For example, Microsoft has implemented SQL Server's native
API using ODBC — so ODBC is the only way to connect to SQL Server. But in rtiost other cases, the

database vendor recommends the use of a native API, such as OCI for Oracle or CT-UB for Sybase,

rather than ODBC. In such cases, the native API is directly and fully supported.

Unlike other multidatabase solutions that take a "lowest common denominator'" approach, Centura

connectivity supports the "highest common denominator" Each database link is engineered as a

separate router. The specific targeting of each database with custom links ensures maximum

integration. Access to mainframe databases like DB2, and legacy data sources like VSAM, is directly

supported through a companion product, SQLHost.
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Centura Team Developer accesses most popular data sources and supports concurrent data

connections. Now you can build applications that integrate data from all databases in your
organization.

Design databases and develop stored procedures easily

Database design and stored procedure management are both necessary parts of the development
process. Unfortunately, these tasks are not always simple, for the reasons outlined below.

n Implementation differences inherent in different vendors' databases can make designing a
database schema an irksome task. SQL syntax often varies between vendors.

a As database schemas grow larger, keepmg track of the many tables, their columns, and the
relationships among them becomes difficult. You'd like the ability to create — or at least view -
the schema visually to help you understand and maintain it. To do so, you need data modeling
facilities.

Wouldn't it be nice if you could use a intuitive graphical interface to create the database schema in any
database with a consistent approach? With database schema increasing in complexity, a simple
interface is becoming a necessity, not a nicety.

D In the same way that database SQL syntax or locking models differ, stored procedure
implementations vary widely from database to database. For example, Oracle's language for

stored procedures is PL/SQL, while Sybase's is Transact SQL. The capabilities of databases to
manage stored procedure results varies. The syntax of the function call from most programming

languages that provide stored procedure access varies between databases. Can you invoke these

stored procedures without learning all the proprietary function call syntax each database
requires?

D Finally, the tools provided by most database vendors for creating and managing stored
procedures are not only incompatible, but also hard to use.

Wouldn't it be nice to have an easy and consistent user interface for creating, browsing, and managing

stored procedures in all popular databases?

As stored procedures are increasingly used in client/server development, especially for larger
applications, advanced facilities for stored procedure management are not simply nice to have, they're

essential to the development process.
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Requirement: Based on the problems described above, a next-generation environment should have

consistent and easy facilities to create, visualize, and document database schemas, and to manage

stored procedures in popular databases.

To help developers work with all database schemas, whether simple or complex, Centura includes
easy-to-use schema management functionality. Centura's Database Explorer allows you to browse,

create, or modify database objects such as tables, views, and indexes. Since it is based on an intuitive

"explorer" metaphor, it makes navigating database structure very easy. It also includes full data

preview capabilities for quickly reviewing database content. The Database Explorer works with all

popular data sources in the same easy and consistent manner.
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The Database Explorer allows you easily and consistently manage any database schema. Create and
maintain database objects without tedious SQL programming.

When developing large applications, database schemas often become complex due to a proliferation of
database tables and associated relationships. Centura's Data Model Viewer helps you manage

large-scale schemas. It allows you to reverse engineer the database schema into a ER (entity
relationship) layout. The ER layout visually represents entities (tables), their attributes (columns), and
relationships (primary/foreign key links). By using a structured notation and graphical representation,
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the Data Model Viewer lets you abstract the complexity of your database schema into a more easily
comprehensible format. It is particular useful to maintain schemas created by others. It also serves as

an excellent documentation tool. Overall, the Data Model Viewer helps you easily manage much larger

database schemas than you could using manual techniques.

To manage stored procedures in any vendor's database, Centura's multidatabase stored procedure

manager offers some unique functionality. It allows you to browse, edit, create, compile and debug

stored procedures in popular databases using a consistent and attractive user interface. Once you have

fully developed a stored procedure, Centura Team Developer offers a highly productive way to

integrate it into applications. It includes QuickObjects for stored procedure access, which allow you to

invoke stored procedures and display results without writing any code.

For example, you can create a pushbutton to automatically fire off a stored procedure and display the
retrieved data set in a tablewindow graphical object. This unique capability works in the same easy and

consistent way across popular databases, and is a huge productivity enhancing factor. Now even novice
developers can integrate stored procedures into their Centura applications with just a few mouse clicks.
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Stored Procedure

Centura's stored procedure manager greatly simplifies the development and maintenance of stored

procedures. It lets you work with many popular databases with ease and consistency, and thus

enhances your productivity.

Conclusion
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To build larger and more strategic information systems, businesses require more powerful, scalable,

and flexible client/server technology. The next generation of client/server must vault past the
limitations of the first generation, but without sacrificing Hrst-generation merits. Next-generation

client/server should be within your reach.

Key objectives for next-generation client/server include the ability create scalable applications without

sacrificing ease or team productivity, to move beyond traditional corporate networks to embrace the

Internet, and to unite disparate databases and integrate mobile users in your decentralized enterprise.

The Centura product line offers next-generation client/server capabilities without sacrificing the merits

of first generation products that customers liked most. The power, scalability, and richness of Centura
is within the reach of most customers because it is easy to use with an intuidve graphical user

interface, a small footprint, open architecture, backward compatibility, and broad-based community

support from third-party vendors. A flexible architecture underlies Centura to ensure that your

applications will last into the next century, regardless of shifts in underlying technologies.

Centura lets you scale up, reach out, and connect it all.

Copyright 1996 Gupta Corporation. Our products are protected by international trademark law.

Last updated 12 February 1996
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^ODUCTION/SCOPE

his aim of the 'SHUFIS Draft Design Document' is to provide the client group with a base
document from which the final design document will be produced. It is hoped that this document
will stimulate discussion and involvement of the client group, and that all design issues can be
resolved prior to the production of the final document.

Please view this document and inform the SIRFES team of changes that are necessary to properly

incorporate your organisations needs into the SIRPIS database. These changes, big or small, are

necessary during THIS STAGE, THE DESIGN STAGE OF THE PROJECT CYCLE AND NOT
DURING THE DEVELOPMENT STAGE. Therefore we hope to have all changes compiled
within a month of clients receiving the document. The 'Final Design Document' will be

distributed soon after.

When referring to the design we are mainly interested in the database design and this is the main
focus of this document. The design of the screens for the system will only be touched on in this
document to give an indication of the possibilities. The programming tools we are using make

an integrative prototyping approach to screen design much more effective. We intend to evolve

the screen design through a consultative process with the client group.

Once the final design document has been produced the database design will be signed off. If
members of the client group wish to make changes or enhancements after this time, such requests

will have to be treated on a case by case basis. It therefore is very important that each member

of the client group review this document carefully, in particular paying close attention to the
modules which are of interest to their organisation.

In the design process and in this document we have used FORML (Formal Object Role
Modelling Language) for data modelling. FORML is briefly explained in the next section. The
main advantage of FORML is that it maps plain English statements to a data model. The use of
normal language makes it easier for users to check the validity of the model. These statements

(facts) are all listed in Appendix 1. We suggest that after reviewing the summary for each
module, that you refer to Appendix 1 to review the facts associated with that module.

We need your feedback.
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EXPLANATION OF CONCEPTUAL MODELLING

The aim of producing a conceptual model, is to model the structure of the SIRFIS database to be
issued in each State/Temtory. Asymmetrix's InfoModeler was used to draw the SIRFIS

conceptual model. InfoModeler uses the Formal Object Role Modelling Language (FORML).
The following explanatory diagrams display and describes the use of predicates and entities.

LocatlonName

. LocatlonDescrlptlon

has

Figure 1: An explanatory conceptual model of Location using FORML

The above conceptual model of the Location look up table offers grammatic and graphical
analysis. Examples of grammatic analysis include 'Location with ID has LocationName'. An

explanation of the graphical analysis requires the definition of the graphical items used in the
model. Location is an object, and is normally represented by a single lined ellipse. However in

this case the double lines mean that the Location is used in another diagram within the same

model. LocationName and LocationDescription are attributes linked to the Location object, and

therefore the ellipses are dotted. Each object must link to another object or an attribute through

a predicate. The predicate consists at least one rectangular box called a role, and lines linking

the roles to the objects/attributes.

Constraints can also be applied to the roles by adding a variety of constraints onto the predicates.

In Figure 1 we can derive that Location must have a LocationName because of the dot placed on

the left side of that relationships predicate. The arrows on the left role of all the predicates shown

in Figure 1, constrain each occurrence of Location(id) to be unique. The 'I' constraint attached

to the CategoryName role indicates that a non-unique index is to be applied to that attribute. 'P's

can be used with these constraints to indicate primary keys.

Figure 1 only gives examples of one type of uniqueness constraint, that being many to one

(LocationID can not repeat but the LocationName, and LocationDescription). Figure 2 provides

more examples of the different types of uniqueness. The relationship between PersonID and

Club is many to many as instances can repeat in both columns, but the combinations of values

from both columns can not repeat. The example reinforces this, as many Persons be members

of the one Club. Another possibility is that many Clubs enlist the one person. The relationship

between Club and Description is one to one in that a Clubff) can not repeat and the Description

of the Club should never repeat also. Ensure you understand these uniqueness constraints before

viewing the SIRFIS conceptual schemas.
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J;he four roles shown in Figure 2, are example of how those roles (columns) could be

jopulated. Note the columns where repeating values can and can not repeat, as assigned by the

uniqueness constraints.

Subset, frequency, equality and other constraints can be applied to conceptual models and give

greater depth to the models. These constraints will not be explained in this document, however

for further explanation of the conceptual models listed below, please do not hesitate to contact

the SIRNS team.

Member of/ enlists

Examples: 111 111 1
222222 2
333333 2

-*-*-

Description ..'

has / of

Examples: 1
2

East Brisbane Fishing Club

West Cairns Fsihing Club

Figure 2: A conceptual model with different uniqueness constraints.

Figure 1 would map to the logical format shown below:

LocationfLocationID. LocationName, LocationDescripdon)

The table Location has primary key LocationH), mandatory field LocationName, and the
LocationDescription field. A non unique index would also be created on the field
LocationName.

Figure 2 would map to th@4ogicalformat shown below:

/ PersonCompanyfPersonID.CompanyID)
JCompanyfCompanyID .Description)

The many to many relationship between Person and Company leads to the concatenated key in
the PersonCompany table.
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DESIGN OVERVIEW

In the Requirements Document the project was split into the following modules:-

>• Meta Data

- Security
>• Charter

- Club Data
> Surveys

> Tagging
> Licencing

As the analysis and design phase of the project has proceeded this breakdown of modules has

evolved. The Charter, Club Data and parts of the Survey module have been found to contain

similarities in the type and structure of their data. They all fit a structure of Operation/Catch. An

operation being an event or action (eg. a days fishing, a fishing competition, etc). The data

describing an operation includes information such as: when, where, who, effort measures and

environmental factors. A catch is, as you would expect, details of the catch resulting from an

operation.

The revised SIRFIS modules will be as shown below in Figure 3.

:CURITY

1 r/ • \ I 3

7^SS©B^3€3

a-aoEs^cas^ca

samvsY
pERSoay

CORRESF»ONDANC
OPERATION/CATCH »-'

Figure 3: The Modules that form the SIRFIS
database.
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MODULE DESCRIPTIONS

Each module will be given an overview, this will then be followed by the conceptual schema and
a breakdown of the conceptual schema. Each conceptual schema maps to logical tables which
are displayed in Appendix 3 (pink) as the Tables Report. Individual facts are elaborated on in
Appendix 1. Some object>involve the use of codes. Most of these codes will be assigned a set
of standard values, which can also be viewed in Appendix 4 (white).
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Security Module
CO\\ee\»o<\-

The security module will provide a standardj|access control for SDtFIS. Users can be assigned
to differing security levels within each medriie. A user can therefore be limited to access only
certain coiled-ionand within each those Lo\\c.c^on? access may be limited to certain level of

functionality. This module, shown in Figure 4 below, will also handle logging in to the database.

Ml
.'Enabled ;

T'.Oescnpfon

has local password

Figure 4: Conceptual Schema of the Security module.

Several new concepts are used in the Security Module's conceptual schema. The first of those

being the range displayed above the 'Enabled' object. This simply means that only 'Y' or *N
values can exist within that object. Numeric ranges can be shown using these brackets.

Secondly a dotted arrow links the 'has* and 'has local password' roles attached to the Login(id)
object. This equality constraint explicidy requires that you must record a local password when

you record a general password.

A screen layout based on this schema can be found in the 'Security Maintenance Screen Layout'

section of this document.

<^L^^ Ws "^ w "'"^^ 0^

(^ co\{c^o^- OL^"-
^ v^o\- o^ ^-°

.t^

J.^
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Meta Data Module

^ The Meta Data Module will be used to store information about the data sets held in the SIRFIS
rlatflhasft ,^p^,,,(1fl^.R^i<;.rftfp.rrp^",to»aa^a^<r^11p^inn»tnfcriatfl?-anrftfn»^W^^

j, ^iBBUeetienldrliRformation stored about the collection will include such things as the temporal and
spafcyfl constramts of the data set, the collection method used, the person responsible for the data,
any limitations of the ^at^, etC. This module will also be able store final reports and analyses
which have been condi^fcpfl on the data. Fundamentally any text or word proc6ssing file will be
able to be stored in th|s

\ facility to allow user toj

^

/
fs module. The module, shown in Figure 5, will incorporate a search

identify data sets that meet their requirements.

^ ( v̂\^\

V\o CO\\<^0 ^~ ^
\ic-<^c^e> ^°<

V.^ o.-^ ^ w

^ c^.ff-^-^

^«

OLCLC.C-'S^^
\«s a <.< c-o\v<-<^-\<
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xvlil^mmi

yiiicf > \ \ »«jiiw^

'.C(«miw)»

-, CtHltlllt

.'iDt>a»tni

Hlfll

Figure 5: The Conceptual representation of the Meta Data Module
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Tagging Module

This module will store infomiation on scientific recreational tagging programs and on tag returns.
The aim of the module is to track the tag from issue through to return and record all associated
infohnadon. This module does not use the operation, Catch or Release modules which arc shared
by other modules such as Club Data, Charter Vessel and Field Survey modules. Figure 6 shows
the conceptual schema. Note the nested object TagEvent' formed by objectifying the Tag and
Event roles. Other roles can be attached to the new nested object. The Tag and Event object
therefore make a key.

•fswsm

fcdTlN

'biri

kulil

Figure 6: The Tagging Module's Conceptual Schema featuring the TagEvent nested object.
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Licencing Module - (^* Co \\^6^ ^ ^ r\o^-

This module wUl be designed to allow information on both individual fishing licences and gear
licences to be maintained. The licence may be defined and attached to thej^u_and/or to the
individual fishermanto suit the requirements of the particular fishery. JSfoaUowance' has been

giaa®i^nclu<3i'w^ntegratewifli"any receipting functions, however ttu^cou)jcl,b^i done if there •
Ci'Ml.Besd?* \Figure 7 illustrates the conceptual schema.

^ ^^>'
0'^

; NonSldCwd
/ RtanilDile

Figure 7: The Licencing Module's conceptual Schema featuring the Licence and Gear nested

objects. Licences can be issued against a fisher, gear or both.
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Survey Module

The survey module will be for anecdotal surveys, such as phone surveys. As surveys of this type

need to be totally flexible we have decided to provide a facility to aid the user in the construction
of survey forms. The user will be able to construct questions or select from previously

constructed questions, and order them into a survey. The product of this process will be both data

input screens and printed forms as required. It is intended to use wizards to aid in the

construcdon of the questions and surveys. The on-line survey form will not only be used for data

entry but also as the primary interface for querying the data.

To provide a common structure for a question, we have decided that a survey question is made

is made up of 2 basic parts. The first is the text of the question itself and the second is a table or
spreadsheet like structure for accepting the answer. In questions requesting just a single piece of

information, such as:

What is your age?

the answer structure will be a table of 1 row and 1 column.

If the question was:

In which age bracket do you fall 1-10 _
10-20
20-30
30-50
I'd rather not say _ :

then the answer stmcture will be a table of 5 rows and 1 column.

If the question was:

Please supply the number in each age group, both male and female

MALE FEMALE
0-15 _ _
16-30 _ _

30-100 _ _

then the answer structure will be a table of more than 3 rows and 2 columns.

Each column or row can have a heading (eg. MALE, 0-15) and also has a mechanism to change

the flow of the form depending on the answer given (eg. If 'no' go to question 5).

As each question is constructed a table to hold the answers for that question will be dynamically
created in the database. Because of this there are no object or relationships in the conceptual

model showing how the answers will be stored. However the name of a dynamically created table

will be based on the associated question and the expected stmcture for each table will be
Answerld, Questionld, RowNr, col 1 value [,col x value].
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Figure 8 shows the Conceptual Schema which stores Questions, Valid Answers, and Interviews

against a Collection (survey).
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Figure 8: The (Anecdotal) Survey Module Conceptual Schema
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Operation/Catch Modules

The Operation/Catch Modules can be broken down to lower levels within the database. While

the end user will not see this difference (hence the one 'Operation/Catch' level illustrated in

Figure 9) the difference on the application/database level is described below, against each
Module individually. The modules that form the Operation/Catch entity are Operation, Catch,

Release and Club Data.

Operation (Effort) Module

It is expected that this module will accommodate data from charter logbooks, fishing logbooks,

club records, aerial surveys and field surveys. This module will handle all data related to a

fishing operation (effort). It will be configurable and extensible. For example, standard effort
measures, such as 'number of lines' will be defined and can be selected as a data entry field by

the user. The user can also define non-standard effort measures such as 'cartons drunk' and

include that as a data field.

This module has very close links with the Catch and Release modules mentioned below. Figure

9 illustrates the relationship of the Operation/Catch/Release modules in a hierarchical layout.
Understanding this diagram should certainly assist in an overall understanding of the SIRFIS
database structure.

Collection

v>
DataSuppUerName:

; SurveyGollector';

; Qub/Rshs^Boat' "<-

QperationType:

Parent Qperatk

11
Operation

^ (Effort),

(QubTrip,
GharteriBoatTrip
ReldSurveyTrip)

ion. that can

^ hd-oen down those being

^lubRsherOperadon,

3iaiterBoatOpemdon,

ieldSurve^Observadon

|ddSurveyO(s^atiCTi)

Catch Numeric Codes String Release

Codes (Abbreviated) Codes

Note: Ths Tagging and Survey Modules do not use the C^eradcn Definidon or any
child definitions.

Figure 9: The Hierarchical perspective of the Master-DetaiI relationships within the
Operation/Catch Module, including the iterative aspect of the Operation table.
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The concept of an operation is much the same as AFMA's Australian Fishing Zone Information

System (AFZIS) database, however it has been has been broadened slightly by allowing
operations to include other operations. For example, when a fishing club go on a trip, the trip can

be recorded as an operation, and the effort details of each fisher on the trip can also be recorded

as operations with each referring to the trip as the master operation. Each operation is to be

declared as an operation type, those master operation types being ClubTrip, CharterBoatTrip and
FieldSurveyTrip and detail operation types being ClubFishingOperation, CharterBoatOperation
, FieldSurveyObservation and FieldSurveyOperation. You may add more Operation Types to the

database if necessary.

The Operation table primary key (CollectionID + OperationID) will be generated by the system.
The join between the Operation table and the Catch, Release, NumericCodes, StringCodes, and
Codes tables involve this key as Operation is the master in the relationship.

While Operation is master to the Catch, Release, NumericCodes, StringCodes and Codes tables,
it also allows a parent-child relationship within itself. If the ParentOperationE) contains a value,
then the row in mention is a child of the Operation row identified by that OperationID. Examples
of this iterative relationship include:

»• many Field Survey Observations can be made during one Field Survey Trip Operation

*• many Field Survey Operations can be observed during one Field Survey Operation

> many CharterBoat Operations can be performed during one Charter Boat Trip Operation

*• many Club Fisher Operations can be performed during one Club Trip Operation

>• many miscellaneous type Operations can be performed during one miscellaneous type

Trip Operation

From this explanation we can conclude that the operation table is generic enough to contain Field

Surveys, any logbook information and Club data. However it is not generic enough to contain

Tagging or anecdotal Sur/ey data.

Any valid code can be kept against an operation. However these valid codes can be of different

data types and therefore three tables are used to attach codes to an operation, which are:.

» the OpCode Values table stores abbreviated alphabetic codes against an operation

>• the OpNumeric Values table stores numeric codes and associated quantities

>• the OpStringValue table stores codes for text strings stored against an operation

The Operation Module's Conceptual Schema can be viewed in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The Operation Module's Conceptual Schema which incoqwrates logbook, club data

and Field Survey (not Anecdotal Survey) information collection.

^0
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Catch Module (Catch)

The relationship the Catch table has with the Operation table has been discussed above in the
'Operation Module' section. If catch is obtained during an operation, it is stored in the catch

table and joined to the operation table. This is a one to many relationship as many species can
be caught during the one operation. If no catch was obtained then no related catch record will
be kept. Figure 11 shows the Catch Module.

Note that only catch that is kept is stored in this table. Any released catch is stored in the Release
table (see below). Tt^prefore if analysis was required onjiarvested then only the data from this
Catch table would be analysed.

^ ,„„„„„„ ,—.,.,—-„ ^.

CommonNane

•'.Group •

has/ol

Figure 11: The Catch Module and its Conceptual representation. The key is formed by
appending SpeciesCode and WeightType to the associated Operation row's key.
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Release Module (Release)

The relationship the Release table has with the Operation table has been documented above in
the 'Operation Module' section. If catch is obtained during an operation and is released (during

that same operation), it is stored in the Release table, joined to the operation table. This is a one

to many relationship as many species can be released during the one operation for different

reasons. This relationship can be noted in Figure 12 below. If no releases occurred then no

related release record will be kept.

Note that records of fish that are released are kept in the Release table only, and not in both the

Catch table and Release table. This would lead to duplication of catch and effort. Therefore if

analysis was required on fishers catch per unit of effort, then data in the Release table and the

Catch table would have to be aggregated.

.Q .> i \ ,.w76^J^<^^-

ReleasedNn

of/has

of/has

Figure 12: The Release Module Conceptual Schema, is of a similar nature to the Catch Module,

especially in terms of the keys definition.

Standard ReleaseCodes to be used in the database include Tagged, Undersized, BagLimit,

Suq)lus and PreservationOfStocks. See the Standard Codes in Appendix 4 (white pages).
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Person Module

This module is used to store information about individuals. This could include their addresses
and their relationships with any organisations, such as fishing clubs. Catch of the individual
fishers (and club) is then'linked to catch and effort information stored in the Operation and
associated tables. Figure 13 illustrates the conceptual link between a person, a fisher, a club and
any catch associated to a club and/or fisher.

.' First.Nanit .•

Suinane

PhoneKo

•.' AddfeHlinel

•.' Addiesslinei

icpresentedby/wnlactfoj

ClubPeison

has/ol
has/ol

,' PostCodo i

Figure 13: The Conceptual representation of the Person Module and the links a person has with
Clubs and catch/effort.

- ( ?
GU^- ^ r^u^^ <
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Correspondence Control Module

This module is used to provide a record of what correspondence is sent to which people and
which organisations. This correspondence may include logbooks, anecdotal surveys, tags,

tagging forms or any form or document that belongs to a Collection of infonnation. Most of
these dispatched items are returned for information gathering reasons, and therefore tabs can be
kept on whether a survey or logbook has been returned on time or at all. In summary this module

records what is sent to who, when it was sent, by whom it was sent, when part or all of the item

was returned and when that part was received. Figure 14 shows the Conceptual Schema of the

Correspondence Module.

; SerialNumber+

,' FirstPageNot .'

Figure 14: The Conceptual Schema of the Correspondence Module, which shows
correspondence sent and received. .
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DATA DICTIONARY

This data dictionary has been derived from the conceptual models listed above. Three of the four
Appendices form the data dictionary, those being:

> Appendix 1 (Green): Fact reports which describe each relationship contained in the
STKFIS database.

>• Appendix 2 (Yellow): Object descriptions give detailed descriptions of each
object/attribute within the SDRHS database.

> Appendix 3 (Pink): Logical Model showing all tables within the SIRFIS database.

These appendices can be used when viewing the Conceptual Schemas to aid understanding. The

Object descriptions are especially useful for giving an idea of data type, and also offer a
description of each object.

STANDARD CODES

The standard codes section found in Appendix 4 describes the codes that will be issued with the
database and associated applications. Your organisation may add codes to this list, however

these codes have been derived from all documentation compiled by the SIRNS team with the
intention of canvassing all codes that will be possibly used. If all clients are using these standard
codes, this will add to the effectiveness of a standard database.
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EXAMPLE SCREEN LAYOUTS

The following screen layouts are based on the draft data dictionary. The screens can be used to

aid the understanding of both the conceptual and logical models previously mentioned. Three

screens are shown. The first relates to the security module, which is one of the ea3iest modules

to follow conceptually. The others relate to the Licensing module. For each screen illustrated,

details are discussed below.

Security Maintenance Screen Layout

This screen, illustrated in Figure 15, is used to set the permissions for each user against each

module in the database. A drop down list of existing users is presented on activating the UserID

dropbox. Alternatively, a new user can be entered into this.field., Once the UserDD field is

populated, then the user details will also populate pr can be added in the case of a new user. The

user can be enabled or disabled in a click of a button. Security levels for different modules can

be adjusted in the table field at the bottom of the screen. Typical security levels are Data Entry,
Data Retrieval, Administrator and Head Administrator. For example a data entry person would

have permissions such as those shown in Table 1. Note that this screen is based on the

conceptual schema titled 'Security'.

Club Data

Tagging

Correspondence Control

Correspondence Control

Data Entry

Data Entry

Data Entry

Data Retrieval

Table 1: An example of Security permissions for a typical user.
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Figure 15: The Security Maintenance screen allows

user permissions to be set against each module in

the database.

The only entity not shown in the above screen that is presented in the Security module of the

conceptual schema, is the password. Passwords can only be cleared in another screen that is only

used by the Head Administrator.

Licence Type Maintenance Screen Layout

Figure 16 shows the Licence Type Maintenance screen, which is used to maintain licences types

(not individual licences) that your organisation may issue. Upon choosing an existing licence

type using the Licence Type dropbox, all other fields will be populated with the current details,
which can then be amended. New types of licence can be added in this screen also. For each

Licence Type, there is a description, a flag indicating whether Expiry Date is the same as

Renewal Date, conditions and endorsements that apply to all licence holders of the particular

licence. The fields on this screen relate directly to the conceptual schema titled 'Licence', which

can be viewed in the document above.
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Figure 16: The Licence Type Maintenance screen is used to maintain the different type of

licences that your organisation may issue. Standard conditions and endorsements can be attached

to a licence here.

Licence Maintenance Screen Layout

The Licence Maintenance screen, shown in Figure x below, is where all individual licences are

added, modified and deleted. As with all screens illustrated in this document, the link between

the screen and the conceptual schema should be noted. A licence can only be of a licence type.

added using the Licence Type Maintenance screen. If a new licence type is added in the Licence

Maintenance screen (that is it is not listed in the Licence Type dropbox), then the Licence Type

Maintenance screen will be loaded. Else an existing licence can be chosen from the Licence

Type dropbox. An existing licence number can be chosen, or a new licence number .added and

the appropriate details can be added or updated.
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Figure 16: The Licence Maintenance Screen is used to maintain individual licences.

These details include the issue, renewal and expiry dates for the licence. If the 'For this Licence

Type Renewal Date = Expiry Date' checkbox was ticked in the 'Licence Type Maintenance'

screen when setting up the licence type being entered, then once the renewal date was entered,

the expiry date would automatically populate with the same date as the renewal date.

From the information gathered by the SIRFIS team, licences are issued against people, gear or

potentially both. Therefore the owner and gear tabs allow the user to enter the owners and/or

gears details the licence was issued against. Similarly, a list of endorsements (normally a fishery

and/or location related restriction) and standard conditions are listed in two table fields. For new

licences, these tables would populate with the default endorsements and standard conditions for

that licence type. The user could then add or delete any of these standard endorsements and

conditions. This should rarely happen depending on how a licence type is defined within your

organisation, but that flexibility is provided for.
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Finally any non standard conditions can be added/modified using the Licence Maintenance
screen. This field is used to add conditions that typically would not be applied to another licence.
This allows for a range of non standard conditions that may arise due to any kind of
circumstance.
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DOCUMENTATION PLAN

All user aspects of the SHUFIS database will be documented in the User Manual. This manual
will be deployed with the database and applications. The major sections of the User Manual will
be General Introduction and Explanation, Data Entry for each module, Data Retrieval for each
module, Troubleshooting Section, Administration of the SERFIS database and Security of the
SIRFIS database. All sections will use diagramming extensively to aid understanding. On line
help will provided with the software also.

The information that your local database administrator requires will be provided in the final
version of this document, the Design Document. Any updates to this document after it's original

distribution will be distributed closer to the time of deployment.

DEPLOYMENT PLAN

Your feedback would be appreciated as to which modules should be completed the earliest, and
as to if you would prefer module by module implementation or the whole SIRFIS database in one
hit. We will weight up the priorities of all our clients and develop the modules accordingly.



Table Report

Address

Primary Key

Address integer, mandatory

Pag

Field(s)

PhoneNr

Suburb

AddressLinel

AddressLine2

PostCode

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

PersonAddress
ClubAddress

varchar 12, optional
Fact:

'Address has PhoneNr" on model-page 2

varchar 20, optional
Foreign Key To:

Suburb
Fact:

'Address has Suburb" on model-page 2

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

'Address has AddressLinel" on model-page 2

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

'Address has AddressLineS" on model-page 2

smallint, optional
Fact:

'Address has PostCode' on model-page 2

Field(s)

Address
Address

Relationship

1:m
1:m
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Catch

Primary Key

Collection

Operationld

Catchld

Pac

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

integer, mandatory

Field(s)

WeightType

Species

SpeciesMaxLength

SpeciesMaxWt

SpeciesNr

SpeciesWt

TargetSpeciesFlag

Gender

varchaMO, optional
Fact:

"Catch has WeightType" on model-page 9

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species
Fact:

"Catch has Species" on model-page 9

integer, optional
Fact:

"Catch has SpeciesMaxLength" on model-page 9

float, optional
Fact:

"Catch has SpeciesMaxWt' on model-page 9

integer, optional
Fact:

"Catch has SpeciesNr" on model-page 9

float, optional
Fact:

"Catch has SpeciesWt" on model-page 9

char 2, optional
Rule:

IN ("Y", "N")

Fact:
"TargetSpeciesFlag of Catch' on model-page 9

varchar 6, optional
Fact:

"Catch has Gender" on model-page 9

Rule

([SpeciesNr] IS NOT NULL OR [SpeciesWt] IS NOT NULL )
/*At least one of [SpeciesNr],[SpeciesWt] must contain a value.*/
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ClubAddress

Primary Key

Organisation integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Organisation

AddressType varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

Address integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Address
Fact:

"Organisation has AddressType of Address" on model-page 2
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ClubOpSpecies

Primary Key

Organisation

Collection

Operation Id

Species

Pag.

integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Organisation

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species

Field(s)

MinimumSize

MaximumSize

BagLimit

float, optional
Fact:

"ClubOperationSpecies has MinimumSize' on model-page 2

float, optional
Fact:

'ClubOperationSpecies has MaximumSize' on model-page 2

integer, optional
Fact:

'ClubOperationSpecies has BagLimit'1 on model-page 2
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CodeValueLookup

Primary Key

CodeValueCode varchar 20, mandatory

CodeValue varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

Description varchar 50, mandatory
Fact:

'CodeValueCode with Code Value has Description" on model-page 8
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Collection

Primary Key

Collection varchar 10, mandatory

Page

Field(s)

CollectionType

CotlectionDesc

Person

StartDate

EndDate

Region

Heading

DefaultLocationTyp

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

CollectionPaper
CollectionFishery
LoginSecurityLevel
FrameConfig
Tag Eve nt
Taglssue
CollectionQuestion
Operation
Dispatchedltem

character 10, mandatory
Fact:

"Collection is of CollectionType'on model-page 1

varchar 200, optional
Fact:

"Collection has CollectionDesc' on model-page 1

varchar 25, optional
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

"Collection owned by Person' on model-page 1

date, optional
Fact:

"Collection has StartDate" on model-page 1

date, optional
Fact:

"Collection has EndDate" on model-page 1

varchar 30, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Region
Fact:

"Collection covers Region" on model-page 1

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

"Collection has Heading" on model-page 1

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

"Collection has DefaultiocationType" on model-page 11

Field(s)

Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection
Collection

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1;m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
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ColIectionFishery

Primary Key

Collection varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Fishery varchar 10, mandatory

3:02:32 PM-06/12
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Collection Paper

Primary Key

Collection varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Paper char 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Paper

3:02:32 PM-06/12,
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CollectionQuestion

Primary Key

Question

Collection

Page

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Question

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Field(s)

QuestionNr

AnswerTable

Secondary Indexes

CollectionQuestionldx2

smallint, mandatory
Fact:

'CollectionQuestion has QuestionNr" on model-page 4

varchar 20, mandatory
Fact:

"CollectionQuestion answers in table AnswerTable' on model-page 4

Simple alternate unique index over:
AnswerTable
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Table Report Page

CoIlectionSpecies

Primary Key

Config varchar 10, mandatory

Frame varchar 30, mandatory

Species varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species

Field(s)

DisplayOrder smallint, optional
Fact:

'CollectionSpecies has DisplayOrder" on model-page 11
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Dispatchedltem

Primary Key

SerialNr

Collection

Page

long, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Field(s)

Datelssued

Person

Login

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

PageReturn

date, optional
Fact:

'Dispatchedltem sent on Datelssued" on model-page 7

varchar 25, optional
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

'Dispatchedltem sent to Person' on model-page 7

varchar 12, optional
Foreign Key To:

Login
Fact:

'Dispatchedltem sent by Login' on model-page 7

Field(s)

SerialNr
Collection

Relationship

1:m
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FieldNameConfig

Primary Key

FieldName

Config

varchar 30, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory

Page

Field(s)

Visible

TextLabel

CodeName

FieldType

ScreenPosition

char 1, mandatory
Fact:

'FieldNameConfig is Visible" on model-page 11

varchar 30, mandatory
Fact:

"FieldNameConfig has TextLabel" on model-page 11

varchar 30, mandatory
Fact:

"FieldNameConfig has CodeName' on model-page 11

varchar 10, mandatory
Rule:

IN ("number", "string", "code")
Fact:

"FieldNameConfig has FieldType" on model-page 11

integer, mandatory
Fact:

"FieldNameConfig has ScreenPosition" on model-page 11
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FrameConfig

Primary Key

Collection varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Config varchar 10, mandatory

Frame varchar 30, mandatory
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Gear

Primary Key

Gearld

GearType

Page

char 10, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

Fisher

LicenceNr

LicenceType

Quantity

varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

"Gear owned by Fisher" on model-page 5

char 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Licence
Fact:

'Licence for Gear" on model-page 5

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Licence
Fact:

"Licence for Gear" on model-page 5

float, optional
Fact:

"Gear has Quantity" on model-page 5
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J»

Interview

Primary Key

Person varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person

lnterviewdntrvw_Dt datetime, mandatory

Field(s)

Interviewer char 20, optional
Fact:

"Interview by Interviewer" on model-page 4

Incident Foreign Keys

Table Field(s) Relationship

InterviewAnswers Person 1 :m
lnterviewdntrvw_Dt
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InterviewAnswers

Primary Key

Person varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Interview

lnterviewdntrvw_Dt datetime, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Interview

Question longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Question

Answer longinteger, mandatory

ColO smallint, mandatory

3:02:34 PM- 06/121
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Licence

Primary Key

LicenceNr

LicenceType

Page

char 10, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

LicenceType

Field(s)

Fisher

ExpiryDate

Datelssued

ConditionType

Renewal Date

NonStdCond

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

LicenceEndorsement

Gear

varchar 25, optional
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

'Licence owned by Fisher" on model-page 5

date, mandatory
Fact:

'Licence has ExpiryDate" on model-page 5

date, mandatory
Fact:

"Licence has Datelssued" on model-page 5

varchar 3, optional
Fact:

'Licence limited by ConditionType' on model-page 5

date, optional
Fact:

'Licence has RenewaSDate" on model-page 5

varchar 200, optional
Fact:

'NonStdCond of Licence" on model-page 5

Field(s)

LicenceNr
LicenceType
LicenceNr
LicenceType

Relationship

1:m

1:m
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LicenceEndorsement

Primary Key

LicenceNr char 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Licence

LicenceType varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Licence

Endorsement varchar 5, mandatory
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LicenceType

Primary Key

LicenceType

Page

varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

ConditionType

ExpiryDateFlag

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

Licence

varchar 3, optional
Fact:

'LicenceType has ConditionType' on model-page 5

char 2, optional
Fact:

'LicenceType has ExpiryDateFlag" on model-page 5

Field(s)

LicenceType

Relationship

1:m
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LocationDefinition

Primary Key

Location

LocationType

varchar 20, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory

Page

Field(s)

Latitude

Longitude

Description

PositionPrecision

double precision, optional
Fact:

'LocationDefinitlon has Latitude' on model-page 3

double precision, optional
Fact:

'LocationDefinition has Longitude' on model-page 3

varchar 50, optional
Fact:

'LocationDefinition has Description' on model-page 3

float, optional
Fact:

'LocationDefinition has PositionPrecision" on model-page 3
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Login

Primary Key

Login

Page

varchar 12, mandatory

Field(s)

Password

Person

Enabled

Secondary Indexes

Loginldx2

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

LoginSecurityLevel
Operation
Dispatchedltem

smallint, optional
Fact:

'Login has Password" on model-page 6

varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

'Login is Person" on model-page 6

varchar 1, optional
Rule:

IN ("Y", "N")

Fact:
"Login is or is not Enabled" on model-page 6

Simple alternate unique index over:
Person

Field(s)

Login
Login
Login

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
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LoginSecurityLevel

Primary Key

Login varchar 12, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Login

Collection varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

Field(s)

SecurityLevel smallint, mandatory
Fact:

'Login can access Collection at Secun'tyLevel" on model-page 6
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NextQuestion

Primary Key

Question longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

QuestionColumn

Column smallint, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

QuestionColumn

AnswerValue varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

QuestionNr smallint, mandatory
Fact:

"QuestionColumn when answer is QuestionNr has next AnswerValue" on
model-page 4
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NumericValueCode

Primary Key

NumericValueCode

Page

varchar 20, mandatory

Field(s)

MaxValue

MinValue

Description

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

OpNumericValues

integer, optional
Fact:

'NumericValueCode has MaxValue" on model-page 8

integer, optional
Fact:

'Numeric ValueCode has Min Value" on model-page 8

varchar 50, mandatory
Fact:

'NumericValueCode has Description" on model-page 8

Field(s)

NumericValueCode

Relationship

1:m
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OpCodeValues

Primary Key

Collection varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

Operationld longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

CodeValueCode varchar 20, mandatory

Field(s)

CodeValue varchar 10, mandatory
Fact:

"Operation has a CodeValueCode with value of CodeValue" on model-page
8
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Operation

Primary Key

Collection

Operationld

Page:

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

longinteger, mandatory

Field(s)

PageNr

SerialNr

OperationDate

EndDate

StartTime

EndTime

WorkUnitld

Location

Latitude

Longitude

OperationType

ParentOptd

integer, optional
Fact:

"PageNr records Operation" on model-page 8

long, optional
Fact:

'SerialNr records Operation' on model-page 8

date, mandatory
Fact:

'Operation has OperationDate" on model-page 8

date, optional
Fact:

"Operation has EndDate" on model-page 8

datetime, optional
Fact:

"Operation has StartTime" on model-page 8

datetime, optional
Fact:

"Operation has EndTime" on model-page 8

varchar 25, optional
Fact:

"Operation has Workilnitld' on model-page 8

varchar 20, optional
Fact:

"Operation has Location" on model-page 8

double precision, mandatory
Fact:

"Operation has Latitude" on model-page 8

double precision, optional
Fact:

"Operation has Longitude" on model-page 8

varcharlO, mandatory
Fact:

"Operation has OperationType" on model-page 8

longinteger, optional
Fact:

"Operation has ParentOpld" on model-page 8
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Login

Pages

TimeEntered

TimeLastUpdated

UploadedFlag

Comments

LocationType

CatchError

Position Error

EffortError

WorkUnitType

Secondary Indexes

Operationldx2

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

OpNumericValues

OpCodeValues

OpStringValue

varchar 12, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Login
Fact:

"Login was entered by Operation" on model-page 8

datetime, mandatory
Fact:

"TimeEntered of Operation" on model-page 8

datetime, optional
Fact:

"TimeLastUpdated of Operation" on model-page 8

varchar 1, optional
Rule:

IN ("Y")
Fact:

'UploadedFlag set for Operation" on model-page 8

varchar 50, optional
Fact:

"Operation has Comments" on model-page 8

varchar 10, optional
Fact:

'Operation has LocationType" on model-page 8

smallint, optional
Rule:

IN (0,1)
Fact:

"CatchError in Operation" on model-page 8

smallint, optional
Rule:

IN (0,1)
Fact:

"PositionError of Operation" on model-page 8

smallint, optional
Rule:

IN (0,1)
Fact:

"EffortError in Operation" on model-page 8

varchar15, optional
Fact:

"Operation has WorkilnitType" on model-page 8

Compound alternate non-unique index over:
Longitude, Latitude

Field(s)

Collection
Operationld
Collection
Operationld
Collection
Operationld

Relationship

1:m

1:m

1:m
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TagEvent CollectionO 1 :m
Operation Id

Catch Collection 1 :m
Operationld

Release Collection 1:m
Operationld

ClubOpSpecies Collection 1:m
Operation Id
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OpNumericValues

Primary Key

Collection

Operationld

NumericValueCode

Page

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

varchar 20, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Numen'cValueCode

Field(s)

Quantity float, mandatory
Fact:

"Operation has a NumericValueCode with value of Quantity" on model-pag
8
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OpStringValue

Primary Key

Collection

Operationld

StringValueCode

Page

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

varchar 20, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

StnngValueCode

Field(s)

StringValue varchar 25, mandatory
Fact:

'Operation has a StringValueCode with value of StringValue" on model-pac,
8
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Organisation

Primary Key

Organisation

Page

integer, mandatory

Field(s)

OrganisationName

OrganisationType

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

OrganisationFisher
ClubAddress
Taglssue
OrganisationPerson
ClubOpSpecies

varchar 30, mandatory
Fact:

'Organisation has OrganisationName'1 on model-page 2

blob, mandatory
Fact:

"Organisation has OrganisationType" on model-page 2

Field(s)

Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
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OrganisationFisher

Primary Key

Organisation integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Organisation

Fisher varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person
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OrganisationPerson

Primary Key

Organisation integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Organisation

Person varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person

Field(s)

Position varchar 35, optional
Fact:

"OrganisationPerson has Position' on model-page 2
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PageReturn

Primary Key

SerialNr

Collection

FirstPageNo

Page

long, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Dispatchedltem

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Dispatchedltem

integer, mandatory

Field(s)

LastPageNo

ReceivedBy

Person

DateReceived

integer, optional
Fact:

'PageRetum has LastPageNo' on model-page 7

varchar 12, optional
Fact:

"PageRetum is ReceivedBy" on model-page 7

varchar 25, optional
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

'PageHeturn from Person" on model-page 7

datetime, optional
Fact:

"PageRetum has DateReceived" on model-page 7
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Paper

Primary Key

Paper char 10, mandatory

Page

Field(s)

Format

Overview

Document

StartDate

EndDate

Heading

DateProduced

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

CollectionPaper
PaperPerson
PaperKeyword

char 10, mandatory
Fact:

"Paper has Format" on model-page 1

text, optional
Fact:

"Paper has Overview" on model-page 1

blob, mandatory
Fact:

"Paper is Document" on model-page 1

date, optional
Fact:

"Paper covers StartDate" on model-page 1

date, optional
Fact:

"Paper covers to EndDate" on model-page 1

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

"Paper has Heading" on model-page 1

datetime, optional
Fact:

"Paper has DateProduced" on model-page 1

Field(s)

Paper
Paper
Paper

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
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PaperKeyword

Primary Key

Paper char 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Paper

Keyword varchar 20, mandatory
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PaperPerson

Primary Key

Paper char 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Paper

Person varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person
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Person

Primary Key

Person

Page

varchar 25, mandatory

Field(s)

FirstName

Surname

Gender

DateOfBirth

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

OrganisationFisher
PaperPerson
PersonAddress
Collection
TagEvent
Login
Taglssue
Licence
Gear
PageReturn
Dispatchedltem
Interview
OrganisationPerson

date,
Fact:

'Pei

Field(s

Fisher
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person
Fisher
Fisher
Person
Person
Person
Person

varchar 20, mandatory
Fact:

"Person has FirstName" on model-page 2

varchar 30, mandatory
Fact:

"Person has Surname" on model-page 2

varchar 6, optional
Fact:

'Person has Gender" on model-page 2

'Person has DateOf Birth" on model-page 2

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:1
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
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PersonAddress

Primary Key

Person varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person

AddressType varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

Address integer, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Address
Fact:

'Person has AddressType of Address" on model-page 2
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Question

Primary Key

Question longinteger, mandatory

Field(s)

QuestionText varchar 200, mandatory
Fact:

"Question has QuestionText' on model-page 4

Incident Foreign Keys

Table Field(s) Relationship

InterviewAnswers Question 1 :m
ColtectionQuestion Question 1:m
QuestionRow Question 1 :m
QuestionColumn Question 1 :m
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QuestionColumn

Primary Key

Question

Column

Page

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Question

smallint, mandatory

Field(s)

Heading

DataType

Length

MaxValue

MinValue

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

QuestionColValid

NextQuestion

varchar 30, optional
Fact:

"QuestionColumn has Heading" on model-page 4

varchar 20, mandatory
Fact:

"QuestionColumn has DataType" on model-page 4

integer, optional
Fact:

"QuestionColumn has Length" on model-page 4

integer, optional
Fact:

"QuestionColumn has MaxValue" on model-page 4

integer, optional
Fact:

"QuestionColumn has Min Value" on model-page 4

Field(s)

Question
Column
Question
Column

Relationship

1:m

1:m
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QuestionColValid

Primary Key

Question longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

QuestionColumn

Column smallint, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

QuestionColumn

ValidValue varchar 20, mandatory
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QuestionRow

Primary Key

Question longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Question

Row smallint, mandatory

Field(s)

Heading varchar 30, optional
Fact:

'QuestionRow has Heading" on model-page 4
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Region

Primary Key

Region

Page

varchar 30, mandatory

Field(s)

Description

CentreLat

CentreLong

Area

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

SuperRegion
SuperRegion
Collection
RegionPointNo

varchar 50, mandatory
Fact:

"Region has Description" on model-page 1

double precision, optional
Fact:

'Region has CentreLat" on model-page 1

double precision, optional
Fact:

'Region has CentreLong" on model-page 1

float, optional
Fact:

'Hegion has Area" on model-page 1

Field(s)

Region
RegionO
Region
Region

Relationship

1:m
1:m
1:m
1:m
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RegionPointNo

Primary Key

PointNo integer, mandatory

Region varchar 30, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Region

Field(s)

Latitude double precision, mandatory
Fact:

"RegionPointNo has Latitude" on model-page 1

Longitude double precision, mandatory
Fact:

'RegionPointNo has Longitude" on model-page 1
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Release

Primary Key

Releaseld

Collection

Operation Id

Page

integer, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

longinteger, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Operation

Field(s)

ReleasedNr

Gender

SpeciesWt

Species

ReleaseCode

longint, mandatory
Fact:

'ReleasedNr of Release' on model-page 10

varchar 6, optional
Fact:

'Release has Gender" on model-page 10

float, optional
Fact:

'Release has Spec'iesWt" on model-page 10

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species
Fact:

"Release has Species' on model-page 10

varchar 2, mandatory
Rule:

IN ("T", "U", "B", "P", "O")

Fact:
"Release has HeleaseCode" on model-page 10
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Table Report Page

Species

Primary Key

Species varchar 10, mandatory

Field(s)

ScientificName varchar 35, mandatory
Fact:

'Species has ScientificName" on model-page 9

Incident Foreign Keys

Table Field(s) Relationship

SpeciesGroup Species 1:m
Tag Event Species 1 :m
Catch Species 1:m
Release Species 1 :m
ClubOpSpecies Species 1:m
CollectionSpecies Species 1 :m
SpeciesCommonName Species 1 :m
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Table Report Page

SpeciesCommonName

Primary Key

Species varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species

CommonName varchar 35, mandatory

Field(s)

PreferredNameFtag varchar 1, optional
Fact:

'PreferredNameFlag of SpeciesCommonName' on model-page 9
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Table Report Page

SpeclesGroup

Primary Key

Species varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species

SpeciesGroup varchar 35, mandatory
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Table Report

StringValueCode

Primary Key

StringValueCode

Page

varchar 20, mandatory

Field(s)

Description

Incident Foreign Keys

Table

OpStringValue

varchar 50, mandatory
Fact:

'String ValueCode has Description' on model-page 8

Field(s)

StringValueCode

Relationship

1:m
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Table Report Page

Suburb

Primary Key

Suburb varchar 20, mandatory

Field(s)

PostCode smallint, mandatory
Fact:

'Suburb has PostCode" on model-page 2

Incident Foreign Keys

Table Field(s) Relationship

Address Suburb 1 :m
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Table Report Page

SuperRegion

Primary Key

Region varchar 30, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Region

RegionO varchar 30, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Region
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Table Report

TagEvent

Primary Key

Collection

Tag

Event

Page

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

integer, mandatory

varchar 10, mandatory
Rule:

IN ("RELEASED", "CAUGHT", "CT/REL")

Field(s)

EventDate

Person

Species

FishLength

Location

WaterType

TimeCaught

Comments

Duration

TotalCatch

datetime, mandatory
Fact:

'TagEvent on EventDate" on model-page 3

varchar 25, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

"TagEvent by Person" on model-page 3

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Species
Fact:

"TagEvent has Species" on model-page 3

float, mandatory
Fact:

"TagEvent has Fishiength" on model-page 3

varchar 20, mandatory
Fact:

"TagEvent at Location" on model-page 3

varchar 5, optional
Rule:

IN ("Salt", "Fresh")
Fact:

TagEvent has WaterType" on model-page 3

time, optional
Fact:

"TimeCaught of TagEvent" on model-page 3

varchar 50, optional
Fact:

"Tag Event about Comments" on model-page 3

float, optional
Fact:

"TagEvent involving Duration" on model-page 3

double, optional
Fact:

"TotalCatch associated with TagEvent" on model-page 3
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Table Report Page

Reward varchar 20, optional
Fact:

'Reward given for TagEvenf on model-page 3

CollectionO varchar 10, optional
Foreign Key To:

Operation
Fact:

'Operation for TagEvenf on model-page 3

Operationld longinteger, optional
Foreign Key To:

Operation
Fact:

"Operation for TagEvenf on model-page 3
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Table Report

Taglssue

Primary Key

Collection

IssueNo

IssueDate

Pages

varchar 10, mandatory
Foreign Key To:

Collection

smallint, mandatory

date, mandatory

Field(s)

Organisation

Person

FirstTagNo

LastTagNo

integer, optional
Foreign Key To:

Organisation
Fact:

'Taglssue issued to Organisation'1 on model-page 3

varchar 25, optional
Foreign Key To:

Person
Fact:

"Taglssue to Person" on model-page 3

integer, optional
Fact:

"FirstTagNo has Taglssue" on model-page 3

integer, optional
Fact:

Taglssue has LastTagNo" on model-page 3
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DATED:

BETWEEN:
FISHEMES RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"FRDC"

AND:
QUEENSLAND FISHEmES MANAGEMENT
AUTHORITY

"QFMA"

AND:
FARVIEW TECHNOLOGY PTY LTD
ACN 073 158 040

"FARVIEW"

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
AGREEMENT

BARWICKS WISEWOULDS
Lawyers
Level 14

141 Queen Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000

Telephone: (07) 3238 8888
Facsimile: (07)3221 4358

Our reference: WJ:PLD

Draft No: (1)
27/10/97
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This Agreement is made the day of 199 .

BETWEEN: FISHERIES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION of 25
Geils Court, Deacon, ACT, 2600;

"FRDC"

AND: QUEENSLAND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY of level 6, 40
Tank Street, Brisbane, Queensland;

"QFMA"

AND: FAR VIEW TECHNOLOGY PTY LTD ACN 073 158 040 care of Ernst &
Young, 6th floor, 54 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra City, ACT.

"Far^'iew"

RECITALS:

A. FRDC funded the SIRFIS Project to its present stage of completion.

B. QFMA is the manager of the SIRFIS Project.

C. In order to complete the SIRFIS Project, QFMA has requested Fairview for assistance.

D. Fairview has proposed a strategy for completing the project which has been accepted by

QFMA and FRDC.

E. The parties wish to enter into this Agreement to record the arrangements between them.

THE PARTIES AGREE AND DECLARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.1 Definitions. In this Agreement, unless the context or subject matter otherwise require:

"Agreement" means this agreement, (including the recitals to it), as it may later be amended or

supplemented by the parties in writing;

"Agreement Date" means the date specified above the parties names on page I of this Agreement,
or if not specified in that place, the date of execution or signature (as the case may be) by the last party

to execute or sign (as the case may be) this Agreement;

"Authorised Representative" means:

(a) in respect of a party which is a corporation:

(I) a company secretary or director or any officer of the coqioration whose title or office
includes the words "manager" or "director"; or

(ii) a person acting with the title or in the office of manager or director;

./!
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(b) in respect of a party which is a Government Authority, the executive officer of the
Government Authority or a person delegated with appropriate authority; and

(c) in respect of each party, a solicitor of that party or a person nominated by Notice to the other
party as an authorised representative;

"Business Day" means a day, not being a Saturday, Sunday or gazetted public holiday, on which
banks are open for commercial business at Brisbane and in the place or places where performance of
a relevant Obligation is or is required to take place;

"Claim" means, in relation to a person, a claim, demand, remedy, suit, injury, damage, loss, cost,

liability, action, proceeding, right of action, claim for compensation or reimbursement or liability
incurred by or to be made or recovered by or against the person, however arising and whether
ascertained or unascertained, or immediate, future or contingent;

"Client" means any member of the Client Group;

"Client Group" means the various State and Commonwealth fisheries agencies/organisations defined

in the original FRDC contract for the SIRFIS Project;

"Consultancy Agreement" means the consultancy agreement entered or intended to be entered on
the Agreement Date, between QFMA as principal and Farview as consultant, for the supply of
consultancy ser/ices to QFMA in relation to the SIRFIS Project;

"Government Authority" means any local, State or Federal government, a Minister or government
department of each of those governments, a corporation or authority constituted for a public purpose,
the holder of an office for a public purpose, a local authority and any agent or employee of any of
them;

"Intellectual Property" means jointly and severally the trade marks, trade mark rights, patents, patent
rights, designs, future rights, copyright, or any other forms of confidential information or their
physical expression that is recognised by Australian law to be worthy of protection either now or at
any time in the future after the date of this Agreement in relation to the SIRFIS Project and as
otherwise defined in clause 7 of the Principal Agreement;

"Notice" means a notice, consent, approval, direction, order or other communication, which is in

writing;

"Notice Address" means in respect of a party:

(a) the following address or facsimile number:

FRDC

QFMA

Service address:

Facsimile number:

Attention:

Service address:

Facsimile number:

Attention:

W:\U43\NEWFILE\97108183.U22
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25 Ceils Court, Deacon, ACT, 2600

(02)62854421

Level 6, 40 Tank Street, Brisbane, Queensland

(07)32251823

Executive Officer
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FAR VIEW Service address: Level 11, Advance Bank Building

60 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra, ACT 2601

Facsimile number: (02) 6243 5 153

Attention: Geoffrey Zuber

(b) where a party gives Notice to all other parties of another address or number, the last address
or facsimile number so notified;

"Obligation" means any legal, equitable, contractual, statutory or other obligation, agreement,

covenant, commitment, duty, undertaking or liability;

"Phase 3" means that status of the SIRFIS Project described as such in the schedule to the

Consultancy Agreement;

"Principal Agreement" means the agreement entered before the Agreement Date between QFMA
and FRDC in relation to the SIRFIS Project;

"Right" includes a legal, equitable, contractual, statutory or other right, power, authority, benefit,
privilege, remedy, discretion or cause of action;

"SIRFIS Project" means the project (95/054) titled "Development and implementation of a national
standard for a recreational fisheries database for all fisheries agencies", which is the three year project
being undertaken by QFMA, as the principal investigator, in accordance with the Principal

Agreement; and

"SIRFIS System" means the system developed for the SIRFIS Project, including intellectual
Property, as the system exists from time to time.

1.2 Interpretation. In the interpretation of this Agreement, unless the context or subject matter
otherwise require:

(a) singular includes plural and vice versa and any gender includes every gender;

(b) . a reference to a person includes corporations, trusts, associations, partnerships, a Government
Authority, and other legal entities, and where necessary, include successor bodies;

(c) references to writing include printing, typing, facsimile and other means of representing or
reproducing words, figures, drawings or symbols in a visible and tangible form, in English;

(d) references to months mean calendar months;

(e) references to statutes include statutes amending, consolidating or replacing the statutes
referred to and all regulations, orders-in-council, rules, by-laws and ordinances made under

those statutes;

(f) headings and the table of contents are used for convenience only and are to be disregarded
in the interpretation of this Agreement;

(g) each paragraph or sub-paragraph in a list is to be read independently from the others in the
list; and

t^
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(h) a reference to a party includes that party's executors, administrators, substitutes, successors

and permitted assigns.

2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The parties acknowledge and agree that:

(a) QFMA has been appointed the manager of the SIRFIS Project and has authority to make
decisions about its implementation and completion in accordance with the Principal

Agreement; and

(b) QFMA has the right, without the consent ofFar/iew, at any time and from time to time to use,
licence Clients to use and upgrade or modify the SIRFIS System as it sees fit in its absolute
discretion, subject to clause 6.1 of this Agreement.

3. OWNERSHIP, PROFITS AND FUNDING

3.1 Ownership. It is acknowledged and agreed that the Intellectual Property of the SIRFIS

Project shall be owned by the following parties in the proportions specified opposite their names:

Farview
FRDC
QFMA
Client Members

10%
30%
42%
18%

3.2 Profits. Any profits received from royalties from the sale of the SIRFIS System, under clause
6.1(b), must be shared and distributed in accordance with the ownership proportions listed in clause

3.1.

3.3 Funding. QFMA and FRDC are solely responsible for funding the development of the
SIRFIS System to Phase 3. If Farview wishes to exercise its Right to market, further develop or
modify the SIRFIS System, or sell it to non-Clients, Farview shall be responsible for the costs of

doing so.

4. CLIENT GROUPS

4.1 Changes to Clients. The parties acknowledge that Clients may change over time with
administrative changes within the relevant jurisdictions and may include associations acting in support
of or on behalf of them.

4.2 Register of Client Group. QFN4A will maintain a register of each Client included from time

to time in the Client Group, which may be inspected by any party.

4.3 FRDC and QFMA authority. QFMA will act on behalf of Client Members in all dealings
with Farview relaiing to the SIRFIS Project and Farview will not, before the completion of Phase 3,
accept directions from a Client without the consent ofQFMA.

l,v\
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4.4 Acceptance of benefit. It is acknowledged that each Client accepts the benefit of the
agreements made in this Agreement in favour of the Client Group and each Client.

5. CLIENT RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

5.1 Copy ofSIRFIS System. Clients will receive full copies of the source code of the SIRFIS
System upon completion of Phase 3 and any future release and will not be subject to any

licensing/royalty provisions.

5.2 Client Developments. A Client may modify or enhance the Client's version of the SIRFIS
System and any developments negotiated between a Client and an external ser/ice provider to modify
or enhance the Client's version of the SIRFIS System will not be subject to the royalty fee.

5.3 Restrictions of conduct. Each Client must, at the request ofQFMA, enter an agreement with
the parties to this Agreement, restricting the rights of a Client to use or deal with the Intellectual
Property or the SIRFIS System. This Agreement will include provisions restricting a Client from
releasing, using or distributing the Intellectual Property of the SIRFIS System, other than for purposes
of that Client.

6. FARVIEW'S RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

6.1 Faryiew's Rights. Farview has the right:

(a) to market and make sales of the SIRFIS System in the form which has been approved upon
c.ompletion of Phase 3 by QFMA or in a modified form, to any person (other than Clients),

and if a sale is made, to enter any agreement reasonably required to complete the sale;

(b) to exclusively use the Intellectual Property of the SIRFIS System for the purpose of further
developing uses outside Client Group; and

(c) of first refusal to undertake further development and or maintenance of SIRFIS for the

purposes of clause 5.2 of this agreement, but in that case, the terms of that development
and/or maintenance shall be as agreed at the time with QFNdA.

6.2 Farview's Obligations.

(a) IfFarview makes a sale of the SIRFIS System either in the approved form or in a modified
version, then Farview:

(i) must pay a royalty of 5% of the gross sale price, in respect of any developments
outside the Australian fishing industry as defined in the FRDC's Research and

Development Plan, 1996 to 2001; and

(ii) shall not be required to pay any royalty if developed for use within the Australian
fishing industry.

(b) Where a royalty fee becomes payable under clause 6.2(a), such royalty fees shall be based on
gross revenue and shall be payable to QFMA on an annual basis by 31 July each year.
Farview must by 31 July each year lodge a repoft with QFMA detailing all sales and
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developments on the Intellectual Property during the previous 12 months end the immediately
preceding 30 June.

(c) If requested by QFMA, Farview must do all things and sign, execute and deliver all deeds and
other documents as may be legally necessary or reasonably required of it by QFMA, in
relation to dealings with the Intellectual Property, so long as the Rights ofFarview under this
Agreement are not materially adversely affected. IfFarview defaults in taking such requested

action within a reasonable time, Farview appoints QFMA as its attorney to do all things and
sign, execute and deliver all deeds and other documents as may be legally necessary or
reasonably required ofFarview under this clause.

7. RE-NEGOTIATION

Each party acknowledges that they may re-negotiate any of these principles at any time with the other
parties but any amendment must have the agreement of all ofFarview, FRDC and QFMA.

8. TERMINATION

8.1 Events of Default. Farview commits an event of default upon the occurrence of any of the

following events ("Events of Default"):

(a) Farview fails to pay any sum of money due under this Agreement by it to QFMA within seven
days from the due date for payment;

(b) Farview has property seized under any distress or execution or makes an arrangement with
or assignment for the benefit of its creditors or is the subject of any winding up proceedings
or makes any arrangements or composition with its creditors;

(c) Farview has a receiver or a receiver and manager appointed over the whole or any part of its
property or undertaking or has an official manager appointed pursuant to the provisions of the

Corporations Law;

(d) Farview is a party to the doing of any act, matter or thing whereby any Intellectual Property
is disclosed except as authorised by this Agreement or the Consultancy Agreement;

(e) Farview fails to submit when due any report required by QFMA under this Agreement; or

(f) Farview wilfully or fraudulently misrepresents any fact, condition or report required to be

made by this Agreement,

If an Event of Default occurs and continues for 14 days after service of a Notice on Farview requiring
it to remedy that breach. QFMA (in its absolute discretion) may terminate this Agreement by Notice

without prejudice to any remedy QFMA may have against Farview.

8.2 Consequences of termination. Upon the termination or expiration this Agreement for

whatever reason, Farview must:

(a) immediately pay to QFMA all moneys due under this Agreement;
/./
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(b) immediately deliver to QFMA or otherwise at the request of the Manufacturer dispose of or
destroy alt or any data, disks, tapes, manuals, instruction books, technical pamphlets,

catalogues, product manuals, advertising material, sales leaflets, sales aides, promotional

materials and all other materials, documents and papers whatsoever (other than

correspondence between QFMA and Farview) which may be in its possession, custody or
control ofFarview in relation to the Intellectual Property.

9. INTERDEPENDENT AGREEMENTS

9.1 Acknowledgement. The parties acbiowledge that at the same time as execution of this
Agreement, the Consultancy Agreement was entered.

9.2 Conditional Agreement. This Agreement is subject to and conditional upon:

(a) the Consultancy Agreement not being terminated before the completion of Phase 3; and

(b) Farview assisting QFMA in completing the SIRFIS Project to Phase 3 within a reasonable
time after the Agreement Date,

the failing which any party to this Agreement may terminate it.

9.3 Cross default - Farview. Should there be default by Farview under the Consultancy
Agreement, then such default is deemed to be default by Farview under this Agreement.

9.4 Termination. If for any reason whatsoever the Consultancy Agreement ceases to be of full
force and effect or is terminated before the completion of Phase 3, then that termination shall also act
as a termination of this Agreement.

10. COSTS

Each party shall pay and bear its own costs of and incidental to the preparation, negotiation and
execution of this agreement, but Farview must pay all stamp duty on this Agreement and on
documents contemplated by it.

11. ASSIGNMENT

No party shall be entitled to assign its Rights or Obligations under this Agreement without the prior

written consent of the other parties, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

12. NOTICES

12.1 Form of Notices. Notices given under this Agreement shall be:

(a) in writing;

(b) signed by the party giving the Notice or its Authorised Representative; and

(c) addressed to the Notice Address of the person to whom it is to be given.

1itv^
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12.2 Method and address for giving Notices. Notices must be either:

(a) delivered by hand;

(b) posted by pre-paid security or certified mail; or

(c) transmitted by facsimile,

to the Notice Address of the person receiving the Notice.

12.3 Time of receipt. A Notice given to a person in accordance with this Agreement is deemed
to have been given and received if:

(a) delivered, on the day of delivery if delivered before 5:00pm on a Business Day, otherwise on
the next Business Day;

(b) posted by pre-paid security mail or certified mail, on the second day after the day on which
the Notice was accepted by the post office from the party sending the Notice; or

(c) transmitted by facsimile:

(i) the transmission report states that it was sent in full and without error; and

(ii) no objection is received from the recipient,

on the day of transmission if that report states that the transmission was completed before
5:00pm on a Business Day, othenvise on the next Business Day.

12.4 Objection to facsimile. A party receiving a facsimile transmission may object to the facsimile
transmission as not being fully intelligible. If a valid objection is made to a facsimile transmission

and that party requests re-transmission before 5:00pm on the next Business Day after completion of
the facsimile t-ansmission, the party sending the facsimile transmission shall re-transmit it, but any
re-transmission is deemed to have been made at the time of completion of the original facsimile

transmission. If a time restriction is placed, by reference to the date of receipt of the facsimile
transmission, on the performance of an Obligation or the exercise of a Right by the party who makes
the valid objection to a facsimile transmission, the time restriction for performance of the Obligation

or the exercise of the Right is deemed extended by a corresponding time period to the time between
the original transmission and re-transmission of the facsimile.

13. PROPER LAW, JURISDICTION

13.1 Choice of law. This Agreement is governed by and construed in accordance with the laws

of Queensland.

13.2 Jurisdiction. Actions, suits or proceedings relating in any way to this Agreement or
documents or dealings contemplated by it, may be instituted, heard and determined in a court of
competent jurisdiction in Queensland.

13.3 Submission to jurisdiction. Each party irrevocably submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction

of such court for the purpose of any such action, suit or proceeding.
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13.4 Service of process. A party may by Notice appoint another person at a specified address in
Queensland to receive service of process in connection with proceedings and process served on that

person is taken to be served on the party making the appointment.

14. GENERAL PROVISIONS

14.1 Variations. No variation of this Agreement nor consent to a departure by a party from a
provision, shall be of effect unless it is in writing, signed by the parties or (in the case of a waiver)
by the party giving it. Any such variation or consent shall be effective only to the extent to or for
which it may be made or given.

14.2 Waiver. The non-exercise of or delay in exercising a Right of a party shall not operate as a
waiver of that Right, nor does a single exercise of a Right preclude another exercise of it or the

exercise of other Rights. A Right may only be waived by Notice, signed by the party (or its
Authorised Representative) to be bound by the waiver.

14.3 Further assurances. Each party to this Agreement shall do all things and sign, execute and.
deliver all deeds and other documents as may be legally necessary or reasonably required of it by
Notice from another party to carry out and give effect to the terms and intentions of this Agreement

and to perfect, protect and preserve the Rights of the other parties to this Agreement.

14.4 Liability of parties. If a party consists of more than one person:

(a) an Obligation of those parties is a joint Obligation of all of them and a several Obligation of
each of them:

(b) a Right given to those parties is a Right given jointly and severally to each of them, and if
exercised by one of them, is deemed to be exercised jointly; and

(c) a representation, warranty or undertaking made by those parties is made by each of them.

14.5 Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed or executed in a number of counterparts, with

the same effect as if the signatures to or execution of each counterpart were on the same instrument.

14.6 Warranty of authority. Each person signing this Agreement:

(a) as attorney, by so doing, warrants to the other parties that, as at the date of signing, the
signatory has not received notice or information of the revocation of the power of attorney

appointing that person; and

(b) as an Authorised Representative, agent or trustee of a party, warrants to the other parties that,
as at the date of signing, the signatory has full authority to execute this Agreement on behalf

of that party.

14.7 Severability. This Agreement shall, so far as possible, be interpreted and construed so as not
to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, but if a provision, on its true interpretation or

construction is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable:
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(a) that provision shall, so far as possible, be read down to the extent that it may be necessary to
ensure that it is not illegal, invalid or unenforceable and as may be reasonable in all the
circumstances so as to give it a valid operation; or

(b) if the provision or part of it cannot effectively be read down, that provision or part of it shall
be deemed to be void and severable and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not
in any way be affected or impaired and shall continue notwithstanding that illegality,
invalidity or unenforceability.
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Executed as an agreement.

SIGNED for and on behalf of FISHERIES ) .....L^^^L^C^^r-.^T:^:......,.....
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ) Name'FP" ?5C^'5;H::--iOTU] T
CORPORATION by authorised officer^ in ) Position: 6)<^^~j~7^ ^)f AC>.cC7^-K
the presence of:

Wimess --—} Name:

Name (printed): Mtfl^-j ^^^ ^eftS^lOtl;

^S^S
SIGNED for and on behalf of f/^/^.o
QUEENSLAND FISHERIES ff fc f) ^^^^^^T"''^^'^^/"''^^t- ^
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY by ^^ '^^^^r^^/T^ .
authorised of£e<ys, in the presence of;

^3W^
^...d..,.^^^-,..,

Wit^Tss /) /,/ ^ ^ A-/,.. Name: /-< ^-- /7/^/<?/r<^

Name (printed): ^ ^ • ^//^/e / a'^^^^tion: ^c^\'C^'^( WC^'Q/^n"' ^^
'N'OV \i,1

THE COMMON SEAL ofFAR^
TECHNOLOGY PTJ LTD was a^d ^
the presence of an^fe sealing is att^^^T'^^

ye^/Secretary^ ^ ^ Director ^x-^ _ ^^^
Tam^f)rinted):^^r^^7^(^^<> Name (printed): |! \,~LCJ^€L.
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The SIRFIS Client Handbook.
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Glossary of terms.

Activity - the term used to describe fishing effort or the recording of that effort. For example, a

charter boat day trip, individual club fisher effort, a boat ramp survey or individual effort
extracted during a survey.

Anecdotal survey - the temi used to describe surveys do not collect information via direct

observation/interview in the field. Phone surveys or mail surveys are examples of anecdotal

surveys.

Attribute - the characteristics of a particular activity or object. For example, skippers name,

fishing method code, no. of fishers.

Collection - the term used to describe a data set.

Location - a single point with .associated latitude and longitude jcoordinates. For example, Waddy

Point on Fraser Island. Locations may have variations in accuracy (e.g. within 1km) which may

result in them being represented as a circle.

Region - a geographical area defined by boundaries of longitude and latitude. A region is
represented as a polygon. An example of a region is the Ningaloo Marine Park in Western

Australia.

Module - a module is comprised of a set of screens related to a collection type such as a fishing

club data set.

Schema - a technical representation of the database design. Examples of these schema can be

viewed in the SBRHS design document.



Scope of this Document

The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of the project to date, in particular

focussing on the modules being developed in the SIRFIS application. It is designed to provide
an understanding of the basic elements and functions of the application, and stimulate discussion

on the design.

Project Background

The 1992 Queensland Government Inquiry into Recreational Fishing identified the need for a
comprehensive database to assist with the monitoring of recreational fishing catch and effort data

to contribute to the sustainable management of those species targeted by recreational anglers.

The need for a coordinated and national approach to the development of a standard for a

recreational fishery's database was identified at the Recreational Fishing Workshop in Canberra

entitled 'Recreational Fishing: What's the Catch?' (30-31 August 1994). Further, it was
considered a high priority at the preworkshop gathering entitled 'Best Available Information -
Its Implications for Recreational Fisheries Management' held in conjunction with the 2nd
National Fisheries Management Workshop (Bribie Island, 18-21 October 1994).

The Standing Committee on Fisheries and Aquaculture (SCFA) Fisheries Statistical Working
Group (FSWG) agreed that the development of a national standard for a Recreational Fisheries
database would provide a common structure for the collection, processing, storage and retrieval

of recreational fisheries data. Such a standard would enable common baseline data to be stored

by each agency. This would ensure that the minimum catch and effort data is available for each
agency to assist with management of the major recreational fisheries in each State or Territory.

With the support of State fisheries agencies and the Fisheries Statistical Working Group, an
application entitled "The development and implementation of a national standard for a

recreational fisheries database by all fisheries agencies" was submitted to the Fisheries Research

and Development Corporation in December 1994. The project commenced on 1 October 1995.

Consultation with representatives from key stakeholder groups (e.g. State fisheries agencies,

recreational fishing organisations and Bureau of Resource Sciences) was conducted in December

1995. As a result of this consultation, a document outlining user requirements was completed in

April 1996. From this document, a Draft Database Design document for SBRFIS (Standardised
Integrated Recreational Fisheries Information System) was completed and circulated for
comment amongst the client group in September 1996.

Comments on the "Draft Design Document" were received by most agencies by mid November

and after incorporating this feedback the final "Design Document" was completed on 4

December 1996

Associated Documents

"Review of the requirements outlined by the client group for the SIRFIS FRDC Project"
10 April 1996.



• "Selection of a Client/Server application development environment for the SIRFES FRDC
project" 14 May 1996.

"SIRFIS draft design document" 5 September 1996.

• "Draft design document supplement - Graphical User Interface Standards and

Conventions" 19 September 1996.

"Final SDRFIS design document" 6 December 1996.

Project Scope

To develop a standardised relational database capable of storing, manipulating and retrieving

recreational fishing data collected by State and National fishing agencies.

Project team members

Development Team

Cameron Baker - Senior Programmer

Gary Mandelkow - Programmer/Analyst

Todd Kelly - Team Coordinator
Neil Trainor - Project Leader

Agency Representative members
Aldo Steffe & Ary Grinberg -NSW Fisheries Research Institute
Sandra Cormack - Queensland Fisheries Management Authority

Anne Gason - Victorian Dept. Of Conservation and Natural Resources.

Jeremy Lyle - Tasmanian Marine Research Division

Andrew Saenger - Tasmanian Inland Fishenes Commissioa-

Nick Caputi - Western Australian Fisheries

David McGlennon - South Australian Research and Development Institute

Rosemary Lea - Northern Territory Fisheries Management Branch

Mark Linderman - ACT Dept of Urban Services

Steve Jackson - Australian Fisheries Management Authority

John Harrison - Australian Recreation and Sportsfishing Confederation

Phil Stewart - ACT Bureau of Resource Sciences

Stephen Kerr - ACT Dept. Of Primary Industries (Fishcare)
Annette Lyons - Fisheries Research and Development Corporation

Project Objectives

i. To provide a tool to facilitate the development of an on going national information base -

"a store of knowledge" as recommended by the National Fisheries Working Group.

ii. To provide a common structure for the collection, processing, storage and retrieval of

recreational fisheries data, suitable for use by all fisheries agencies irrespective of their

current hardware and database server facilities (i.e. mainframes, mini computers and



PC's) through the incorporation of a custom front end.

iii. To undertake quality assurance through retrospective, examination of requirements,

application testing, IT support during deployment.

Development Process/Logic

Development of the SIRFIS database to date involved the following steps:

• identification of user requirements

• review of existing databases in operation

• collection of the types of recreational fishing information gathered by different agencies
• development of user matrix and review of data types and their location in SIRFIS

This information allowed a holistic view of the processes, infrastructure and information

currently used by fisheries management agencies in capturing, storing and analysing recreational
fishing information. Incoqwration of these factors into the design process will result m an

application which aUows flexibility for present and future needs, whilst maintaining standardised
formats for data storage and retrieval. The diagram below is a basic representation of the SDURS
application.

SDUFIS Interface — Security —|

F Person Module

[— Field Survey Module

h- Fishing Club Module

I— Charter Boat Module

\- Licensing Module

\— Tagging Module

I— Anecdotal Sur/ey Module

L- Correspondence Module

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the SIRFIS application.



Evolution of SIRFIS

The term "activity" is now used to describe the various actions undertaken by fishers or

organisations such as a club trip, charter boat trip, field survey trip etc. These activities were

formerly described as operations.

The creator of a data collection in the database will have control over who has access to the

collection. Previously this was the-responsibility of the data base administrator.

Polygons can now be used to define a region.

The SIRHS application has the capability for users to develop their own screens to meet future

needs. If required, screens will be developed in consultation with individual States/Temtories

to customise screen designs, and to ensure that only the necessary screens are provided.

A change in the use of the term module has occurred. Previously a module had been used to

represent the schema (or graphical representation of the database design). This caused some

confusion and a module now refers to a component of the database developed to store data

relating to-specific aspects of recreational fishing, for example fishing club information. There

will however, be information which is common across different activities, such as location fished

which will transcend individual modules and will therefore be stored in other tables within the
application.



Module Outlines

Security module - The security module governs user access to SIRFIS. Users can be assigned

different levels of access in different modules if required, for example data entry staff may be

assigned different levels of access to that of a manager or researcher. Access to the database will

be through a user definecTpassword. As mentioned previously, the creator of a data collection

will determine access to the collection. An example of the security screen is illustrated below.

Mandelkow

Gary

21 Van St

Figure 2. The security maintenance screen illustrating user details, collection name and security level.,



Metadata module - The metadata module will be used to store details relating to individual data

collections in the database. For example, if a researcher wishes to record specific details

regarding the methodology used during a particular study, the metadata module is where these

details would be stored. This information will be linked to the relevant data set via a collection

ID. This module will also be able to store links to documents containing results, analyses and

final reports related to the data set. Key words can be defined here for use with a search facility

which will allow users to identify data collections which meet their requirements. The collection

description field (figure 3) will allow the entry of up to 200 hundred characters.

BieamFieldSuivey1997

1.1.97

21.1.97

22 days wheie spent surveying the Central Coast, targeting
boat ramps. Data was aggregated by boats encounted. and
theiefoie catch and elfoft is record per boat. All catch is
measuied as fork length. All lengths are stored in
ceplimeties. Aim i$ to measure CPU E duiing the holiday
period.

Cenlial Coast

Field Survey

maineb

Bieam Cential Coas( Boat Ramp Sufvey January 1996

Inshore FinFish BreamFldSurvey97.xls

BoardPresBream37.doc

8 re am

Boat Ramp Survey

Figure 3. The collection sehip screen showing fields for recording collection details.



Correspondence module - The correspondence module provides the facility to record

correspondence sent and received by your organisation. For example, logbooks, sur/eys, tagging

forms or any other document which will be associated with a collection of information in the

database. As many of these documents are requested back when completed with information, this

module allows documents to be tracked to determine if a response has been received. In

summary, this module records what is sent to who, when it was sent, by whom it was sent, what

was returned and when it was received. Please note that information associated with the issue of

tags to fishing clubs or other organisations will be kept in the tag module.

Figure 4> Correspondence dispatch screen showing recipient and correspondence details.

Figure 5. Correspondence returns screen showing sender and correspondence details.



Activity modules - Activity modules are designed to store data from charter boat logbooks,

recreational fishing logbooks, fishing club records and field surveys e.g. creel surveys, aerial

surveys etc. These modules will store data related to a fishing activity/effort. Standard effort

measures such as the number of lines or hours fished are provided by the SIRFIS database,

however the application will also allow additional fields to be entered which may be unique to

a particular study, for example "cartons drunk" during a trip.

Activities stored in the Activity Modules can also have parent - child relationships. For example,

when a fishing club goes on a trip, there are individuals on the trip involved in catch and effort

activities. In this situation the club trip is the parent activity, whilst the fishing individuals efforts

are child activities of the club trip.

A number of Parent Activity types are stored in the database, e.g. ClubTrip, CharterBoatTrip,

Fields ur/eyTrip. The associated Child Activity types stored are ClubFishing Activity,
CharterBoat Activity, and FieldSurvey Activity. Additional Activity types may be added to the
database if necessary. Catch and release data are also stored in the modules.

Fishing Club Module - The fishing club module will store information provided by fishing clubs
(logbooks and competition sheets). Figure 6 below, illustrates some of the data able to be held

in this module. SIRFIS allows users to design additional screens if required to allow input of

information not shown in this club screen.

Club1996

Oceanic

Lades B each Comp

Figure 6. Club entry screen showing details of a club event, including catch, location, event type etc.



Charter Vessel module - The Charter Vessel module stores information obtained from charter

vessels logbooks. As seen in figure 7, a range of information is kept in this module and links are

provided to other modules such as the tagging module and the club module. While a charter trip

may be conducted over a two week period, the information relating to the individual days of that

trip are also able to be recorded in this module. As with other activity modules users will be able

to design additional screens if required to allow input of information not shown in this format.

Corol Trout

Red Throat Empoi

Figure 7. Charter vessel screen showing catch and effort details, location, effort and catch & release details.
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Field Survey Module - Information collected from field surveys such as creel and ramp sur/eys

will be stored within this module. Figure 8 below illustrates a field survey screen, with users able

to design additional screens if required to allow input of information not shown in this format.

Flathead
Mulloway
Red Emperor
Sharkey Mackerel
Snaooer

Figure 8. Field survey entry screen illustrating interview details, species information and catch & release

details.
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Tagging module - The tagging module will store information on recreational tagging programs

and tag returns. The objective of the module is to track the tag from issue to a person or

organisation, througfi to the return and recording of associated information.

Figure 9. The tag issue screenshowing tag details and the tabs for person and club details.
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Licensing module - The Licensing module will store information relating to licences for fishers

and fishing gear. The licence may be defined and attached to the gear and/or to the individual

fisher, to suit the requirements of the fishery. As illustrated below, both owner and gear details

are stored on a single screen, with facility for endorsements, conditions and non standard

conditions also included.

VicRockLobslei

V123123123

n.i.96

Licence to take Rock Lobster (fecfeational)

I Phillip Bay only I Max take per 24 hrs: 10 lobster

J Only to 15 metres diving deoth

That level 3 diving licence be piesented if appfoached by a Palfol

Figure 10. DIustrating licence details such as licencee, conditions and endorsements and issue date.
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Person module - The person module is used to store information about individuals who are

related to data collections held in the database. Details stored in this module may include things

such as an individuals address and contact telephone number and their involvement in any

organisations such as fishing clubs. This enables a link to be developed between an individual

fishers' (or fishing club) catch and effort information stored in other modules of the database.

This allows the details of a person, fisher, club and catch associated with the fisher/club to be

determined from records held in the database

General maintenance

There are several screens in the SIRRS application that are utilised by numerous modules, for

example the screen illustrated below which stores fish species information. This screen will

provide a list of codes for currently recognised species (which wiU be the CSIRO 8 digit codes).
The list can be added to to include common names of fish about which information is collected

by an agency. Only one common name can be assigned a "preferred name", and this will be

identified and used in reporting from SIRRS. For example, if 20 Kg of "Greenbacks" were

entered as a catch, this will be selected as "tailor" in a report if tailor is the preferred name.

Scientific names will be maintained and associated with common names.

_^ Species Maintenance

I Tailor

IPomatomus Saltatiix

Tailor

Greenbacks _

Choppers

..M-.............J...••g—••••]••

I

...J........J
:

I i
:::]::]
I.."T

ra''y.l?>§16t

sSssi^

Pomatomus

Figure 11. Illustrating input fields for species information.
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Additional mformation about SIRFIS

Colours

The default colours of all the windows will be the same as your default window settings. If you

are unsure of these settings, check your screen setup through your PC'S operating system. For

those who wish to change these default colours, a palette will be offered to where you may drag

and drop colours to change the appearance of the screen.

Data entry error handling

Background data field colours and the status bar will be used to inform of errors and warnings.

Orange background - warning.

Red background - error.

For both errors and warnings an audible alarm should sound, the error message display in the

status bar and the cursor remain in the current field. The user should then be able to leave the

field with out making changes if they desu-e. Data can be saved to the database if it has warnings

but-not if it has errors. These must be corrected before the save can take place.

At the database level, error within the operation table is identified by flagging any effort, location
and catch associated errors. 0 (zero) will indicate no error, and 1 will indicate error. This

method will make identifying erroneous data easier using SQL.

Mouse behaviour

The mouse will work much the same as in Windows. A single left click selects an object and a

double click performs the default action on the object. The righfbutton will be used to access

a pop up menu associated with the object the mouse cursor is pointing to.

Field formats

- Time: hh-mm (24 hour time)

>- Date: dd-mm-yy

> DateTime: dd-mm-yy-hh-mm (24 hour time)

> No leading zeros

latitude (always decimal): float with 3 decimal places eg: 25.993
longitude (always decimal): float with 3 decimal places eg: 145.501

Note these examples of decimal latitude/longitude readings to degree/minute latitude/longitude
readings.

25.993 (decimal) is equivalent to 25°596'
145.501 (decimal) is equivalent to 145°301'

Conversion utilities will be used to convert real latitude/longitude into decimal format.
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Tab order

Tab order for all forms will be from top left, moving horizontally to the right, until reaching the
lower right data field or push button. Once leaving the last fielcVbutton on the form, then the top

left data field will become current. This may vary in appropriate circumstances.

Reports

Some standard reports are to be provided with the SIRNS application. The following are textual
descriptions of some the major reports to be provided with the system.

>• Licence Listing: For a particular licence type, all licence and licence holders/gear details

will be shown in order of licence number, including standard and non standard conditions

and summary information.

>• User Security Levels: a list of user ids, user details, module/collection permissions

available to the administrator.

> Collection Listing: List of collections including descriptions, start-and end dates and all
associated details

> Tag Events Report: List of Tag numbers, species, all events (catoh/releases) associated

with those tags, showing dates and locations of the events. All grouped by collection and
tagging number. See the example below in Figure 22.

»• Anecdotal Survey Report: listing of responses and counts of common responses for a

question or group of questions.

»• General Catch Per Unit of Effort Report: aggregate catch and effort for each species

caught within a collection, including grouping by collection id, fishing method, effort
type and total kgs caught. See the example below in Figure 23.

> General Release Per Unit of Effort Report: aggregate release and effort for each species
caught within a collection, including grouping by collection id, fishing method, effort
type and total kgs released.

> Club Report: A listing of clubs, position holders and facts such as the number of
members or number of trips.

>• Correspondence Report: A listing of all sent and received correspondence for a particular

collection. Sent date, received date and identification details will be shown.

*• Correspondence Sent but not Received: A listing of all correspondence that has not been

returned, being able to specify the lag between issue and lack of response.

Following are some examples of the above reports.
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Table 1. The Tag Events Report shows all tag events grouped by Collection and tag number.

CollectionID TagNo Species TagEvent Date Location Lat/Long
DartTag96 1

1
1
2
3

SnapperTag96 111
Ill

Dart

Dart
Dart

Snapper
Snapper

Release 1.1.96 Fraser Island 25/153.5

Catch/Release2.1.96 Moreton Bay 27.5/153.5

Catch 3.1.96 Eurong 25/153.53
Release 9.1.96 Fraser Island 25.5/153.5

Release 9.1.96 Fraser Island 25.5/153.5

Release 4.4.96 Main Reef 27.5/153.3

Catch 5.8.96 South Reef 27.5/153.5

Note that the grouping by tag number allows an historical view of when a fish has been tagged
(released), caught/released and eventually harvested. The report could be restricted to one

collection if so desired.

Table 2. General Catch per unit of Effort Report

Start Date: 1.1.95 EndDate31.12.95

SurveyOl Pots/Dillies CrabPot
SquidJig SquidJig

Dories 650 Mud 33.8 22000
Hrs 100 Squid 3.0 300

Total Catch: 22300

ColIectionID

CharterVesselOl

ClubDataOl

Fishing
Method
Code
Line

Diving

Line

Gear

Type

HandLine
Rod/Reel
SpearGun

Rod/Reel

Units
of
Effort
Hrs

Hrs

Dives

Hrs

Effort

1056
7000
957

16000.
19000
4000

Species

WTiiting
Whiting
Snapper

CPUE

15.15
7.142
10.45

Total Catch:

Bream

Rathead
Snapper

5.625
3.42

7.25

Total Catch:

Total
Catch
(kgs)
16000
50000
10000
76000

90000
65000
19000

174000
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Interaction with a financial system

The SIRFIS application will not directly interact with any financial system. The only request for
a financial element within SIRFIS was within the Licencing module. Facilities for basic receipt
writing (on A4 paper) will be provided with reports indicating monies received for a desired
accounting period.

Performance

Performance is difficult to address due t6'the different operating systems, database backends and

large numbers of variables that occur from organisation to organisation, but we are using a basic

benchmark to ensure the performance of the application is sufficient. Pentium 100 PC'S with
16MB of memory are being used for all development, and therefore our goal is to ensure that the

SDUFES application runs quickly on these machines. We suggest that by the time of deployment,
this would be the minimum configuration of any PC the application is to run on.

Documentation plan

All user aspects of the SFRFIS database will be documented in the-User-Manual. This manual

will be deployed with the database and applications. The major sections of the User Manual will
be General Introduction and Explanation, Data Entry for each module, Data Retrieval for each

module, Troubleshooting Section, Administration of the SIRFIS database and Security of the
SIRFIS database. All sections will use diagramming extensively to aid understanding. On line
help will provided with the software also.

The mformation that your local database administrator requires will be provided in a document
issued at the time of deployment.

Development/deployment plan

Modules will be deployed one by one. The urgency of desired modules will determine the order
of development. All modules will be alpha (first version) tested internally by the SBRFIS team
for one month. Then selected clients (especially those who intend on using that module) will test
the beta (second version) of the module for a month. Weekly feedback will be expected during
that period so that iterative updates/bug fixes can be issued during the period of the beta test.
Once this testing process has completed, the module will be distributed/installed to all clients
intending on using the module.

Todd Kelly will coordinate all alpha/beta testing and deployment needs for all clients. A
timetable indicating the intended development plan (module by module) is provided below.

Project Schedule

Outlined below is a project timetable with deadlines for development and testing of SIRFIS
modules. More detail will be provided regarding deployment and installation as the time
approaches.
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Date

31 January 1997

28 February 1997

31 March 1997

30 April 1997

.30 April, 1997

7 May 1997

31 May, 1997

July 97

15 September, 1997

31 October, 1997

October/November 1997

1 April 1998

30 October 1998

Item/Module

Security/Person module complete

Metadata/Screen behaviour modules complete

Club/correspondence alpha testing complete

Club/correspondence beta testing complete

Charter alpha testing complete

Deployment of Security, Metadata, Screen behaviour,

Club and Correspondence modules

Charter beta

Fish biol conference. Talk/presentadon + PC display.

Diary beta.

Field survey beta.

Anecdotal survey, tagging, licensing modules (workshop

ideas)

All modules installed

End of project.

Questions and Answers

Below is a list of questions asked by various agency representative members of the project team.

Answers to these questions have been provided.

Can multiple tag releases be accounted for ? Yes. All capture/release events are linked to the tag

ID of the fish concerned.

Is the type of length measurement selectable e.g. fork/total length ? Yes.

Is the gear of capture for tagged fish accounted for ? Yes. It will be incorporated into the tagging

module.

If survey data was skewed and therefore required correction factors being applied to it, can the

secondary data set be stored after adjustment to eliminate the requirement for people having to

reapply the correction factors in the original data set ? SIRFIS will store links to data stored in
applications such as Excel, Lotus and Quattro Pro. If further storage capabilities are required,

clients will need to discuss their needs individually with the SIRFIS team.

Is there a check to ensure that fish recapture length is greater than fish release length (tag) ? Yes.

Is there a field for weight at recapture ? Yes.
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Is there an option to create polygons to aggregate-results into areas flexibly ? Yes, this will be

through entry of latitude and longitude coordinates.

Is there a field to record whether or not a lobster is berried or not c)Yes, as an attribute of a fishing

activity.

Is any economic information able to be stored ? Yes, primarily this information will be stored at

the metadata level.

Is there a field to record if a fish from a'stocked water body has been fin clipped or not (natural

of stocked population) ? Yes, It is stored as an attribute of the fishing activity.

Is there a range of different effort measures available ? Yes, and you may add to the list that is

provided in SIRFIS.

Can angler information also be stored e.g. years of experience etc ? Yes, it will also be an

attribute of a fishing activity.

How will you ensure that all information collected is able to be stored in the database ? To date,
the survey forms you provided have been used to develop many of the existing fields in SIRFIS.
Additionally the feedback received from you has assisted this process. The capability ofSIRFIS
to allow the addition of new attributes will greatly assist the flexibility of the application to meet
your needs, however some responsibility also falls to you as a client member to provide feedback

on any aspects of your data collection which you feel is not catered for.

Can fishing effort (metres of net x no. of hours fished) be stored in SIRFIS ? Yes.

Will SIRFIS store valuation data 7Yes.

\Vhat post deployment support will be offered ?'Options for post deployment support are being
investigated and discussed at present.

Will SIRFIS run on a Macintosh platform IDuring the review of the application development
tools in May 1996, indications from Centura Software Corporation were that an application for

Macintosh would be developed in 1997. Unfortunately, indications at present are that the

corporation may be waiting to determine the future of Macintosh in the marketplace, and this

may be delaying development of this operating system. Alternative options for those clients using

Macintosh platforms are being examined in the event that Centura do not produce a version of

the application for the Macintosh operating system.

Will SIRHS handle CPUE information from survey questionaries ? Yes.

Will the licensing module have a receipting function provided with it ? Yes, a basic receipting
function will be provided.

Can SIRFIS store two different types of effort observed during the same survey e.g. total effort

and individual effort. Yes.
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Can length of all species be stored as well as the largest species caught ? Yes.

Will SIRFIS accommodate the data collected in the Queensland Rec fishing survey and the
national rec fishing survey ? SIRFIS will store the data from the Queensland Survey if required,
however any statistical analysis will be required to be conducted in a suitable application.

When "are we providing face to face presentations ? Commencing January.

Will we need to be trained in CENTURA to use SIRFIS ? No.

How many licences will we need to buy ? None.

How will data be transferred from existing systems into SDUFtS ? Small data sets will be able
to be sent on disk to the SIRFIS team for formatting and any translating required for the SIRFIS
tables. Larger data sets will be handled on site by the SIRFIS team during installation visits, or

phone support during the transfer process will be given.

Are we able to obtain SIRHS one module at a time ? To a degree. The initial deployment will

include a number of modules which are essential for the operation and behaviour of the

application; These will all be provided at the one time. After this time you will be able to
nominate which of the following modules you require, and these will be deployed one at a time.

What kind of reports can we get from SIRRS ? A list of standard reports available from SIRFIS
are listed in the information outlined in this document. Other reports can be developed if

requested prior to completion of the project. Any additional reports required after this time will

require an ad hoc report writing tool.

User Information Matrix ~ -

Attached to this document (appendix 1) is a matrix showing data fields extracted from forms
provided by the client group. The location of the data fields in SD^FIS is also shown by both
database address and module type.
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Appendbi; 1. User Information Matrix



Data Item

Location

Lat /Long

Grid number

Block/estuary

Within a stream

Postcode

Nearest town

Suburb

Water body name

State

Area

Region

Boat ramp

Access point

Usual diving spots

Venue

Map grid numbers

Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

* I

*

*

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

*

I

*

*

*

+

SA

*

*

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

*

*

*

I
*

*

Mita
data

/

y

y

Module

Correspondence

^

^

/

Person

^

/

}
Activity

modules

/

/

/

^

/

y

^

/

/

/

y

^

/

/

/

/

/

$urvey

/

/

7

y

y

/

/

^

y

y

/

/

/

Tag

y

^

^

Licence

I

/

^

/

/

1



Data Item

Location within a

water body

Time (e.g. activity
observed)

Trip start time

Trip end lime

Fishing start time

Fishing end time

Total fishing time

Pan return time

Date

Start date

End date

Month

Months fishing
(J,F,M,A etc)

Year

Season

Day type

Weekday

I Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

*

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

*

I

I

*

SA

I

*

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

*

Module i

Meta

data

I

i.

/

^

/

Correspondence

I

^

Person Activity
modules

^

^

y

^

^

^

y I

^

^

y

/

^

,/

^

/

^

^

Survey

)

/

/

/

/

/

/

Tag

I

^

Licence

/
I



Data Item

Weekend

Public holiday

School holidays

Annual holidays

Travelling time to spot

Activity Code (e.g. E,
0, OREC, EREC)

Days spent fishing

Dive time

Average dive time

Total line hours

Total pot hours

Total hours fished

Survey shift
(early/late)

Plane start time

Survey start time

Survey finish time

Hourly slot

Ramp arrive time

Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

vie

*

*

TAS
(marine)

*

TAS
(Fresh)

*

I

*

I

SA

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

I
*

*

*

Module

Meta
data

Correspondence Person Activity

modules

/

^

/

/

/

^

^

/

^

7 .

/

/

y

/

y

/

/

Survey

y

/

/

/

y

•-

^

y

/

Tag Licence



Data Item

Ramp depart time

Ramp launch time

Ramp return time

Port return time

Total annual fishing

days

Boat registration
details

Boat name

Boat size (ft/m)

Boat no.

Boat age

Boat type (small,

medium, large, power,

yacht, cruiser,

gamefish launch,

charter, dive/spear, rec.

fisher, comm. fisher,

non fisher, house boat,

trailable, other)

Boat type codes

Distinguishing mark

No. of boats

I

+
Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

(

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

I

*

I

I

SA

*

*

*

I

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

Module

Meta
data

I

I

Correspondence

I

Person Activity
modules

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

^ I

y

7

/

7

/

/

Survey

^

^

/

/

,/

Tag

I

Licencfe

I



Data Item

Outgoing boats

Incoming boats

Total boats

Total trailers (on

amval/departure)

No. Of fishers in boat

No. Of fishers
contacted

No of fisher females in
boat

Skipper name

CB operators name

Person No.

Species

Fish number

Length (total)

Length (fork)

Common name

Scientific name

Total no. of fish caught

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

Agency

QLD

*

*

*

*

*

vie TAS
(marine)

»

TAS
(Fresh)

I

*

SA

*

*

*

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

*

*

*

Module

Mya
data

Correspondence

f

Person Activity
modules

/

/

y

^

/

/

/

y

^

y

^

/

^

/

^

/

7

Survey

/

y

y

y

Tag

y

7

/

Licence

t



Data Item

Total no. of marron

Total weight

Species targeted (cat,
name)

No. of fish counted

No. of fish measured

Proportion measured

Tag number

No. of lobster
observed

No. of lobster caught

Depth of sightings

Sex of lobster

Size of lobster

No. of crabs

caught/kept

Tag & release anything

No. fish kept

No. Of fish tagged

No. fish released

Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

*

*

*

*

*

TAS
(marine)

TAS
(Fresh)

I

I

I

*

SA

*

*

*

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

NT

*

*

*

I

Module

Meta

data

I

I

I

Correspondence

I .

Person Activity
modules

y

7

/

y

/

/

^ I

/

/

^

y

^

/

^

7

/

Survey

/

I

Tag

I

/

y

7

I
Licence



Data Item

Weight kept

Weight released

Weight of individual
fish

Fishing type category
(code for fish type)

Species code

Baitfish caught

Species of baifish
caught

Estimated no. baitfish

caught

Any baitfish bought
back

Estimated catch

Fish weighed whole/
gilled & gutted.

Weight recorded

g/Kg/oz/Lb

Fishing platform (your
boat, friends boat, hire

boat, rocks, jetty, shore

etc)

Agency

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

vie

)

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

I

SA

*

WA

*

*

*

NT

I

*

Module

Meta

dat^a

Correspondence Person Activity
modules

y

y

/

7

/

/

•'

7

/

/

7

/ '

^

Survey

y

Tag

y

/

Licence



Data Item

Fishing type (surf,
light surf, light gear,
offshore, cruising,
anchored, drifting,
pots, diving, bait or
lures, estuary, river,

dam, reef, game,

crabbing, trailing,
casting gear type, other

etc)

Dive platform

Environmental
conditions

Wind
(direction/strength/

speed, gusts)

Tide (high, high rise,
high fall, low, low rise,
low fall. run in. run

out)

Moon

Water temp

Cloud cover

Depth

Current

Agency I

NSW QLD
I

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

*

TAS
(marine)

TAS
(Fresh)

I

SA

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NT

*

Module

Meta

data

I

I

t

Correspondence

I

Person Activity
modules

y

y

^

^ I

/

/

y

/

7

7

Survey

/

y

I

Tag

I

^

^

/

Licence
I

j



Data Item

Sea conditions (calm,

slight, slight moderate,
moderate, moderate

rough, rough)

Diving conditions

(wind, calm, moderate,

strong - restrictive,

strong - restrictive,

seas, 0 -0.5 m, 0.5 -1

m, 1 - 1.5 m,. 1.5m,

visibility, excellent
>.15m,good9- 15 m,

fair 4 - 8m, poor 0 -3

m.

Rainfall (nil, light,
med,heavy)

Bar condition

Weather conditions

(sunny, cloudy,
showers, rain, heavy
rain, hail, squalls)

Fisher type (comm or

rec)?

No. of fishers

No. Of shore anglers
(rod & reel, hand line,

net)

!

Agency

NSW

*

*

QLD

*

*

vie

*
I

TAS
(marine)

TAS
(Fresh)

I

I

SA
I

*

*

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

NT

I

Module

Meta

data

I

Correspondence Person Activity
modules

y '

^

/

^

/

^

y '

^

Survey

I

y

Tag

/

^

Licence

I
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Data Item

No. Of boat anglers

(rod & reel, hand line,

net)

No. of times fished

(week, month, 3

month)

Fisher name

Fisher position

Fisher position on trip

Points

Number of fish caught

Fisher age group

Fishing club

Sex/status of fisher

Fishing/dive club
member ?

No. in fishing party ?

Person/fisher number

Origin (state/country)

Fishing skill (beginner,
average, expert)

Name

Agency

NSW

*

*

*

QLD

I

*

*

*

vie

*

*

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

j

I

SA

*

WA

*

*

*

*

*

*

^T

*

*

*

Module

Meta

data

I

Correspondence

t

Person

/

^

/

/

/

^

y

Activity
modules

/

/

/

/

v

y

"t"

^

/

/

/

/

y

Survey

^

/

i

/

y

/

/

/

Tag

!

Licence

I

t
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Data Item

Phone No.

No. of years diving

No. of dives from

shore/boat

(private/chaiter)

Average dive time ?

Years diving for
abalone/lobster ?

Total people fishing
(male/female)

Total people
interviewed
(male/female)

Tournament today ?

Club members?

Year formed

Club Affiliations

Club membership

No. Members in more

than 2 or 3 events per

year.

Comments/notes

Agency '

NSW

*

*

*

*

*

QLD

*

*

vie

*

*

*

*

TAS
(marine)

*

*

*

*

*

*

TAS
(Fresh)

I

I

SA WA

»

NT

*

Module

Meta

data
Correspondence Person

/

/

Activity
modules

^ I

/

/

/

^

^

7

^

^

Survey

7

^

^

/

/

y

/

/

/

y

/

Tag Licence

1
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Data Item

Log recorder number

Officer

Skipper

No. of males

No. of females

No. of children <10

No. of lines

No. of hooks

Hook size and style

Bait or lure used ?

Bait type

Bait caught/purchased
?

Quantity bait caught

Released fish codes

(U.T.B.O)

Environment type

Caravan park name

Caravan park owner

Agency

NSW
I

*

*

*

QLD

1
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

i

TAS
(marine)

*

TAS
(Fresh)

I

I

SA WA

*

*

*

*

NT

T

Module

Meta

data

I

I

Correspondence

I

Person Activity
modules

^,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

7

/

/

/ '

/

/

^

^

y

Survey

I

Tag Licence

I

j
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Agency

Data Item

Caravan park contact

no.

Caravans with Qld no.
plates & boats

Caravans with QId no.

plates without boats.

Unknown origin with
boats

Unknown origin
without boats

Interstate caravans

with boats

Interstate caravans

without boats

Fishing conditions

(better, worse, same)

Opinions/comments

Dive purpose (passive,
training, rock lobster,
other species)

Experience of diver

% effort

Catch of each diver

NSW QLD

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

vie

*

*

*

*

TAS
(marine)

TA$
(Fresh)

±

SA

I

WA NT

I

Module

Meta

data

t

Correspondence Person Activity
modules

/

y '

^

^

^

/

y

/

/

Survey

/

^

,/

/

/

Tag Licence
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